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Call To Order
Pledge of Allegiance

WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
Agenda
Wednesday, February 27, 2019
6:30 p.m.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
PUBLIC COMMENT: Comments from audience about items not on the agenda
HEARINGS & PLANS:
1.

Coeway Ln. Land Development Preliminary/Final

CONSENT:
1.

Approval of February 13, 2019 Minutes

2.

Accounts Payable Warrant Report

3.

Resolution 2019-xx Disposition of Media

BUSINESS:
1.

West Chester Area Council of Governments’ Proposal For Clean Energy Planning

2.

PFM Debt Overview

3.

2018 Year-End Financial Report

4.

Overview of Financial Controls

5.

Proposal for Verizon Franchise Agreement Renewal

6.

Authorization to Execute Maintenance Agreement for Multimodal Trail

7.

Staff Updates

Adjournment

Next Meeting: March 13, 2019
Next Ordinance: 446
Next Resolution: 2019-11

West Whiteland Township
Board of Supervisors

West Whiteland
Eiiii

Meeting Etiquette for Public Meetings

•

The Board of Supervisors welcomes the opportunity to listen to citizens’ comments on
matters involving Township business. To maintain a respectful and productive
atmosphere for public discussion, the following guidelines will apply:
1) Those with questions or comments for anyone at the meeting are expected to
keep the substance and tone respectful.
2) Only one person speaks at a time.
3) Commenters will share their name and address for the minutes.
4) In the interest of time, the Board may limit speakers to three minutes each.
When meetings involve long agendas and/or topics about which many people may
want to comment, the following additional ground rules may apply:
5) The Board has discretion to decide that first preference for speaking will be
given to West Whiteland residents, followed by non-residents if time permits.
The Chairman will announce at the beginning of the meeting when this
procedure will apply and ask that all speakers give their name and address.
6) In the interest of time, all speakers must come to the microphone and form a
line near the microphone prior to speaking. The audience will refrain from
asking questions or responding to speakers or the Supervisors from their chairs.
7) Speakers will be asked to keep their comments as brief as possible and limit
repetition of comments to allow time for others to get their turn at the
microphone.
8) Time limits may be set when needed to leave enough time for the other items
on the agenda.

MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 22, 2019

West Whiteland

TO: Board of Supervisors
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FROM: John R. Weller, AICP
Director of Planning and Zoning
SUBJECT: 109 Coeway La.
Land development plan
APPLICANT:

Todd Schneider
109 Coeway La.
Exton, PA 19341

SITE ADDRESS:

109 Coeway La.
Exton, PA 19341

TAX PARCEL:
ZONING:
DESCRIPTION:
EXPIRES:

41-2-66
TC, Town Center
Construction of 2,160 sq.ft. storage building and associated
paving accessory to existing commercial building.
March 28, 2019

Recommended Motion
To approve the land development plan for Todd Schneider for the construction of a 2,160
sq.ft. storage building and associated paving at 109 Coeway La. as depicted on the 5-sheet
plan set prepared by JMR Engineering dated October 24, 2018 and most recently revised on
January 29, 2019 with the following waivers and subject to the following conditions (#1-8):
1. The plan is approved as a final plan pursuant to §281-10.H of the West
Whiteland Township Subdivision and Land Development Ordinance (“S/LDO”).
2. Waiver of §281-31 of the S/LDO such that no sidewalk need be provided along the
Coeway La. frontage of the site.
3. Waiver of §281-35.G(1)(a) of the S/LDO such that no low screen need be provided,
pursuant to comment #4a of the Theurkauf Design and Planning (“Theurkauf”) review
dated February 6, 2019.
4. Payment of a fee 1 in lieu of preservation of permanent open space, pursuant to §28147.B of the S/LDO.
5. All remaining consultant and Township Staff concerns shall be addressed to the
satisfaction of the Township.

1 As

of this writing, this fee would be approximately $1,950.

6. Execution and recording of the Township’s Stormwater Facilities Maintenance Agreement and Landscaping Restrictive Covenant, pursuant to Township practice. If the
Applicant makes no material revisions or additions to the standard form of the said
documents, then the Board hereby authorizes the Township Manager to sign these
forms on behalf of the Township.
7. Execution of a Developer Agreement and a Financial Security Agreement pursuant to
Township practice. The amount of such security shall be based upon construction cost
estimates for the site improvements, including landscaping, to be provided by the
Applicant, which shall be reviewed and deemed sufficient by Spotts, Stevens and
McCoy and Theurkauf. If the Applicant makes no material revisions or additions to the
standard form of the said agreements, then the Board hereby authorizes the Township
Manager to sign these forms on behalf of the Township.
8. Payment of all outstanding Township invoices within thirty days of the date of final
plan approval or at time of application for a building permit, whichever comes first.
Background
The site is a 1.1-acre lot at the end of Coeway La., a private dead-end street off of Pottstown
Pk. between Target and the Fairfield Place shopping center. The existing development on
the lot consists of a structure that was once a single-family detached dwelling but has not
been used as a residence for a number of years. The building is now a business office, and
the property includes a parking lot for the business and several small sheds. The Applicant is
proposing to construct a pole barn as an accessory structure for storage related to the
business as well as the Applicant’s personal use. The pole barn will have its own driveway to
Coeway La. and there will be a paved vehicle maneuvering area on its east side. The existing
building will remain, although one of the existing sheds will be removed.
The property is nearly level, although there is a very small steep area at the northeast corner
that is not affected by this project; there are no FEMA-designated floodplains. The Zoning
Officer has determined that the use is permitted in this zoning district and that the project
complies with all applicable area and bulk standards and is therefore permissible as shown
without the need for Zoning relief.
The Planning Commission reviewed this plan at their meetings of January 8 and February 19,
2019. At the conclusion of discussion at the second meeting, the Commission passed a motion
recommending approval of the plan, including the waivers and conditions listed above in the
Recommended Motion. Tonight is the Applicant’s first presentation of this plan to the Board.
Consultant Reviews
No exterior lighting is proposed, so there is no review from Stubbe Consulting.
•

Spotts, Stevens and McCoy (“SSM”) review dated February 12, 2019. Comment #4
notes that additional information is needed in order to demonstrate compliance with
the provisions of the carbonate district. The rest of the review lists the requested
waivers and notes a few administrative items. No design revisions are indicated.

•

Theurkauf review dated February 6, 2019. Theurkauf’s prior concerns have been
resolved to their satisfaction; comment #4a supports a waiver from the low screen
required by §281-35.G(1)(a) of the S/LDO.
2

•

Traffic Planning and Design (“TPD”) review February 12, 2019. Staff notes:
−

Comment #1 advises that no traffic impact fee is warranted, but recommends a
special restriction on the use of the pole barn. Staff is of the opinion that this is
unnecessary as the Applicant has already stated that the building will be for both
personal use and storage of equipment related to the business on the site. We
note that proposed structure will not be connected to sewer or water service, so it
cannot be permanently occupied or used independently of the existing business.
The Commission and Staff concluded that any use that would generate additional
traffic would require sewer and water connections, so we are content to let the
use of the pole barn be guided by the Zoning Ordinance. Future consideration of a
traffic impact fee will be triggered if the owner ever requests connections to the
sewer or water supply systems.

−

Regarding comment #2, the Board should note that the improvements associated
with the hotel approved for 198 Sunrise Blvd. will have no impact upon the access
for the proposed pole barn. While the hotel-related improvements will give the
existing parking lot a new access to Sunrise, the pole barn would continue to
access Coeway at the location shown. Since the existing parking lot will not be
connected to the new driveway, there can be no cut-through traffic. Staff has no
objection to the Schneider property having access to both Sunrise and Coeway.

−

Comment #3 recommends that clear-sight triangles be shown on the plan, although
§281-28.E(3) of the S/LDO requires them only for public streets, not private streets
like Coeway. The Commission and Staff agree that conditions on Coeway are such
that clear-sight triangles are unnecessary.

−

Township staff have re-set the “no outlet” sign mentioned in comment #7 to our
satisfaction; this issue is resolved.

•

Director of Public Works memorandum dated February 12, 2019. Mr. Otteni has no
remaining concerns regarding this project.

•

Fire Marshal memorandum dated November 27, 2018. Mr. Moses has no concerns
regarding this project.

•

Police Department memorandum dated December 11, 2018. Chief Catov has no
concerns regarding this project.

•

Chester County Planning Commission review dated December 14, 2018. The
County advises that this plan is consistent with the County Comprehensive Plan. Their
concern in comment #3 about carbonate geology and its potential for sinkholes has
been addressed by SSM.

Staff Comment
The only remaining consultant concerns are minor issues that can be resolved as conditions of
plan approval pursuant to the Recommended Motion above. Staff notes that the “waivers
requested” box on Sheet 3 of the plan includes waivers from two provisions of §281-35.E of
the S/LDO. These provisions concern landscaping for stormwater basins, but we have
determined that these provisions do not apply to this plan. The landscaping around the basin
complies with the applicable requirements: the cited waivers are not necessary to allow this
design, so they are not included in the Recommended Motion.
Staff has no objection to Board action on this plan tonight, subject to the provisions included
in the Recommended Motion above.
3

Attachments
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

SSM review dated February 12, 2019.
Theurkauf review dated February 6, 2019.
TPD review dated February 12, 2019.
Director of Public Works memo dated February 12, 2019.
Fire Marshal memo dated November 27, 2018.
Police Chief memo dated December 11, 2018.
Chester County Planning Commission review dated December 14, 2018.
Plan set dated October 24, 2018, most recently revised January 29, 2019.

H:\Plans\123\109 Coeway\Weller BOS memo dated 2-22-19
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Spotts, Stevens and McCoy
1047 N. Park Road > P.O. Box 6307 > Reading PA 19610-0307
610.621.2000 > F. 610.621.2001 > SSMGROUP.COM

( > SSM
February 12, 2018
Mr. John R. Weller, AICP
Director of Planning and Zoning
West Whiteland Township
101 Commerce Drive
Exton, PA 19341
RE:

109 Coeway Lane Pole Barn
Preliminary/Final Land Development Plan
SSM File 101008.0327

Dear Mr. Weller:
We have reviewed the above-referenced submission consisting of the following:


109 Coeway Lane Preliminary/Final Land Development Plans (5 Sheets), prepared by JMR
Engineering, LLC, dated October 24, 2018, most recently revised January 29, 2019;



Stormwater Management Narrative and Report (Including Pre-Development & Post Development
Drainage Area Sheet), prepared by JMR Engineering, LLC, dated October 19, 2018, most recently
revised January 28, 2019;

The applicant is proposing to construct a 2,160 sf pole barn (for personal use only) for the storage of vehicles.
The property is zoned TC, Town Center Mixed Used, and is situated on Coeway Lane, a private roadway with
a 14 foot cartway. We have reviewed the proposed pole barn as an accessory building to the existing dwelling
and have the following comments regarding the plan.
Issues regarding landscaping and buffering, traffic and pedestrian circulation, and lighting will be addressed
by Theurkauf Design and Planning, Traffic Planning and Design, and Stan Stubbe respectively.

WAIVER REQUESTS
The following waivers have been requested.
1.

Section 281-35.E.3 – Perimeter buffers shall be 25 feet in width, placed at the property line, right-of
way line, or around the circumference of stormwater management basins. Perimeter buffers plantings
shall comply with the planting requirements of 281-35.E.3.a-c. This should be reviewed by
Theurkauf Design and Planning.

2.

Section 281-31.A – Sidewalks shall be required for all residential and nonresidential development.
Relief is requested to not require sidewalk. We have no objection to this request.

3.

Section 281-35.G(1)(a) – Low screens shall be used around the perimeters of all parking lots or other
similar vehicular use areas and storage buildings when decorative walls, such as brick, latticework or
split-face concrete block, are proposed. This should be reviewed by Theurkauf Design and Planning.

ENGINEERING | SURVEYING | ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

Mr. John Weller | West Whiteland Township
SSM File 101008.0327
February 12, 2019
Page 2 of 2

( > SSM

COMPLIANCE WITH ZONING ARTICLE XV: CARBONATE AREA DISTRICT
4.

Based on the information supplied, the applicant has not addressed all the requirements of Sections
325-77.A(1) through -77.A(3); we therefore submit a finding of compliance, with additional
conditions for this proposal. Notes must be added for each section indicating how the applicant will
comply.

COMPLIANCE WITH SUBDIVISION AND LAND DEVELOPMENT ORDINANCE
5.

The certification by the engineer and surveyor who prepared the plan shall be completed prior to the
Township endorsing the plan, Section 281-17.G.

COMPLIANCE WITH STORMWATER ORDINANCE
6.

Financial security shall be provided for the construction of all stormwater management facilities,
Section 270-10. The response letter indicates that financial security will be provided at time of
building permit application. If this is acceptable to the Township it shall be noted on the plans,
however; the applicant should submit an engineer’s probable cost estimate now for all stormwater
related items for review in order for the Township to determine an adequate financial security prior to
endorsing the plan.

7.

The applicant shall provide the Township with the “letter of adequacy” from the Chester County
Conservation District for the E&S Plan prior to the Township endorsing the plan, Section 27017.A(1)(a).

8.

The applicant statement of Section 270-32.A(3) and the design engineer signature block of Section
270-32.A(4) shall be signed prior to the Township endorsing the plan.

9.

A stormwater operation and maintenance agreement shall be provided, Section 270-43.

Please contact me if you have any questions.
Sincerely,
Spotts, Stevens and McCoy

Kent D. Morey, P.E.
Senior Engineer
kent.morey@ssmgroup.com
cc:

Mark Stabolepszy, P.E.

MEMORANDUM
TO:

John Weller, AICP, West Whiteland Township Director of Planning and Zoning
Justin Smiley, AICP, Township Planner
David E. Rentschler, PE, JMR Engineering, LLC

FROM:

Edward A. Theurkauf, RLA, ASLA, APA
Kelsey P. Stanton, Associate ASLA

DATE:

February 6, 2019

SUBJECT:

REVIEW COMMENTS – 109 COEWAY LANE
PRELIMINARY/FINAL LAND DEVELOPMENT PLAN DATED 1-29-19

Please note our review comments pertaining to the following documents that we received on 2-2-19, as
well as to a site visit on 12-3-18:
•

Land Development Plan by JMR Engineering consisting of 5 sheets; and

•

Response letter by JMR Engineering dated 1-29-19.

Issues that have been addressed are so noted. New comments are in bold.

1240 Elbow Lane • Chester Springs, PA 19425 phone 484-888-5574 email ed@theurkauf.com www.theurkauf.com

REVIEW COMMENTS – 109 COEWAY LANE
PRELIMINARY/FINAL LAND DEVELOPMENT PLAN DATED 1-29-19

Page |2

February 6, 2019
1.

Use of Facility – This issue has been resolved.

2.

Pedestrian Accessibility – Section 325-13.A.1 of the zoning ordinance (ZO) describes the intent
of the Town Center District as a pedestrian-oriented central area. Sections 281-31.A and 28169.C of the subdivision and land development ordinance (SLDO) require sidewalks along all
streets and drives.
We recommend that the Township consider mechanisms to provide a sidewalk along Coeway
Lane in the event of future development with pedestrian facilities on adjacent properties.

3.

Town Center Architectural Standards – This issue has been resolved.

4.

Site Element Screens – Section 281-35.G.1 (SLDO) requires low vegetated screens around
parking lots and decorative storage buildings, high vegetated screens around loading areas, and
yard screens around vehicle storage areas and equipment yards. The plan indicates no screening
of the development.

5.

a.

Storage Building Screen – We consider the architecture and personal use of the
proposed barn as sufficient justification for a waiver from the low screen requirement.

b.

Paved Area Screen – The plan indicates a paved area in front of the proposed barn
with no loading or storage component. No screen is required.

Tree Removal and Compensatory Planting – Section 281-34.G (SLDO) requires compensatory
plantings for mature trees that are removed.
The plan indicates significant disturbance to a 24-inch DBH double-trunked Silver Maple to
remain. The plan has been revised to require (4) compensatory trees in accordance with
section 281-34.G (SLDO) in the event the tree dies within 5 years of construction. We consider
this issue resolved.

6.

Tree Protection - Section 281-34.D (SLDO) specifies required measures for protection of existing
trees to remain.
The E&S Plan indicates tree protection fencing that conflict with proposed construction and
shall be revised accordingly.

7.

Conclusion – The noted issues shall be addressed prior to approval.

Please contact this office with any questions.

1240 Elbow Lane • Chester Springs, PA 19425 phone 484-888-5574 email ed@cheurkauf.com www.theurkauf.com
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February 12, 2019
Ms. Mimi Gleason, Township Manager
West Whiteland Township
101 Commerce Drive
Exton, PA 19341

RE:

109 Coeway Lane
Preliminary/Final Land Development Plan Review
West Whiteland Township, Chester County
TPD# WWT-00214

Dear Mimi:
In our role as Township Traffic Engineer, Traffic Planning and Design, Inc. (TPD) has reviewed the following
items which we received on January 30, 2019:
•

Preliminary/Final Land Development Plans prepared by JMR Engineering, LLC, October 24, 2018,
last revised January 29, 2019;

•

Response letter prepared by JMR Engineering, LLC, dated January 29, 2019.

Based on our review, we offer the following comments:

Plan Comments

1. The response letter indicates that the proposed garage will be used for personal storage and will
not generate additional traffic. Therefore, in our opinion, this comment has been addressed from
a traffic engineering perspective. However, the Township should determine if there is a need to
place restrictions on the garage to limit it to personal use since it is located on a property with a
residential building that is currently being used as a commercial business or if the garage use is
covered under the current zoning for the property.
2.

A hotel use was previously approved for the adjacent property on Sunrise Boulevard which
proposed to revise the access for 109 Coeway Lane from Coeway Lane to Sunrise Boulevard. While
the status of the hotel project is unknown, the plans for 109 Coeway Lane should show the
proposed access configuration and how the proposed garage will be accessed after the hotel
improvements are completed. Consideration should be given to providing garage access for 109
Coeway Lane to Sunrise Boulevard in lieu of Coeway Lane after the hotel improvements are
completed.
The response letter indicates that the garage is intended for personal use and will have access to
Coeway Lane. However, after completion of the hotel improvements, access to the parking lot for

2500 East High Street, Suite 650
Pottstown, PA 19464

610.326.3100
TrafficPD@TrafficPD.com

Ms. Mimi Gleason
February 12, 2019
Page 2

the subject site will be provided via Sunrise Boulevard in lieu of Coeway Lane. Therefore, it may
not be desirable for the subject property to have accesses to both Coeway Lane and Sunrise
Boulevard after the hotel improvements are completed. The plans should show how access will
be provided to the subject site after the hotel improvements are completed.
3.

TPD will defer to the Township regarding the need for sidewalk and widening of Coeway Lane
along the property frontage.

5.

A centerline driveway profile was requested to ensure that the change in grade between the
existing road and the proposed driveway will not cause vehicles to "bottom out" when the
entering or exiting the driveway. However, it is our understanding that the Planning Commission
indicated that the profile is not required. Therefore, in our opinion, this comment has been
addressed.

6. Sight distance triangles need to be provided on the plan for the revised access drive in accordance
with Section 281-28.E(3) of the West Whiteland Township Subdivision and Land Development
Ordinance. The response letter indicates that this comment is not applicable because Coeway
Lane is not a public street. However, all roads must comply with the design standards regardless
of ownership. In addition, in our opinion, sight distance is a health, safety and welfare issue that
must always be satisfied.
7. As indicated in our previous review, a "No Outlet" sign (Wl4-2) should be posted on Coeway Lane
at the intersection with Route 100. The response letter indicates that a "No Outlet" sign already
exists at this location. The sign was not observed during our site visit and the sign shown on
Google Street View from 2016 is not properly posted (sign is approximately 2-3 feet above the
ground.) The Applicant's engineer should verify that the sign exists and is properly posted.
We reserve the right to make additional comments upon receipt of subsequent submissions.
Sincerely,

President
kjohnson @TrafficPD.com
Cc:

John Weller, AICP
Justin Smiley, AICP
Ted Otteni, P.E.
Jerry Baker, P.E.
Eric Hammond, TPD

2500 East High Street, Suite 650
Pollstown, PA 19464

610.326.3100
TrafficPD@TrafficPD.com

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

February 12, 2019

TO:

John Weller, Director of Planning and Zoning

FROM:

Theodore D. Otteni, P.E.
Director of Public Works

West Whiteland

- ~~@!
..~11/•~im~-lly~

-

SUBJECT: 109 Coeway Lane
Land Development Review
I have reviewed the submission for 109 Coeway Lane Land Development, plans dated
January 29, 2019.
I have no comments on the plans.

101 Commerce Drive
Exton , Pennsylvania 19341

West Whiteland
,>,.....-- -
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Tel: (610) 363-9525
www.westwhiteland.org

Memorandum
DATE:

November 27, 2018

TO:

John Weller/Director of Planning and Zoning
Justin Smiley/Township Planner

FROM: f11 ark Moses/Code Administration Officer/Fire Marshal/Assistant
Zoning Officer
RE:

109 Coeway Lane Land Development Fire Marshal First Review

I have reviewed the above plan dated 10/24/2018 and have no comments or
concerns for the proposed project.

See me with any questions.

WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP

MEMORANDUM
DATE:
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

December 11, 2018
Justin Smiley, Township Planner
Joseph M. Catov Jr., Chief of Police
109 Coeway Ln Land Development (First Review)

I have reviewed the plans for 109 Coeway Land Development (First Review). I have no issues
with the plans as submitted.

Joseph M. atov, Jr.
Chief of Police

THE COUNTY OF CHESTER
COMMISSIONERS
Michelle Kichline
Kathi Cozzone
Terence Fan-ell
Btian N . O'Leary, AICP
Executive Director

PLANNING COMMISSION
Government Services Center, Suite 270
601 Westtown Road
P. 0 . Box 2747
West Chester, PA 19380-0990
(610) 344-6285
Fax (610) 344-6515

December 14, 2018
John R. Weller, AICP, Director of Planning & Zoning
West Whiteland Township
101 Commerce Drive
Exton, PA 19341
Re:
#

Final Land Development - 109 Coeway Lane
West Whiteland Township – LD-11-18-15682

Dear Mr. Weller:
A Final Land Development Plan entitled "109 Coeway Lane", prepared by JMR Engineering, LLC, and
dated October 24, 2018, was received by this office on November 26, 2018. This plan is reviewed by the
Chester County Planning Commission in accord with the provisions of Section 502 of the Pennsylvania
Municipalities Planning Code. We offer the following comments on the proposed land development for
your consideration.
PROJECT SUMMARY:
Location:
Site Acreage:
Lots/Units:
Proposed Land Use:
Municipal Land Use Plan Designation:
UPI#:

the north side of Coeway Lane, east of North Pottstown Pike
1.09
1 Lot
2,160 square foot pole barn
Town Center Mixed Use
41-2-66

PROPOSAL:
The applicant proposes the construction of a 2,160 square foot pole barn. The existing buildings on the
site will remain. The project site, which is served by onsite water and onsite sewer, is located in the TC
Town Center Mixed Use zoning district.

RECOMMENDATION: The County Planning Commission recommends that the issues raised in this
letter should be addressed and all Township issues should be resolved before action is taken on this
land development plan.

Email: ccplanning@chesco.org

●

website: www.chescoplanning.org

Page:
Re:
#
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Final Land Development - 109 Coeway Lane
West Whiteland Township – LD-11-18-15682

Map Features :
Im age Info: Date Taken: 2014
Source: CCPC, 2017

Parcel Info: Parcel(s) : 41-2-66
(Main)Address : 109 Coeway La .
Municipality: VVest Whiteland TINp.
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Final Land Development - 109 Coeway Lane
West Whiteland Township – LD-11-18-15682

COUNTY POLICY:
LANDSCAPES:
1.

The project site is located within the Suburban Center Landscape designation of Landscapes3,
the 2018 County Comprehensive Plan. The vision for the Suburban Center Landscape is
regional economic, population and transportation centers with varying land uses, accommodating
substantial future growth of medium to high intensity. Repurposing obsolete structures and sites
and encouraging sustainable development will be critical as suburban centers grow, and
transportation infrastructure and amenities will need to expand to create an integrated multimodal
network. The proposed land development is consistent with the objectives of the Suburban
Center Landscape.

WATERSHEDS:
2.

Watersheds, the water resources component of Landscapes3, indicates the proposed development
is located within the West Creek (West) subbasin of the Brandywine Creek watershed.
Watersheds’ highest priority land use objectives within this watershed are: reduce stormwater
runoff, restore water quality of “impaired” streams, and protect vegetated riparian corridors.
Watersheds can be accessed at www.chesco.org/water.

PRIMARY ISSUES:
3.

The site is underlain by carbonate geology in which the presence or potential may exist for
formation and/or expansion of solution channels, sinkholes and other karst features. These
features can present risk of collapse and groundwater contamination that often can be overcome
and avoided with careful stormwater management design. The location, type, and design of
stormwater facilities and best management practices (BMPs) should be based on a site evaluation
conducted by a qualified licensed professional that ascertains the conditions relevant to formation
of karst features, and the PA BMP Manual or other design guidance acceptable to the Municipal
Engineer.

ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES:
4.

Land disturbance and land development activities that occur within Chester County must comply
with the County-wide Act 167 Stormwater Management Plan for Chester County, PA (July
2013) and the associated Act 167 stormwater management ordinance standards adopted by each
municipality.

5.

The applicant is requesting a partial waiver from the perimeter buffer requirements in Section
281-35.E(3) of the Township Subdivision and Land Development Ordinance. Waiver requests
should only be granted following the determination that the proposed project either meets the
purpose of these requirements or does not create the impacts that these provisions are intended to
manage.

6.

A minimum of four (4) copies of the plan should be presented at the Chester County Planning
Commission for endorsement to permit recording of the final plan in accord with the procedures of
Act 247, the Pennsylvania Municipalities Planning Code, and to meet the requirements of the
Recorder of Deeds and the Assessment Office.

Page:
Re:
#
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Final Land Development - 109 Coeway Lane
West Whiteland Township – LD-11-18-15682

This report does not review the plan for compliance to all aspects of your ordinance, as this is more
appropriately done by agents of West Whiteland Township. However, we appreciate the opportunity to
review and comment on this plan. The staff of the Chester County Planning Commission is available to you
to discuss this and other matters in more detail.
Sincerely,

Paul Farkas
Senior Review Planner
cc:

Todd Schneider
JMR Engineering, LLC
Chester County Health Department

WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
RESOLUTION NO. 2019 - ___
WHEREAS, by virtue of Resolution 2009-09 adopted April 8, 2009, the Board of Supervisors of
Whiteland Township declared its intent to follow the schedules and procedures for the disposition of records as
set forth in the Municipal Records Manual approved on December 16, 2009, and,
WHEREAS, in accordance with Act 428 of 1968, each individual act of disposition shall be approved by
resolution of the governing body of the municipality;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Supervisors of the Township of West
Whiteland, Chester County, Pennsylvania, in accordance with the above-cited Municipal Records Manual,
hereby authorizes reformatting of the following public records:

OFFICE

RECORD TITLE

DATES

MEDIA

Administration

Board of Supervisors

January 23, 2019

140813 KB of data

Planning

Planning Commission

February 5, 2019

158725 KB of data

ADOPTED this 27th day of February, 2019.

WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

______________________________
Theresa Santalucia, Chairman
ATTEST:

__________________________________
Mimi Gleason, Township Manager

______________________________
Michele Moll, Vice-Chairman

_______________________________
Elizabeth Jones, Member

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
DATE:

Board of Supervisors
Mimi Gleason
Clean Energy Plan
2/22/2019

-

West Whiteland

Recommended Motion: To commit West Whiteland Township to participate in the West
Chester Area Council of Government’s development of a renewable energy plan and to fund a
proportionate share of the cost via an amendment of $15,000 to the General Fund
Administration budget.
The Sierra Club’s Chester County Ready for 100 group approached the West Chester Area
Council of Governments (WCACOG) – seven municipalities in the West Chester region – about
developing a plan to transition the community to 100% renewable energy. Following
discussion, the WCACOG issued a Request for Proposals for a customized plan for the West
Chester area to achieve 100% renewable electricity by 2035 and 100% renewable energy for all
uses by 2050. The expectation is that the plan will recommend some combination of advocacy
at the federal and state levels to support the energy transition, projects for the municipalities
to undertake to transition our own facilities to renewable energy, and approaches to pursue to
encourage/incentivize/convince other energy users to do the same.
Nine firms submitted proposals or indicated interest:
•
Amerex Energy - Sugar Land, TX (office in West Chester)
•
Cadmus Group - Boston, MA
•
Enel X – Boston, MA
•
NEWR Energy - Bethesda, MD (office in Philadelphia)
•
Optimal Energy - Hinesburg, VT
•
Pennoni-Krug – West Chester, PA
•
ProtoGen Energy Aligned - Quakertown, PA
•
Synapse Energy Economics – Cambridge, MA
•
Practical Energy Solutions – West Chester, PA – expressed interest but recused due to a
conflict of interest; Vice President, Dianne Herrin, is also the Mayor of West Chester.
Paula Kline, Jim Wylie and Henry Alexander from Chester County Ready for 100 and the
WCACOG managers (Review Team) reviewed the proposals and selected the top three to be
interviewed via a video conference. (Paula, Jim and Henry will be at the Feb 27 Board meeting
to give a presentation about the plan.)
After the interviews, the Review Team reviewed the merits of each of the proposals and
unanimously agreed to recommend that the WCACOG accept the proposal from Cadmus

Group, LCC in the amount of $75,000. Cadmus is a large firm (600 employees) based in Boston
with a dozen offices located in the U.S. and Germany. Their proposals stood out based on:
- Experience doing similar plans in communities of varying sizes, including King County in
Washington (completed) and Buncombe County (Asheville) in North Carolina
(underway)
- Strong technical side to support recommendations with science and data
- Familiarity with the region based on work they’ve already done with DVRPC
- Emphasis on stakeholder engagement
At their meeting on February 21, 2019, the WCACOG agreed to move forward with the Cadmus
proposal. Under the terms of the WCACOG inter-municipal agreement, the governing body of
each of member municipality must specifically approve participation in any WCACOG project.
In other words, the decision is yours whether to participate in and pay for West Whiteland’s
share of the plan.
Thornbury Township does not want to participate in this initiative. The Review Team
apportioned the project cost among the remaining municipalities based on the population.
WCACOG*
East Bradford
East Goshen
West Chester Borough
West Goshen
West Whiteland
Westtown
Total

* Excluding Thornbury Township

Population
10,038
18,339
19,842
23,137
18,450
10,913
100,719

Percentage
10%
18%
20%
23%
18%
11%
100%

Proposal Share
$7,475
$13,656
$14,775
$17,229
$13,739
$8,126
$75,000

The municipalities will report their respective council or board’s decision at the WCACOG’s April
25th meeting. The WCACOG then will enter into a contract on behalf of the member
municipalities that agreed to participate. If participation, and therefore cost, differs
significantly from the above table, I will bring the proposal back to the Board for
reconsideration.
The Clean Energy Plan was not included in the 2019 budget. If the Board supports West
Whiteland’s participation in the plan, staff recommends amending the budget by increasing
funding for contracted services in the Administration Department (01-4010-3450) by $15,000
(to allow for incidental costs should they arise).
Att:
Ready for 100% flyer
WCACOG RFP for Energy Plan
Cadmus services proposal
Cadmus cost proposal

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
WEST CHESTER AREA COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS (WCACOG)
RENEWABLE ENERGY PLANNING SERVICES
NOTICE:
West Chester Area Council of Governments (WCACOG) is soliciting proposals from qualified firms to
provide renewable energy planning services within a multi-jurisdictional area. The WCACOG represents
seven municipalities surrounding West Chester, Pennsylvania. These municipalities are West Chester
Borough and the townships of East Bradford, West Whiteland, West Goshen, East Goshen, Westtown,
and Thornbury.
This RFP package which includes a Scope of Work describing the required services is also presented on
the East Goshen Township website www.eastgoshen.org beginning December 14, 2018. Proposal must
be submitted electronically by 3:00pm EST on February 4, 2019. If a respondent desires to provide hard
copies in addition to the electronically submitted proposal, these should be delivered to the following
address:
Rick Smith, Township Manager
East Goshen Township
1580 Paoli Pike
West Chester, PA 19380-6199
Respondents may contact Rick Smith with questions regarding the Request for Proposal. Question
should be submitted in writing via email to rsmith@eastgoshen.org on or before January 28, 2019. Any
questions and their responses will be posted on the East Goshen Township website.
The right to reject any and all proposals by the WCACOG is reserved.
The Proposals will be evaluated by a WCACOG review team and several respondents may be invited to
be interviewed.
Any and all costs of preparing proposals (including site visits where needed) shall be the responsibility
of the submitting firm.

General Overview
Request for Proposals
The West Chester Area Council of Governments (WCACOG) is soliciting proposal from qualified
consulting firms (“Respondents”) to provide professional planning services which will explore energy
conservation and renewable energy options within the West Chester area. A detailed description of the
overall work to be performed is provided in the “Scope of Work” section of this document.
Background
The West Chester area is located in the heart of the Route 202 technology corridor in Chester County 30
miles west of Philadelphia and has a population of over 100,000. The area has seen steady and
continued business and residential growth for many years. In addressing the benefits and challenges of
this continued growth, the WCACOG wishes to explore options to transition to renewable energy. West
Chester Borough and East Bradford Township have adopted a 100% Renewable Energy Vision
Resolution to achieve 100% renewable energy electricity by 2035 and 100% renewable energy for all
uses by 2050 in a fair and inclusive transition process.
Scope of Agreement
The selected respondent will be required to provide all labor, supervision, materials, supplies,
transportation, equipment, and services necessary to assume overall responsibility for the coordination
and communication of this project’s goals.
Responsibilities of the Respondent
The services being requested are outlined in the section entitled “Scope of Services”.
Submission Procedure and Proposal Content
Proposals shall be submitted no later than 3:00pm E.S.T. February 4, 2019. One (1) electronic copy shall
be submitted to Rick Smith at rsmith@eastgoshen.org. Respondents desiring to deliver a hard copy in
addition to the required electronic copy may do so to:
Rick Smith, Township Manager
East Goshen Township
1580 Paoli Pike
West Chester, PA 19380-6199
All proposals must include a cover letter indicating the respondents name, primary contact person,
address, telephone number, and email address.
Additional Information
All requests for interpretation, clarification or additional information regarding this RFP should be made
in writing, via email to Rick Smith at rsmith@eastgoshen.org. The deadline for questions shall be
January 28, 2019. Any questions and their responses will be posted on the East Goshen Township
website.
Limitations
Responses to this RFQ does not imply any commitment on behalf of the WCACOG or any of its
members. Subsequent evaluation and acceptance of any contract will take place after any RFPs are
issued for this topic.
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Community Renewable Energy Planning Service
Scope of Work
As mentioned in the background section of this RFP, the WCACOG is working to develop an approach
that would allow it to achieve 100% renewable electricity by 2035 and 100% renewable energy for all
uses by 2050 in a fair and inclusive transition process.
Scope of Services
Energy Transition Plan: The primary deliverable to be provided through this requested service is a
customized and achievable Energy Transition Plan for the WCACOG area. It is important to reiterate
that the Energy Transition Plan will be developed for the entire area, but will also include municipal
government operations. This includes understanding area-wide energy use and technological solutions,
barriers, legal implications, and potential financial models for energy conservation and renewable
energy implementation. The Energy Transition Plan created by this project should include identification
of strategies to achieve stated energy conservation and renewable energy goals structured in a
framework of practical achievability with an understanding of the regulatory context and conditions in
Pennsylvania. Additionally, the plan should incorporate these issues as they relate to WCACOG
operations. The plan should be developed in close coordination with the WCACOG. Essential elements
of the plan include:
●

Development of consensus understanding among WCACOG members about the goal of “100%
renewable energy”. This would include how the term “renewable energy” is defined and basic
education about connotations ranging from real and personal property powered directly by
renewable energy sources to purchasing energy through renewable energy sources or tax
credits, or other currently viable options;

●

Assessment of the current regulatory framework for energy policy, generator and utility
operations, and renewable energy in Pennsylvania; provide an analysis and recommendations
concerning applicable policy issues related to identified plan strategies and regulations related
to energy production, energy use, efficiency and renewable energy;

●

Assessment and identification of energy conservation, renewable energy and energy storage
opportunities, incentives and approaches to achieve identified strategies or scenarios including
identification of appropriate locations for renewable energy and/or storage installations;

●

Quantification of the financial implications and assessment of the economic and other impacts
of developed strategies and recommendations;

●

Development of recommendations/opportunities for community partnerships with private
businesses, utility companies, renewable energy providers, non-governmental organizations,
and other relevant parties within the area;

●

Support WCACOG members’ staff for public meetings or presentations and development of
educational and outreach materials related to the plan or plan development process;

●

An analysis of the greenhouse gas emission reductions that will be achieved;

●

Be structured as short, medium and long term recommendations/opportunities. Possibly
separating the deliverables into a 3 phases.
3

Schedule: Contract completion of Energy Transition Plan by consultant is anticipated to be within 4
months of contract execution (as shown below in Anticipated Schedule of Bidding Process).
Compensation
The consultant may be compensated on an hourly basis with an established not-to-exceed cost for each
individual assignment, a lump sum fee, or an agreed upon fee arrangement. The proposed staff,
estimated hours, reimbursable and any other costs shall be established through mutual agreement
between the consultant and the WCACOG. Once a contract is fully executed and the exact scope of
work is approved by the WCACOG, the consultant shall proceed with the project, invoicing the
WCACOG on a monthly basis based on the actual staff-hours charged to the project and reimbursables.
The invoice should document all staff-hours charged and description of project progress. The proposal
may suggest a phased deliverable with specified costs.
Anticipated Schedule
Release of RFP: December 14, 2018
Deadline for clarification and changes: January 28, 2019
Proposals Due: February 4, 2019
Contract Execution: April 25, 2019
Proposal Format
Proposals should be submitted in a format that allows for uniform review and easy access to
information by the Evaluation Committee. The proposals should be clear and concise, with substantive
portion of the proposal limited to 20 pages (single-sided) (additional pages shall be allowed for staff
resumes, references and other general proposal information). Emphasis should be placed on the
specific qualification of the people who will actually provide the services and the firm’s ability to
manage the service. To assist in the evaluation process the proposal shall contain at least the following
information:
●

Transmittal Letter and Signature Page: Provide a brief cover letter stating your firm’s
commitment to provide the services as needed in this RFP, including a brief narrative describing
the firm, its history, and data relative to the firm’s size.

●

Basic Qualifications
o Provide the firms experience with renewable energy or sustainability planning and
energy policy efforts at the community or local government level;
o A complete list with brief descriptions of recent renewable energy or sustainability
planning efforts at the community or local government level the firm has participated;
o Information describing the firm’s knowledge or experience coordinating with utilities
and renewable energy providers;
o Provide the firm’s experience with energy policy, implementation or development of
emerging strategies or approaches to promote or enable to use of renewable energy
and the applicable regulatory context of energy policy and renewable energy projects in
4

o

o

the Pennsylvania, including knowledge and coordination with the PA PUC or other
regulatory entity and/or coordination with local governments or community groups in
support of legislative goals;
Provide examples of your experience coordinating with relevant government agencies
or other organizations with key knowledge of energy regulations, energy efficiency and
renewable energy policy and implementation;
Explain the firm’s knowledge or experience with funding or financing for initiatives that
encourage widespread adoption of renewable energy that could be incorporated into
the plan.

●

Staff Qualifications
o Provide an overview of the qualifications of your project manager and key project staff,
including any anticipated sub-consultants; including the identification of appropriate
personnel with detailed knowledge of renewable energy or sustainability planning and
detailed knowledge of the regulatory context of energy policy and renewable energy in
Pennsylvania and/or personnel with experience coordinating with the PA PUC;
o Describe who will perform the various tasks and what will be their level of involvement
and responsibilities and give their qualifications for this specific task;
o Include resumes of individuals; and
o Indicate the location of the office that agent(s) will work out of while services will be
performed.

●

Approach to Project
o Include a statement describing how you would approach this project and how you will
work with the members of the project team;
o Describe your approach to completing the essential renewable energy plan elements
identified in the Scope of Work

●

Examples of Work
o Provide specific example(s) of your firm’s local/municipal renewable energy or
sustainability plan development projects prepared for municipal or other government
clients. Where available, online links to example plans/documents should be provided
for reference during proposal review.

Proposal Review
• The municipal managers of each of the WCACOG member municipalities and one or more
members of the Chester County Clean Energy Leaders will review the proposals and present
their recommendation for consideration at the WCACOG meeting on February 21, 2019.
o (optional) Presentations may be arranged either in person or via webinar at the
discretion of the proposal review team.
Proposal Acceptance
• The WCACOG is comprised of an elected official from each of seven municipalities in the West
Chester region. Under the terms of the inter-municipal agreement that created the WCACOG,
the governing body of each of member municipality must specifically approve participation in
any WCACOG project or program.
• If, at their meeting on February 21, 2019, the WCACOG agrees to move this project forward, the
representative from each of the member municipalities will go back to his or her respective
5

•
•

council or board to determine if they want to participate in this project.
The representatives will report their respective council or board’s decision at the WCACOG
meeting scheduled for April 25, 2019.
The WCACOG will then enter into a contract on behalf of the member municipalities that agreed
to participate in this project.

N:\Data\Shared Data\ABC'S\WCACOG\Clean Energy\RFP\WCA COG RFP - Final.docx
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February 4, 2019

CADMUS

Rick Smith, Township Manager
East Goshen Township
1580 Paoli Pike
West Chester, PA 19380-6199
RE: Proposal to Provide Renewable Energy Planning Services to West Chester Area COG
Dear Mr. Smith,
On behalf of the Cadmus Group LLC (Cadmus), I am pleased to submit this proposal to the West Chester
Area Council of Governments to develop a Regional Community Energy Transition Plan. Cadmus’ extensive
experience with municipal governments and state agencies nationwide makes us uniquely suited to work
within the regulatory policy and planning context of the West Chester Area communities. Our team has
consistently been able to create transition plans that are informed by data, stakeholder engagement, and
current and future regulatory feasibility.
Our team is deeply familiar with the regulatory and policy landscape of southeastern Pennsylvania.
Cadmus has been involved in several U.S. Department of Energy Programs which have worked closely with
the Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission—focusing primarily on solar soft cost reduction
through zoning, solarize programs, and utility engagement. We also have deep statewide knowledge of
programs through our decade of work with Pennsylvania utilities, and leadership in the development of
the Pennsylvania Electric Vehicle Roadmap. We have a history of providing equity-focused energy
transitions across the United States—providing services to Bloomfield (IA), Buncombe County (NC), King
County (WA), Mountain View (CA), and Kingston (NY). Our policy experts ensure that recommendations
are consistent with national best practices and reflective of West Chester’s local context.
Our Project Team will be able to leverage Cadmus’ broader staff of more than 600 scientific, engineering,
and policy professionals located in a dozen offices across the U.S. and Germany, with expertise in the West
Chester Areas of energy, transportation, and environment. Cadmus is a leader in the development of
stakeholder and data driven municipal energy planning efforts and supports governments across the
country and around the world in developing and analyzing next-generation energy policies and strategies.
Cadmus’ expertise includes the capabilities of Meister Consultants Group, which was acquired in 2017,
and had developed the Pathways to 100: An Energy Supply Transformation Primer for U.S. Cities which
serves as the basis for our renewable energy transition methodology. We are excited about working with
WCACOG and its partners to assess opportunities for transformational clean energy planning. Please feel
free to contact me if you have any questions and thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Chad Laurent, Esq.
Principal | Email: chad.laurent@cadmusgroup.com
Cadmus | Three Center Plaza, Suite 320 | Boston, MA 02108
Office: +1 617-209-1986 | Mobile: +1 617-733-3251
3 Center Plaza, Suite 320, Boston, MA 02108 Tel 67 7.934.4847
HEADQUARTERS 100 5th Avenue, Suite 100, Waltham, MA 02451 Tel 67 7.673.7000 Fax 67 7.673.7007

cadmusgroup.com

CADMUS

Proposal to Provide
Renewable Energy
Planning Services

TO WEST CHESTER AREA COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS
February 4, 2019

Prepared for:

West Chester Area Council of Governments
Care of Rick Smith, Township Manager
East Goshen Township
1580 Paoli Pike
West Chester, PA 19380-6199
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CADMUS
1. Basic Qualifications
The West Chester Area is seeking a consultant to support with the development of an equitable and
inclusive transition plan to achieve the area’s ambitious renewable electricity and energy goals. Cadmus
has deep experience with each of the critical components of this project: technical and policy expertise
on renewable energy policy and program development; experience working in southeastern
Pennsylvania; the design and delivery of stakeholder engagement and coordination processes with an
emphasis on equity; and funding and financing experience. The Cadmus team has worked with
communities across the United States on renewable energy planning and regulatory policy. We bring
knowledge of best practices nationally and work with local officials and stakeholders to develop solutions
tailored to their economic, political, and social context.
Details on our experience with each of these areas follows below and specific project descriptions are
provided in Section 4 of this proposal.

Renewable Energy Policy and Program Development
Cadmus has developed nationally recognized expertise and thought leadership in the evaluation of
renewable energy policy, strategy, and procurement, and combines this strong technical expertise with
proven engagement techniques to develop comprehensive energy transition policies, programs, and
strategies. Our work demonstrates an interdisciplinary approach to energy planning at the local level that
combines program and policy design, stakeholder and community engagement cost-benefit and economic
impact assessments, energy procurement, and implementation support.
Cadmus’ approach to local renewable planning is documented in our Pathways to 100 1 report that orients
cities to assessing their energy policy landscape and provides a set of policy options and recommendations
that are tailored to each city’s individual context.
Recent Community-Level Renewable Energy Planning Efforts
The Project Team has a long history of working with local governments and community groups on clean
energy and sustainability planning projects. A brief list of relevant prior projects follows, with full
descriptions and links included in Section 4 below.
•
•
•

•

King County, Washington. Development of Renewable Energy Transition Plan targeting 90%
renewable energy by 2030.
Bloomfield, Iowa. Development of 2030 Energy Independence Plan.
Buncombe County/Asheville, North Carolina. Development of an Energy Plan targeting 100%
renewable energy for municipal operations by 2030, and 100% renewable energy for the entire
county by 2042.
Tompkins County, New York. Development of a county-level energy strategy targeting renewable
energy and clean transportation policies.

1https://cadmusgroup.com/papers-reports/pathways-to-100-an-energy-supply-transformation-primer-for-u-s-cities/
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•
•
•

Contra Costa County, California. Mapping total renewable energy potential in the unincorporated
areas of Contra Costa County and five of its cities.
Kingston, New York. Development of 100% Renewable Energy and Resilience Strategy.
Cambridge, Massachusetts. Carbon offset fund design to reduce City building’s carbon footprint.

In addition, Cadmus worked with a group of eight cities and counties in Virginia to develop collective
renewable energy action plans based on the Pathways to 100 framework. From a regulatory perspective,
Cadmus has supported clients such as the California Energy Commission, New York State Energy Research
and Development Authority (NYSERDA), the Hawaiian Electric Company, the Massachusetts Department
of Energy Resources, and the World Bank with design and implementation of renewable energy
development programs. Moreover, Cadmus is frequently called on by networks of cities such as the Urban
Sustainability Directors Network, Carbon Neutral Cities Alliance, and Innovation Network for
Communities, and foundations to provide best practices guidance on several municipal energy policy and
strategy topics related to renewable energy.
Cadmus has longstanding experience leading projects that encompass all aspects of energy planning at
the local level, including program and policy design, cost-benefit and economic impact assessments,
greenhouse gas inventories, energy procurement, collaborative goal setting, and community
engagement. To implement these strategies, Cadmus has worked closely with local governments (as well
as federal, state and international governments). In San Francisco, the team worked closely with the
Department of the Environment to develop their five-year strategic plan, benchmarking best practices
globally and facilitating workshops with staff and stakeholders to define priorities and goals for renewable
energy, energy efficiency, and other priority areas. Cadmus has also worked with over a dozen rural
electric cooperatives to provide one-on-one technical assistance to plan and develop energy efficiency
and renewable energy projects and programs. Finally, over the past six years, Cadmus has disseminated
best practices in local solar policy by providing trainings, resources, and technical assistance to over 5,000
solar stakeholders in more than 40 states through the U.S. Department of Energy’s Solar Energy
Technology Office (formerly known as the SunShot Initiative). Through its work, Cadmus has become a
leader in best practices for municipal energy policy.

Pennsylvania Energy Planning Expertise
The Project Team is deeply familiar with the Pennsylvania regulatory context. The team has worked closely
with the Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission since 2013 through U.S. Department of Energy
technical assistance programs. Under the Solar Ready II program, Cadmus provided trainings and
workshops to municipalities within the DVRPC region on permitting and planning and zoning best
practices for solar PV. Under the SolSmart program, Cadmus works as a technical assistance provider to
DVRPC’s SolSmart advisor and respective communities. This engagement has helped communities in the
region engage the utility in conversations regarding interconnection best practices. Our team would seek
to engage DVRPC as a regional expert advisor in this project.
Cadmus has worked at the state-level as well with the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Protection to develop Pennsylvania’s Electric Vehicle Roadmap. Cadmus designed a stakeholder
engagement process that included representatives from state agencies (energy, environment, and
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transportation), auto manufacturers, utilities, municipalities and planning commissions, research and
advocacy groups, and regional transportation organizations to develop strategies to develop
Pennsylvania’s electric vehicle market.
Lastly, Cadmus has worked with PPL Electric Utilities since 2009 on energy efficiency program planning
and evaluation. Through this work, Cadmus administers rigorous EM&V plans to meet regulatory
requirements and ensures that the team is regularly updated on Pennsylvania’s energy regulatory
environment.

Coordination with Utilities and Stakeholder Engagement
Across Cadmus’ work, the team provides comprehensive stakeholder engagement services to develop and
refine recommendations. We have expertise in impact-oriented dialogues—a process which moves a
group from vision to action while ensuring all key voices are represented in the process. This is especially
true of the local energy planning processes in which collaboration with local energy utilities,
energy/environmental stakeholders, and citizens is the team’s standard operating procedure. Cadmus is
currently conducting structured stakeholder outreach across each community in the state of Hawaii,
engaging citizens and key stakeholders in a two-year effort to evaluate policy and regulatory options for
the state’s utility business model. Cadmus also recently facilitated workshops between the City of
Cambridge, Massachusetts’ Community Development, Public Works, and Purchasing departments to
explore financial, environmental, and equity impacts of different renewable procurement approaches,
and to develop draft procurement criteria based on priorities defined during the workshops. Cadmus
facilitated consistent stakeholder engagement when crafting individualized renewable energy strategies
for King County, Washington, Bloomfield, Iowa, and Asheville/Buncombe County, North Carolina. Cadmus
has experience engaging stakeholders from all sectors, including solar installers, financiers, nonprofits,
faith-based organizations on solar deployment through the Solar in Your Community Challenge.

Funding and Financing Experience
The Cadmus team includes experts in resilient design, finance, measurement and verification with a broad
range of project experience across U.S. and international jurisdictions. This expertise will enable us to
design innovative local programs and select optimal financing mechanisms for its renewable energy
strategies. Cadmus supported implementation of the Renew Boston Trust, analyzed the potential state
green banks as a path towards Clean Power Plan compliance for the Union of Concerned Scientists,
developed thought leadership research on green infrastructure finance for EDF (and featured the DC
Environmental Impact Bond), and is currently mapping resilience finance options available to U.S. cities
through a research project commissioned by the Kresge and Summit Foundations. Cadmus conducted an
economic potential study to establish offset pricing and demand and developed a program and
administrative structure for a carbon offsets fund in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Our Team has also been
a leader on climate and energy financing internationally, working with major international development
agencies, foundations, and national governments to identify and design successful business models for
climate mitigation and adaptation.
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Experience with Renewable Energy and Sustainability Project Siting and Planning
Cadmus has deep experience in identifying renewable energy and energy storage opportunities at the
municipal level. We have conducted quantitative geographic analyses of solar PV site feasibility for regions
throughout the US, with developed models for states including Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana,
Colorado and Washington DC. These GIS based analyses draw from physical land cover datasets, tax and
property parcel maps, and utility incentive regions to locate optimal siting zones for development of smallscale community shared solar projects in terms of practicality and cost-effectiveness. Additionally, we
have assessed and mapped the total renewable energy potential for the Merrimack Valley Planning
Commission, and for Contra Costa County. These analyses included a parcel-level technical and economic
resource assessment of solar, wind, biomass, and biogas opportunities, and calculation of subtotals for
each major zoning category and other specific locations. We also included an opportunities and
constraints analysis to assess the desirability of developing each type of renewable in specific locations
and conducted a zoning review to identify and reduce project development barriers. In addition, Cadmus
has organized numerous region-wide collaborative procurements for solar PV, solar hot water, air source
heat pumps, and electric vehicles, to offer a substantial reduction in costs for the participating
communities.
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2. Staff Qualifications
Cadmus’ team brings deep expertise in stakeholder facilitation; renewable energy market deployment;
municipal and utility planning; scenario-based economic modelling; and public policy. Our team members
have been at the forefront of municipal renewable energy planning and implementation through national,
state and local procurement, and technical assistance programs.
For this project, Cadmus proposes utilizing experts and specialists across the disciplines of policy, technical
expertise, and strategic marketing. The team will be made up of core staff, with experts leading various
tasks noted in the approach. Table 1 outlines Cadmus’ proposed staffing approach by task.
Table 1. Proposed Cadmus Staffing
Team
Title
Member
Liz Hanson*

Senior Analyst

Project Role/Expertise
Project Manager

Ryan Cook*

Senior
Associate

Energy Modelling & Analysis
Lead, Local Government Energy
Planning Expert

Kate Mueller*

Senior Analyst

Energy Storage Expert and
Energy Modelling Analyst

Chad
Laurent**

Principal

Project Principal, Oversight &
Quality Assurance, Expert
Advisor

Julie Curti**

Associate

Anne West**

Principal

Karen
Senior
Sklenar**
Associate
*Key Personnel **Advisory Staff

Stakeholder Engagement
Expert, Equity Specialist
Utility Engagement and
Regional Specialist
Regional Specialist

Core Areas of Support

•
•

Project Management
Regulatory and Economic
Analysis
Stakeholder Engagement
Regulatory and Economic
Analysis
Stakeholder Engagement
Quantitative Analysis

•

Quantitative Analysis

•

Regulatory and Economic
Analysis
Stakeholder Engagement
Quantitative Analysis
Stakeholder and Community
Engagement
Regulatory and Economic
Analysis

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Local Context

Key Personnel
Liz Hanson- Project Manager
Liz Hanson, a Senior Analyst, works with state and local officials, as well as non-profit and private sector
organizations, to develop and implement climate solutions. Her areas of expertise include environmental
sustainability, climate resiliency, stakeholder engagement, policy analysis, and program development and
implementation. While at Cadmus, Ms. Hanson has facilitated stakeholder engagement to improve
program design for the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority, prioritized climate
actions for the cities of Washington D.C. and Mountain View, CA, and is developing prospectuses for new
funding opportunities that support city renewable energy transitions. Prior to joining Cadmus, Ms. Hanson
served in the New York City Mayor’s Office of Sustainability on the Building Energy Efficiency team. In this
role, she led over fifty stakeholders and technical experts in determining how to decarbonize New York
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City’s building stock by 2050. This work culminated in NYC’s Technical Working Group Report:
Transforming New York City Buildings for a Low-Carbon Future and its resulting programs. Previously, Ms.
Hanson served in the Massachusetts Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs, where she
worked across Massachusetts’ state government to develop and implement a Coordinated Climate
Preparedness Initiative to increase resiliency efforts in priority areas, including transportation, energy,
built environments, and public health. This work involved managing an internal stakeholder process to
develop new programs and identify necessary staff and financial resources, including successfully
advocating for funding in the Massachusetts operating budget. Ms. Hanson received a graduate degree
from Harvard University’s John F. Kennedy School of Government, where she concentrated on Business
and Government Policy and received a Certificate in Management, Leadership, and Decision-Making.
Ryan Cook – Policy and Modeling Expert
A senior associate at Cadmus, Mr. Cook has extensive experience in energy policy and planning, with a
focus on supporting decision-makers with a combination of clean energy policy expertise and critical
quantitative tools and methodologies. He specializes in public policy planning processes that blend
intensive stakeholder engagement and input, qualitative policy research of opportunities and barriers,
and robust quantitative analysis of potential outcomes. Mr. Cook works with a diverse range of domestic
and international clients to develop and implement programs that target a transformation in energy
markets. He has led community renewable energy planning efforts in King County (WA), Bloomfield (IA),
and Tompkins County (NY), and has supported dozens of communities nationwide in implementing best
practice solar energy policy, including collaborating with DVRPC to implement solar permitting and zoning
best practices throughout the greater Philadelphia area through the US DOE Solar Ready II program. He
has also served as lead analyst in the assessment of clean energy program impacts and cost-effectiveness
for a range of governmental and utility clients, including the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Protection (for its Electric Vehicle Roadmap) and PPL Electric (for its energy efficiency program costeffectiveness). In addition to his work with Cadmus, he has held positions with the San Francisco Public
Utilities Commission and White House Council on Environmental Quality.
Kate Mueller – Renewable Energy and Energy Storage Expert
Kate Mueller, an energy analyst at Cadmus, currently supports efforts for both municipal and commercial
clients related to energy storage procurement, solar development technical assistance, and energy
efficiency. As part of the Strategy and Policy practice, she is involved with projects at the interface of
climate, energy, and environmental planning. Ms. Mueller has experience in energy systems analysis at
the national and state level, with knowledge of least-cost optimization modeling for energy resource
planning and an emphasis on distributed solar resources. She is also knowledgeable in the field of
environmental life cycle assessment and has performed LCAs on emerging renewable energy technologies
and commercial buildings to evaluate impacts of manufacture, assembly, and operation.

Advisory Staff
Chad Laurent – Renewable Energy Policy Expert
Chad Laurent, a Cadmus principal, specializes in renewable energy law and policy, sustainable business
strategies, and renewable energy project development. He has 15 years of experience supporting dozens
of municipalities with solar procurement including multi-MW scale projects. He is a nationally recognized
expert in renewable energy market development strategies and is currently working with the US Dept. of
Energy (DOE) supporting the SolSmart national designation program, is part of the team administering the
Solar in Your Community Challenge and supports the EPA’s Green Power Partnership program. He also
worked closely with DVRPC in US DOE’s Rooftop Solar Challenge II program, promoting solar soft cost
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reduction best practices in the region. His renewable energy expertise includes procurement, financing,
zoning, solar access and rights laws, permitting, planning, and renewable energy as an economic
development tool. In addition, Mr. Laurent has worked with over 30 public sector clients providing
regulatory, technical, and program assistance for energy efficiency and renewable energy development.
Mr. Laurent was the lead author of the Cadmus Group’s Pathways to 100 report on local government
strategies to achieve high levels of renewable energy penetration.
Julie Curti – Equity and Stakeholder Expert
Ms. Curti works from Cadmus’ Boston office on stakeholder engagement and clean energy strategy, policy
and planning in the public and non-profit sectors, and will lead the stakeholder engagement process for
this project. Ms. Curti has facilitated stakeholder working groups, including an effort in Massachusetts to
develop policy solutions that increase access to clean and efficient energy for low- and moderate-income
residents. She also co-facilitated a dialogue for public sector leaders in the City of Cambridge, MA, to
develop a long-term renewable electricity supply strategy. Ms. Curti supported strategic planning for the
City of San Francisco’s Environment Department, helping the department’s staff and stakeholders define
their goals, strategies, and actions in clean energy, energy efficiency, zero waste, and other priority areas.
Prior to joining Cadmus, Ms. Curti worked on MIT’s New England Climate Adaptation Project, researching
how to build readiness for climate change at the local level and organizing interactive public workshops
in coastal communities to help initiate climate adaptation planning. Ms. Curti also served as the Associate
Director of the UDSA’s Partnership Center in Washington, DC. She provided technical assistance to
community organizations to increase participation in food security programs for low-income individuals
and families. She is a certified mediator and holds a Master in City Planning Degree from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and B.A. from the University of Wisconsin
Anne West – Utility Engagement and Regional Specialist
Anne West, a principal in Cadmus’ Energy Services Sector, leads the Market Research and Customer
Insights team within Program and Market Analysis Group. With more than 30 years of experience working
in the energy services industry, Ms. West has developed a broad range of energy efficiency research and
project management skills to handle complex projects. Ms. West’s expertise encompasses market
characterization and market effects analysis, and process and impact evaluations of energy-efficiency,
demand response, and behavioral programs, assessing emerging and new technologies across all sectors.
She develops and executes rigorous research plans designed to provide thoughtful insight and develop
actionable strategies. As principal, Ms. West is responsible for the quality and accuracy of research and
deliverables. She has significant experience working in an interdisciplinary environment with diverse
teams of social scientists, planners, economists, engineers, and life science professionals.
Karen Sklenar – Regional Specialist
Karen Sklenar, a Cadmus senior associate, has lived in West Bradford Township, PA since 2002. She has
been a member of (and Secretary for) West Bradford’s Land Preservation and Sustainability Committee
(LPSC) since its inception in 2017. She helped organize a public information session by the Ready for 100
Chester County team that was hosted by West Bradford Township in November 2018. West Bradford’s
LPSC members are currently considering how to proceed with drafting a 100% renewable energy
resolution; an important part of the committee’s decision is reviewing how neighboring townships,
including East Goshen, are proceeding. Dr. Sklenar’s expertise as a Cadmus employee relates primarily to
water and watershed issues; in that context she has worked closely with many communities, local
committees, and watershed associations.
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3. Approach to Project
The following section describes the Cadmus team’s approach to accomplishing the tasks laid out by West
Chester Area Council of Governments (WCACOG) in its RFP. The West Chester Area Council of
Governments, representing West Chester Borough and the townships of East Bradford, West Whiteland,
West Goshen, East Goshen, Westtown, and Thornbury, will hereby by referred to as WCACOG, and the
multi-jurisdictional area it represents will be referred to as the West Chester Area.

Task 1. Kickoff Meeting
At the outset of the project, the team will first conduct a scoping call with WCACOG to further hone the
scope of the project together and to better understand the regional vision, objectives, and constraints.
The scoping call will include WCACOG’s preferences on key aspects of the project including the breadth
and depth of the stakeholder engagement process, project schedule, deadlines for key deliverables and
the timing of regular check-ins.
Key Deliverables:
• Kickoff call with WCACOG
• Finalized scope of work
• Gantt chart

Task 2 - Stakeholder and Community Engagement
Task 2a. Project Advisory Group Formation and Intake Interviews
To obtain feedback from key stakeholders in the West Chester Area, Cadmus will work with WCACOG to
assemble an advisory group. This core working group will be comprised of a representative from each city,
along with at large representatives from the DVRPC and potential additional members as suggested by
WCACOG. The Project Team will call on this advisory group to provide critical input and feedback
throughout the Renewable Energy Planning process.
As part of its initial outreach, the Project Team will conduct up to eight individual “intake interviews” with
these advisory group members. The intake interviews will focus on understanding directly from key
stakeholders their priorities, concerns, and preferences for renewable energy implementation.
Furthermore, it will allow the Project Team to understand perspectives from members of each of the
seven communities. The individualized nature of the interviews will allow for insights to be shared that
might not otherwise be discussed at a meeting with additional stakeholders. These conversations can
serve to build initial stakeholder support as well as demonstrate inclusion by inviting stakeholders to
interview who may not be strong supporters of the renewable energy plan. It can allow stakeholders to
air their concerns in a format that will not detract from a larger group discussion. Overall, the intake
interviews will inform the development of the materials for the Advisory Group Meeting (Task 2b).

Task 2b. Advisory Group Meeting
The Project Team will meet in-person with WCACOG, and selected stakeholders (potentially Advisory
Group). This meeting would involve reviewing the agenda for the broader Community Visioning Workshop
and to solicit detailed feedback from members on discussion topics in advance of the Community
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Visioning Workshop. A key conversation will be confirming WCACOG’s energy goals, which will involve
defining what methods of generation will count as renewable. The small group meeting will also serve as
an initial opportunity for the Project Team to identify preferences and common barriers shared by the
seven communities. The small group would discuss topics likely to be raised by attendees at the broader
meeting and strategize as to how to frame the conversation most productively. Holding this meeting in
advance of the public workshop will allow the Project Team to review material with the advisory group
before making a full public presentation and will allow for a more detailed discussion as a small group.

Task 2c. Community Visioning Workshop
Later in the day (likely in the evening to allow for greater community attendance), WCACOG and Project
Team would hold a launch meeting in a central location with community, and advisory group members.
This professionally-facilitated workshop will seek to identify different community perspectives on
municipal energy goals and priority, and to discuss the community’s specific needs, challenges, and goals
for the project. Holding this stakeholder meeting at the outset of the project will ensure the team can
best align tasks with goals. Discussion questions and presentation topics will be developed with WCACOG
in advance of the meeting.
At the stakeholder workshop, a group visioning exercise will guide the process for establishing a
community-wide vision for achieving the WCACOG’s Renewable Energy Targets. Preliminarily, discussion
topics will include:
•

•

•

Priorities: What are the group’s key drivers and priorities for renewable energy implementation?
Communities are motivated to transition to 100 percent renewable energy utilization for a variety of
reasons. Identifying which one or more of these are key drivers is a critical step in determining the
most effective path for implementation of renewable energy for the community. For instance, a few
potential priorities may include reducing energy costs, reducing GHG emissions, and strengthening
local economic development.
Collective Vision of Success: What tangible changes would be evident in our community if WCACOG
were achieved its 100 percent renewable energy goals? This might include increased financial strength
(e.g. average reduction in energy bills for households and businesses), greater resilience (fewer power
outages during storms), and economic or other co-benefits (local energy jobs).
Obstacles: What have been obstacles to renewable energy implementation thus far? What would
mitigate these obstacles? This may include policy constraints, stakeholder opposition, or other
challenges. Clarifying these upfront allows the community and Project Team to learn from past pitfalls
and focus efforts on moving forward.

Following this round of stakeholder engagement, the Project Team will prepare a memo that summarizes
the findings from the intake interviews, Advisory Group Meeting, and Community Visioning Workshop
and identify how these outputs will inform later tasks.

Task 2d. Ongoing Public Education and Outreach Support
The Project Team will develop a simple project website to house outreach materials and deliverables,
which will serve to keep the community updated after the community meeting. Cadmus will make regular
updates to this website, describing project progress and posting interim task deliverables. Members of
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the Project Team will also be available to call in to public or stakeholder meetings as appropriate to
support WCACOG members in updating community members and elected officials on progress.
Key Deliverables:
• Eight individual intake interviews
• In-person Advisory Group Meeting
• Community Visioning Meeting
• Memo summarizing findings from interviews, Advisory Group Meeting, and Community
Visioning Workshop
• Project website and outreach materials

Task 3. Policy Options and Barriers Analysis
Task 3a. Compilation of Policy Options
Based on the initial community visioning workshop with WCACOG, as well as Cadmus’ prior work with
municipal governments nationwide, the Project Team will compile a list of strategy options that were
either directly identified by WCACOG and other relevant stakeholders or are based on best practices that
could align with WCACOG’s goals.
Based on its Pathways to 100 report and prior local energy planning projects, Cadmus has developed a
preliminary list of more than two dozen actions that may be included in such a roster of potential policy
actions across multiple technologies. Actions included may include, for example, direct use of municipal
legal authority, use of the city’s convening abilities or the creation of community-based programs,
partnerships with utility or state organizations to implement innovating tariff, financing, or incentive
programs, transportation electrification or demand management strategies, and other emerging local
government policy strategies. The Project Team will revise the resulting list based on stakeholder feedback
and WCACOG’s interests to develop a custom set of policy options for evaluation in this effort.
The Project Team will look at options that deploy the hard powers of WCACOG member governments —
options to use city resources to act locally and to use city authority to require local action. This will include
exploring opportunities for collaboration with other parties to act regionally or statewide, including
engagement of county or state government to take steps to allow for greater action, and cooperation with
legislators, regulators, or agency staff.

Task 3b. Barriers and Opportunities Assessment
For each policy or program option of interest, the Project Team will assess the feasibility and expected
impacts of such an effort within Pennsylvania’s policy and regulatory structure. The research will be
specific to Pennsylvania’s energy context, drawing on our extensive experience with state municipalities
and utilities, and the regional expertise of the Advisory Staff. The project team will conduct desk research
to evaluate relevant barriers and opportunities, consulting regional installation databases, integrated
resource plans, and other independent studies where available. Considerations for the barriers and
opportunities research may include the type and scale of each action and strategy, and county costeffectiveness and general effectiveness (low to high) and feasibility of the policy options.
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This work will be done in consultation with the project advisory group to provide additional insights
related to key barriers, potential existing gaps, and opportunities for continued renewable energy
penetration. The Project Team will coordinate with WCACOG to conduct outreach to key stakeholders
and will utilize the deep local knowledge of its project partners to ensure that local policy issues are
reflected in the assessment of barriers and opportunities.
Based on this assessment, the Project Team will develop a policy summary matrix which provides
qualitative descriptions of the feasibility, scalability, and impact of various policy options. The Project
Team will share the list of potential strategies and policy matrix with the Advisory Group.

Task 3c. Potential Renewable Energy and Energy Storage Site Identification
Informed by stakeholder conversations, the Project Team will identify and compile a short list of potential
sites for renewable energy or energy storage site development. The Project Team will conduct high-level
pre-feasibility assessments for up to eight sites, taking into account factors such as available land area,
proximity to power lines, and other factors informing site feasibility. Given budget constraints, our team
anticipates that this study will be high-level. However, our team does provide no-cost technical assistance
through the U.S. Department of Energy’s SolSmart program. If WCACOG communities are interested in
pursuing a more in-depth feasibility analyses solar specifically, our team can provide this type of technical
assistance through the SolSmart program.
Key Deliverables:
• Memo detailing potential policy options including barriers
• Strategy analysis matrix comparing the options
• Pre-feasibility assessment of eight sites

Task 4. Policy Impact Modeling
In Task 4, the Project Team will identify the likely energy and financial impacts of a set of programs of
interest to the West Chester Area, as well as a range of scenarios that reflect high concentrations of
renewable energy and their associated costs.
The Project Team will first conduct research on the current mix of electric power sources for the West
Chester Area, and develop a business-as-usual forecast of likely changes in electric power mix during the
planning period.
From this baseline, the Project Team will assess the likely energy impacts (as well as the associated
greenhouse gas emissions reductions) of each strategy selected in Task 3 above towards WCACOG’s
renewable energy goal, as well as the potential direct costs and benefits to the communities associated
with each opportunity. The Project Team can draw on its existing database of local government policy
impacts, as well as its existing city energy model, to conduct this work efficiently.
Following this analysis, the Project Team will present and discuss these results with the Advisory Group
and would develop one or several packages of policy actions items which could be combined to comprise
a renewable energy transition plan.
For each policy package, Cadmus will then create a wedge analysis which displays the results of this energy
impact assessment and which discussed the contribution that each specific action within a policy scenario
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would have in bringing WCACOG toward its renewable energy goals. Cadmus will provide an analysis
memo to synthesize the results of this analysis, and characterize the expected energy, and economic
impacts of each policy and package.
Key Deliverables:
•

Analysis memo summarizing (1) each community’s current energy mix and expected baseline
power mix forecast, (2) policy actions and scenarios selected for quantitative impact
assessment, (3) expected energy, financial, and economic impacts of various policy actions and
scenarios, and (4) wedge analysis demonstrating progress towards 100% renewable energy
goal of each policy scenario

Task 5. Renewable Energy Plan Development
Based on the outcomes of the above research tasks and stakeholder feedback, the Project Team (with the
advice and review of the Advisory Group) will develop a roadmap for WCACOG’s renewable energy goals.
This plan will use the conclusions of the policy research and community planning process to identify
actions of broad interest in the West Chester Area and utilize the results of the impact assessment and
feasibility study to identify the projected energy impacts, costs, and savings of these actions. The process
for input on the plan will have the following major steps:
•

•

•

High-level plan: The Project Team will identify the strategies from the matrix that best align with local
goals. For each strategy selected, the team will identify key steps in execution and produce a summary
document that outlines the major strategies and associated action steps.
Input from City and Community Advisory Group: The Project Team will share the high-level summary
document with the Community Advisory Group to ensure that the overall direction aligns with local
needs and challenges.
Full action plan: The Team will make final adjustments to the high-level plan based on input from the
Advisory Group and compile a full action-plan for WCACOG’s transition to utilizing 100 percent
renewable energy will include short-, medium-, and long-term opportunities. Long-term opportunities
will summarize high-level steps needed to create the environment to move forward with increasing
renewable energy sources (e.g. establishing an on-going commitment from a broadened Advisory
Group, passing additional local legislation). The short- and medium-term levels will provide actionsteps for the selected strategies such as directed guidance on engaging residents, securing funding,
and adjusting program policies.

Upon review of the action plan by the WCACOG and key stakeholders, the Project Team will address any
feedback and develop a final deliverable. The project will conclude with a remote presentation to present
the final results and recommendations.
Key Deliverables:
• A final Renewable Energy Transition Plan for WCACOG area, including short-, medium-, and
long-term goals
• A final presentation WCACOG and advisory group members
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Anticipated Project Timeline
Table 2 Project Timeline
Task Subtask
1

Task 1. Kick-Off Call

2

Task 2.a. Project Advisory Group Formation and
Intake Interviews

May

June

July

August

Task 2.b. In-Person Small Group Meeting

3

Task 2.c. Launch Meeting with Invited
Stakeholders
Task 2.d. Ongoing Public Education and
Outreach Support
Task 3.a. Compilation of Policy Options
Task 3.b. Barriers and Opportunities
Assessment
Task 3.c. Preliminary Strategy Selection

4
5

Task 3.d. Potential Renewable Energy and
Energy Storage Site Identification
Task 4a. Scenario Modeling Energy,
Environmental, and Financial Modelling
Task 5a. Renewable Energy Plan Development
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4. Examples of Work
Energy Transition Planning
Energy Transition Planning, King County, WA Cadmus developed an energy transition plan for King
County, which included an analysis and recommendation for achieving the county’s 2030 energy targets.
Cadmus combined in-depth policy research, scenario modelling on the regional power mix, and
engagement of key stakeholders to identify distinct sets of strategies that the county could pursue to
meet its long-term energy goals. King County’s final Renewable Electricity Transitions Pathways plan can
be accessed here: https://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/climate/documents/2018-KC-Renewable-ElectricityTransition-Pathways.pdf
Community Energy Independence Process, Guidebook, and Toolkit, City of Bloomfield, IA Cadmus is
supporting the City of Bloomfield, Iowa, in creating an energy independence planning process and the
concurrent development of a community-wide energy independence process guidebook and toolkit that
other communities can use as a template for their own energy independence processes. The guidebook
and toolkit are being designed to emphasize green infrastructure, integrated solutions best practices, and
expanded energy efficiency programming. Cadmus is combining in-depth policy research, scenario
modelling on the regional power mix, and active and inclusive engagement of all community stakeholders
to create a shared understanding of goals, develop local capabilities, and identify appropriate strategies
and procedures that Bloomfield and the greater community can purse to achieve their energy
independence goals. Documents related to this ongoing project may be viewed at the project website,
at: https://sites.google.com/view/bloomfieldenergy/home
Renewable Energy Planning, Buncombe County, NC Cadmus is developing a renewable energy plan for
Buncombe County and the City of Asheville, North Carolina, which will include an analysis and
recommendation for achieving the County and City’s renewable energy targets of utilizing 100%
renewable energy in County and City municipal operations by 2030, and the County’s target of utilizing
100% renewable energy county-wide by 2042. Cadmus is combining in-depth policy research, scenario
modelling on the regional power mix, a feasibility study on high interest sites within the county and city
for renewable energy development and storage facilities, and engagement to key stakeholders within the
county, city, and the broader community to identify distinct strategies that the county could pursue to
reach its renewable energy goals.
County Energy Strategy Development, Tompkins County, NY. Cadmus is currently supporting Tompkins
County, New York in the development of the county’s updated energy strategy. Cadmus is working with a
series of community focus groups to identify a wide range of potential policies and actions that the county
could pursue. Cadmus will then support county staff in narrowing this list based on the feasibility and
impact of different actions and will conduct a quantitative assessment of the expected energy and
environmental impacts of various policies. This work will form the basis of Tompkins County’s updated
energy strategy.
100% Renewable Energy Strategy for Kingston, Kingston, NY Cadmus is working with the City of Kingston
and the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) to develop a 100% Renewable Energy Strategy.
The strategy will outline a set of renewable energy policies, programs, and strategies, the City can
implement in the short, medium, and long-term to reach their 100% Renewable Energy Target.
Pathways to 100 Report Assistance to Leading US Cities, The Kresge Foundation and Urban Sustainability
Directors Network Cadmus developed an energy primer on transforming city energy systems, published
by the Kresge Foundation and Urban Sustainability Directors Network in May 2017. This primer presents
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a menu of approaches cities can pursue alone or in collaboration with key stakeholder partners to
transform local energy systems. It also describes how the options available to cities vary based on statelevel regulatory and policy actions and utility ownership models. The Primer is available at:
http://www.mc-group.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/MCG-Pathways-to-100_Energy-SupplyTransformation-Primer-for-Cities.pdf
Ensuring Equity in Energy Transformation and Innovation, Urban Sustainability Directors Network
(USDN) Cadmus lead a project with USDN, eight core cities, and 12 additional cities in the U.S. and Canada
to build knowledge, tools, and partnerships to increase equitable access to clean energy for low-and
moderate-income households through innovations in local-level program design. Project outputs included
a program design guidebook and checklist for local governments, and an inventory and in-depth case
studies of best practices. To reflect and apply project findings, Cadmus organized and facilitated a twoday workshop for core cities and partners to collaboratively develop equity-oriented program solutions.
The full guide can be accessed here: https://cadmusgroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/CadmusUSDN-Equitable-Clean-EnergyGuidebook.pdf?utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fcadmusgroup.com%2Fpapers-reports%2Fa-guidebookon-equitable-clean-energy-program-design-for-local-governments-and-partners%2F
Pathways to EV: Preparing for the Proliferation of Electric Vehicles in the Midwest, Urban Sustainability
Directors Network, City of Columbia, MO, Various Midwest Communities Cadmus developed a primer that
outlines pathways for U.S. cities seeking to deploy greater numbers of electric vehicles (EVs) and EV
infrastructure. Cadmus convened focus groups in participating Midwestern cities with policy, utility,
industry, advocacy, and equity-focused stakeholders, and developed a policy toolkit and matrix that city
sustainability managers can utilize to determine how to best focus their EV efforts considering their
unique utility and regulatory circumstances. Cadmus published a guidebook which is intended to help city
decision-makers (and particularly those in the Midwest) understand the policy and regulatory
environments in which they operate and take appropriate action towards deploying greater numbers of
EVs. The full guide can be accessed here: https://cadmusgroup.com/papers-reports/pathways-to-evpreparing-cities-for-the-transition-to-electric-vehicles/
Environmental Sustainability Program (ESP) Assessment and Strategic Plan Support, City of Mountain
View Cadmus is reviewing and providing strategic feedback on Mountain View’s sustainability program
and its efforts to reduce GHG emissions in the face of strong economic growth. The program review
encompasses benchmarking of Mountain View action plans, roadmaps, and execution against other
leading US and international cities; a review of sustainability goals and how these intersect with other city
priorities; and synergies and tradeoffs among sustainability and other city goals. Process improvements
and program effectiveness measurement tools will be suggested, and Cadmus will provide feedback on
appropriate program resource allocations vs. varying city effort levels, to strengthen the sustainability
program’s effectiveness.
Renewable Energy Resources Consulting, Contra Costa County CA Cadmus is leading a team to assess and
map the total renewable energy potential in the unincorporated areas of Contra Costa County and five of
its cities. This includes a parcel-level technical and economic resource assessment of solar, wind, biomass,
and biogas opportunities. Renewable potential will be broken down into subtotals for County controlled
or County owned parcels, subtotals for each major zoning category, and subtotals for specific locations
(e.g. economic development focus areas, disadvantaged communities). Separately, Cadmus is conducting
an opportunities and constraints analysis to assess the desirability of developing each type of renewables
in specific locations, as well as a zoning review to identify and reduce project development barriers.
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Regional Experience
Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission Technical Assistance – Solar Ready II, U.S. Department
of Energy Cadmus, in partnership with the National Association of Regional Councils and the Mid-America
Regional Council, was awarded a SunShot Rooftop Solar Challenge grant to use established and trusted
relationships among regional planning councils and local governments to spread solar-friendly best
practices to nine diverse regions across the country representing over 1,000 local governments. Cadmus
provided technical support to the participating regions and local governments in developing a regulatory
framework to support solar development, increasing the efficiency of permitting processes, and
expanding access to financing for solar projects. In October 2013, DVRPC became a partner, among a
national team of regional planning organizations, on Solar Ready II, a project of the U.S. Department of
Energy SunShot Initiative's Rooftop Solar Challenge. Through Solar Ready II, the Cadmus team supported
the Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission to work with municipalities, business, residents and
utilities in Greater Philadelphia to understand and implement best management practices that help
reduce the "soft costs" of solar PV installations. This work included provided trainings and workshops to
municipalities within the DVRPC region on permitting and planning and zoning best practices for solar PV.
In addition, Cadmus provided expert reviews of DVRPC’s zoning framework for solar PV.
DVRPC Technical Assistance – SolSmart Designation Program, U.S. Department of Energy, International
City County Managers Association, The Solar Foundation Through the Solar Powering America by
Recognizing Communities (SPARC) grant, Cadmus has collaboratively developed an innovative and
prominent national recognition program called SolSmart that energizes local solar markets and advances
soft cost reductions by recognizing community efforts to make communities solar PV friendly. Cadmus
leads the development of designation criteria by convening and facilitating a Criteria Advisory Committee
made up of key stakeholders. Cadmus is assisting in the development of an interactive web portal for the
designation, and the design and implementation of special awards for non-local stakeholders. To reach
our goal of enabling more than 300 communities across the U.S. to become SolSmart designated, the
team provides technical assistance to participant communities via a four-pronged approach: 1) offering
one-on-one technical assistance from a team of experienced national experts, 2) deploying full time
temporary grant-funded positions embedded in selected local communities (SolSmart Advisors) to
provide more tailored assistance, 3) facilitating peer mentorship and peer learning among participant
communities, and 4) creating and curating an online set of technical resources on reducing solar soft costs,
including case studies, model solar permitting processes, technical trainings, and videos, and more.
Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission has been awarded two SolSmart Advisor grants to
continue to bring SolSmart technical assistance to communities in the region. In the most recent
deployment, Cadmus supported DVRPC on researching utility interconnection issues and creating a white
paper on utility interconnection best practices and case studies on transparency and processes.
Energy Efficiency and Conservation Plan Evaluation Services, PPL Electric Utilities Cadmus has supported
PPL Electric Utilities since 2009 providing program evaluation services. Through this work, Cadmus
develops and administers rigorous EM&V plans that meet regulatory requirements. Cadmus delivers
quarterly reports of verified savings, reporting factors affecting realization rates for as-needed
improvements, and reporting results from customer satisfaction surveys and process evaluation research.
Cadmus also provides semi-annual and annual regulatory reports with verified savings, descriptions of
evaluation methods, and findings, conclusions and recommendations to PPL Utilities. The team
participates in technical forums and regulatory proceedings and offering expert testimony before the
commission when requested and maintains regular communications with PPL through weekly status
meetings.
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Pennsylvania Electric Vehicle Roadmap, Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (DEP)
Cadmus worked with the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection to develop
Pennsylvania’s Electric Vehicle Roadmap. Together with project partners Yborra and Associates and the
U.S. DOT Volpe Center, Cadmus designed and implementing a stakeholder engagement and facilitation
process, which engages representatives from state agencies (energy, environment, and transportation),
auto manufacturers, utilities, municipalities and planning commissions, research and advocacy groups,
and regional transportation organizations, among others. Through the process, Cadmus worked with
stakeholders to identify market development goals, analyze market barriers, assess best practices, and
develop strategies, policies and programs to drive EV market development. Cadmus also conducted a
comprehensive review of the literature, interviewing national thought leaders, and developed a database
of U.S. and international best practices for EV deployment. In addition, Cadmus conducted scenario
analyses, which assessed economic, environmental and energy indicators and informed the development
of policy, energy, environmental and energy impacts associated with business as usual, moderate, and
aggressive EV deployment goals. The final deliverable was an EV strategy roadmap, informed by
stakeholders across the entire state, and guides Pennsylvania’s policy and market development strategy
going forward.

Renewable Energy Market Development and Innovation
Renewable Energy Procurement Prize, Boston Green Ribbon Commission Cadmus worked with the Boston
Green Ribbon Commission to coordinate and develop a renewable energy leadership prize, the first
aggregated renewable procurement in New England. The Green Ribbon Commission Renewable Energy
Leadership Prize awarded $100,000 to the team that developed the most compelling strategy for largescale renewable energy generation procurement from either on-site or off-site sources. The Prize was
designed to inspire local large commercial, institutional, and public sector (CI&P) energy consumers to
implement renewable energy procurement strategies at the 10MW scale or larger. Cadmus developed
the framework of the prize, the request for proposals, formed and coordinated the expert judging panel,
and provided technical assistance and feedback throughout the prize process. The prize resulted in three
large-scale renewable energy procurements, and additional aggregations among prize participants.
Solar in Your Community Challenge Project Administration and Training, U.S. Department of
Energy Cadmus is currently working with ICMA to administer the Solar in Your Community Challenge. The
Solar in Your Community Challenge is a $5 million competition amongst over 100 community teams across
the country aimed at bringing solar access to underserved communities via innovative community solar
models and programs. Cadmus is providing technical review of team applications, review of continuation
funding proposals, reviewing and verifying technical assistance, coordinating a series of 10 webinars, and
developing a delivering a series of general curriculum materials for participating teams.
In addition, Cadmus planned and executed an in-person training for over 120 participants to accompany
the existing technical assistance and education provided as part of the Solar in Your Community Challenge.
The purpose of the Solar in Your Community Challenge Training (SYC Training) was to bring together team
participants, team coaches, and other solar experts for a 2-day training to educate, empower and connect
Solar in Your Community (SYC) Challenge teams. The objectives of the SYC Training included educating,
training, and empowering teams with the knowledge, skills and attitude they need to be successful in the
challenge; providing opportunities for teams to workshop their projects in group settings with peers, solar
experts, and trainers; and building collaborative networks and partnerships between challenge teams that
are within similar regions or topical affinity groups to share best practices, trouble-shoot challenges, and
further develop strategies to grow the solar market. Cadmus managed and delivered the entire scope of
the training including: registration and outreach of the event, participant travel reimbursement,
coordination with the event venue to determine functional spaces and audio & visual needs, coordination
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with solar experts and trainers involved with the Challenge to develop relevant and useful content for the
teams, delivery of technical trainings, and the development of a practical agenda for the 2-day event
including structured and unstructured networking time as well as engaging and interactive training
sessions. Overall, the SYC Training met and exceeded these objectives for participants and trainers within
a 6-week timeframe.
Our Cities, Our Climate, Bloomberg Philanthropies In October of 2016, 17 sustainability officials from city
governments globally participated in the second Our Cities, Our Climate Exchange, sponsored by
Bloomberg Philanthropies and the U.S. Department of State. The exchange is an 11-day learning
opportunity that aims to bring sustainability directors from 20 global cities to the U.S. Cadmus managed
and facilitated the tour, which spanned three cities, and emphasized best practices in climate change
mitigation and adaptation strategies on the city-level. Cadmus worked with host city staff and partners
to create workshops that encouraged knowledge-sharing among sustainability directors and global
champions in local government. Cadmus managed the development of the exchange content agenda and
provided research, analysis, policy summaries, and other content for pre-exchange briefing materials,
participant profiles and presentations. Cadmus staff members and members of the Innovation Network
for Communities, participated in the Exchange and presented during exchange sessions, facilitated breakout and interactive workshops, and were on hand for participants as subject matter experts in U.S. policy
and local climate action.
Fleets for the Future (U.S. DOE National Aggregated Alternative Technology Alliance project), U.S.
Department of Energy Cadmus led the technical team for the U.S. Department of Energy Fleets for the
Future project. In collaboration with the National Association of Regional Councils, five regional councils,
Clean Cities Coalitions, and industry representatives for electric vehicles, propane vehicles, and natural
gas vehicles, Cadmus planned and implemented regional and national cooperative procurement
campaigns that resulted in significant discounts for participating fleets. These procurements included
electric vehicles and EV charging infrastructure, as well as upfits for medium and heavy-duty vehicles using
many alternative fuel technologies. Cadmus’ role was to lead the research and development of alternative
fuel vehicle cooperative procurement best practices, provide technical assistance to the regions and to
the national campaign, develop strategy and implement the national campaign, and provide trainings for
Project Team members and public fleets around the country. Cadmus produced five best practice
guidebooks (covering electric vehicles, gaseous fuel vehicles, school bus procurement, financing, and
deployment planning) and numerous training presentations and webinars. New cooperative contracts
were developed with over 20 vendors and 16 dealerships, resulting in the availability of hundreds of
vehicle platforms and products at discounted rates for public purchasers. Teamwide outreach to potential
users of the contracts included approximately 100,000 impressions. Cadmus cultivated relationships with
purchasing cooperatives to ensure that the contracts developed through the grant would be maintained
after program completion.
Community Solar NY – Solarize Support, NYSERDA Cadmus worked with NYSERDA’s Community Solar
New York team to implement the 2016 round of Community Solar NY. Cadmus, in collaboration with its
partner Sustainable CUNY, conducted five mandatory pre-application workshops for community
organizers across the state to spread best practices and to clarify expectations around campaign
operations and management. After communities had applied and been selected for the 2016 round of
Solarize, Cadmus prepared and delivered separate webinars for campaign organizers and interested
installers to explain the installer selection process. As many communities wished to take advantage of
New York State’s new community net metering rules in the 2016 CSNY Solarize round, Cadmus crafted a
separate model Request for Proposals for these communities to adapt and use to select an installer.
Cadmus and Sustainable CUNY currently provide one-on-one technical assistance to communities during
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the installer selection period, providing feedback on individual proposals and helping each community
select a qualified installer that matched their individual needs and preferences.
Green Power Partnership Program Development Support and Renewable Energy Policy Support, U.S.
EPA Since 2014, Cadmus, with subcontractor ICF, has provided policy, technical, and program support to
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) Energy Supply and Industry Branch (ESIB) for the
effective implementation of the Green Power Partnership (GPP) program and other renewable energyrelated activities. Program support activities include performing a comprehensive update of the
2010 Guide to Purchasing Green Power, which was published on EPA’s website
(https://www.epa.gov/greenpower/guide-purchasing-green-power). This required evaluation and
implementation of stakeholder feedback on the guide, research to identify and include new information,
and developing practical information to help organizations identify their goals and green power
procurement options. Cadmus also contributed to the development of a white paper titled National
Assessment of Consumer Access to Green Power Supply: Leadership and Impact Considerations. As part of
this effort, Cadmus conducted research and collected data to evaluate energy consumer’s access to green
power across the country. This involved state-by-state assessments of consumer access to numerous
supply options, including financial and physical PPAs. The client presented the results of this study at the
2018 Renewable Energy Markets conference.
Technical Assistance for Clean Heating and Cooling Communities, NYSERDA Through the Clean Heating
and Cooling Communities program, NYSERDA is supporting up to thirty community outreach, education,
and group purchasing campaigns over the course of five years focusing on clean heating and cooling and
energy efficiency technologies, including air-source heat pumps, ground source heat pumps, heat pump
water heaters, advanced wood heating, and building weatherization. Cadmus is leading a team to support
these campaigns, providing a range of on-call technical assistance services to community campaigns. In
the first round of this program, the Cadmus team is supporting eight, two-to three-year campaigns in
Central New York: Southern Tier, City of Rochester, Otsego County, Sullivan/Ulster Counties, Tompkins
County, Westchester County, and Orange County.
Support provided to date includes developing a range of technical, educational, and marketing resources
for the communities, including: template RFP and installer evaluation materials, educational
presentations, website content, and training materials. Cadmus also provides on-call technical assistance
to the campaign and NYSERDA teams, which has included: developing a heat pump water heater financial
and greenhouse gas emissions model, evaluating installer proposals, reviewing and developing new
marketing materials, providing strategic support on marketing activities, supporting outreach to the clean
heating and cooling supply chain, and providing technical and marketing trainings to volunteer teams.
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5. Staff Resumes
Staff resumes are included in the following pages.
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Liz Hanson, Senior Analyst
Education

Master in Public Policy, Harvard Kennedy School, 2018
B.A. Political Science and Economics Minor, Temple University, 2010

Professional Experience and Qualifications

Liz Hanson, a Senior Analyst, works with state and local officials, as well as non-profit and private sector
organizations, to develop and implement climate solutions. Her areas of expertise include environmental
sustainability, climate resiliency, stakeholder engagement, policy analysis, and program development and
implementation. While at Cadmus, Ms. Hanson has facilitated stakeholder engagement to improve
program design for the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority, prioritized climate
actions for the cities of Washington D.C. and Mountain View, CA, and is developing prospectuses for new
funding opportunities that support city renewable energy transitions. Prior to joining Cadmus, Ms. Hanson
served in the New York City Mayor’s Office of Sustainability on the Building Energy Efficiency team. In this
role, she led over fifty stakeholders and technical experts in determining how to decarbonize New York
City’s building stock by 2050. This work culminated in NYC’s Technical Working Group Report:
Transforming New York City Buildings for a Low-Carbon Future and its resulting programs. Previously, Ms.
Hanson served in the Massachusetts Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs, where she
worked across Massachusetts’ state government to develop and implement a Coordinated Climate
Preparedness Initiative to increase resiliency efforts in priority areas, including transportation, energy,
built environments, and public health. This work involved managing an internal stakeholder process to
develop new programs and identify necessary staff and financial resources, including successfully
advocating for funding in the Massachusetts operating budget. Ms. Hanson received a graduate degree
from Harvard University’s John F. Kennedy School of Government, where she concentrated on Business
and Government Policy and received a Certificate in Management, Leadership, and Decision-Making.

Relevant Experience
•

Confidential Client – City Energy Supply Transformation Prospectus Development (2019 –
Present): Cadmus is supporting a group of organizations by developing prospectuses for
collaborative funding opportunities that support cities transitioning to 100% renewable energy.
Utilizing the Pathways to 100 and Road to Renewables reports, Cadmus facilitated a two-day
retreat in 2018 to prioritize opportunities most likely to advance decarbonization of city energy
supplies. Cadmus’ current scope of work builds on this prioritization and includes facilitating three
advisory working groups and researching and producing actionable strategy prospectuses for the
top three opportunities. Ms. Hanson serves as the project manager and lead for one of the three
opportunity areas.

•

New York State Energy Research and Development Authority – Commercial Tenant Steering
Committee Engagement and Facilitation (2018 – Present): Cadmus is supporting the New York
State Energy Research and Development Authority’s (NYSERDA) in redesigning their Commercial
Tenant Program. The program provides energy analysis and implementation support for tenants
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to help them enhance the comfort, efficiency, and productivity of their office spaces. Cadmus’
work includes facilitation and logistical support for the program’s Steering Committee, as well
research and strategic advisory support to guide the revision of the Commercial Tenant Program
Opportunity Notice. This work is intended to better align the Commercial Tenant Program with
market needs to meet the goals of the Clean Energy Fund. Ms. Hanson is the Project Manager
and co-facilitator for this task.
•

Massachusetts Department of Energy Resources – Affordable Access to Regional Collaboration
(2018 – Present): Cadmus is supporting the Department of Energy Resource’s (DOER) to build and
institutionalize knowledge of clean energy opportunities for low income households among local
organizations, including regional planning agencies (RPAs), municipalities, affordable housing
owners or developers and community-based or other local organizations. Cadmus is designing
and implementing a training program for RPA Awardees staff covering affordable housing and
clean energy technology, programs, incentives and policies in Massachusetts. This training
program will consist of four half-day in-person trainings, quarterly webinars and informational
and training materials (i.e. factsheets) that RPA staff may use to conduct external trainings.
Cadmus will also provide ongoing advisory support to assist RPAs and designing, and analyzing,
key metrics to evaluate the program. Ms. Hanson is the Project Manager and a co-facilitator for
this project.

•

City of Mountain View – Environmental Sustainability Program Assessment and Strategic Plan
Support (2018 – Present): Cadmus is reviewing and providing strategic feedback on Mountain
View’s sustainability program and its efforts to reduce GHG emissions in the face of strong
economic growth. The program review encompasses benchmarking of Mountain View action
plans, roadmaps, and execution against other leading US and international cities; a review of
sustainability goals and how these intersect with other city priorities; and synergies and tradeoffs
among sustainability and other city goals. This work includes hosting internal and external
stakeholder engagement workshops to determine process improvements and program
effectiveness measurement tools, as well as appropriate program resource allocations to
strengthen the sustainability program’s effectiveness. Ms. Hanson is supporting stakeholder
engagement activities, as well as city benchmarking to determine potential priorities for roadmap
development.

•

Washington D.C. Department of Energy and Environment – Climate Ready D.C. Implementation
Planning, Finance Strategies, and Design Guidance (2018-Present): Cadmus, Wood and the
Resilient Design Institute are supporting the development of an implementation strategy for
Washington D.C.’s climate resilience plan, Climate Ready D.C. The goal of the implementation plan
is to develop a strategy to increase the resilience of the City’s public and private sector assets and
the well-being of its community members. A portion of this focus will include working with the
100 Resilient Cities initiative on pathways to institutionalize resilience in the public and private
sector. The team will also focus on developing a series of financing strategies and funding
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recommendations for the new D.C. Green Bank, developing resilient design guidelines for facilities
and providing technical assistance on resilience to D.C. agencies. The project launched in May
2018 and the initial implementation planning will conclude in May 2019. Ms. Hanson is a lead for
the finance task of the implementation plan.

•

Boston Green Ribbon Commission – Commercial Real Estate Working Group Support (2013Present): Cadmus, working in collaboration with local non-profit A Better City (ABC), coordinates
the Commercial Real Estate Working Group of the Boston Green Ribbon Commission. The
Commission is a group of leaders from Boston’s largest commercial property owners, health care
organizations and institutions of higher education that have organized to assist the City in meeting
its goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions 25 percent by 2020 and increasing resiliency.
Projects have included the implementation and evaluation of a virtual energy assessment audit
program for commercial buildings, stakeholder facilitation and policy analysis for Boston’s BERDO
programs and subsequent reporting years, prioritization of strategies to support emission
reductions for the large buildings and institutional sectors for the City of Boston’s Climate Action
Plan including green leasing, net zero energy buildings, behavior-based energy efficiency program
research and design for tenants and engagement with Massachusetts Energy Efficiency Advisory
Council’s commercial real estate roadmap and three-year utility energy efficiency plans. Ms.
Hanson supports the Commercial Real Estate Working Group as lead for the building codes task.
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Ryan Cook, Senior Associate
Education and Certifications
B.A., Sociology, Reed College, Portland, Oregon
Master in City Planning, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts

Professional Experience and Qualifications
A senior associate Cadmus, Mr. Cook has extensive experience in energy policy and planning, with a focus
on supporting decision-makers with a combination of clean energy policy expertise and critical
quantitative tools and methodologies. He specializes in public policy planning processes that blend
intensive stakeholder engagement and input, qualitative policy research of opportunities and barriers,
and robust quantitative analysis of potential outcomes. Mr. Cook works with a diverse range of domestic
and international clients to develop and implement programs that target a transformation in energy
markets. In addition to his work with Cadmus, he has held positions with the San Francisco Public Utilities
Commission and White House Council on Environmental Quality.

Areas of Expertise
•
•
•

Municipal clean energy policy and strategy.
State and utility renewable energy and energy efficiency program design
Energy modeling and financial analysis of energy programs and policies

Relevant Experience
Local Government Energy Planning and Policy Development
Led the development a Renewable Energy Transition Plan for King County, Washington. This analysis
included stakeholder engagement, an assessment of barriers and opportunities for various policy
approaches, the evaluation of the effectiveness of different policy strategies in changing the King County
power mix, and the construction of a policy roadmap for the county in pursuing its goal of 90% renewable
energy by 2030.
Currently leading an Energy Independent Community Planning Process in the City of Bloomfield, Iowa.
This community-based effort with define pathways for the City to reach its target of 100% energy
independence by 2030, with an emphasis on expanded energy efficiency programming and local
renewable energy generation.
Currently supporting Tompkins County, New York in the development of a county-level energy strategy,
providing feasibility and impact analysis of various local government energy strategies, as well as
community engagement and policy support.
Collaborated with MCG colleagues to define municipal pathways for high levels of renewable energy
penetration, contributing to the MCG Pathways to 100 Report and working the Bloomberg Foundation to
model specific policy pathways to cities to adopt in meeting Paris climate commitments.
Developed a clean energy plan for the town and municipal utility in the Town of Benham, Kentucky,
focusing on energy efficiency improvements in government and large commercial facilities and the
development of an on-bill financing program for residential energy improvements.
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Provided solar energy policy technical assistance to local governments nationwide through the US DOE
Solar Outreach Partnership and Rooftop Solar Challenge, including in Pennsylvania in partnership with
the Delaware Valley Regional Planning Council. This work included conducting trainings on solar policy
and technical topics for elected officials and key municipal staff (planners, code inspectors, etc.),
developing of resources for local solar policies and programs, and providing custom one-on-one technical
assistance for specific municipal solar efforts.
Supported more than twenty community-level Solarize group-purchasing campaigns in six states,
through technical assistance programs of the US Department of Energy, New York State Energy Research
and Development Authority, and Massachusetts Clean Energy Center; also developed guidance
documents and contributed to national policy discussions of the Solarize model.
Provided technical assistance to more than a dozen communities in the procurement of large-scale solar
projects for municipal use, including support with RFP development, installer selection, and financial
analysis; primary author on the primary municipal solar procurement resource of the New York State
Energy Research and Development Authority.

Energy Modelling and Quantitative Support of Program Planning
Conducted a Benefit Cost Analysis for the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection’s
Electric Vehicle Roadmap, assessing the potential impacts of several scenarios of market growth.
Provided cost-effectiveness and program impact analysis in the planning or evaluation of utility demandside management programs for over two dozen utility or state energy efficiency program administrators,
including PPL and PECO in Pennsylvania.
Oversaw MCG’s support of the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority’s
Renewable Heating and Cooling Policy Framework, including assessing technology cost-effectiveness and
cost-reduction opportunities, evaluating policy opportunities to decrease technology costs and increase
market penetration, and conducting robust industry stakeholder engagement.
Developed a proposed community-based pilot program for air source heat pumps in National Grid’s New
York State service territory, including a cost-benefit analysis that evaluated opportunities for fuelswitching.
Conducted financial assessments or evaluations of on-bill financing programs under consideration or in
implementation by a dozen electric utilities (primarily rural electric cooperatives) in Kentucky, North
Carolina, Arkansas, Tennessee, and Missouri.
Led the development of Rhode Island’s Thermal Market Development Strategy, combining policy and
economic research to identify pathways for transformation in state heating consumption.
Partnered with the Union of Concerned Scientists to develop projections of the cost and impacts of
potential Green Bank programs in seven northeastern states.

Related Publications
King County Renewable Electricity Transition Pathways. (2018). Seattle, WA: King County.
Solar Procurement Guidelines for Local Governments in New York State. (2015). Albany, NY: New York
State Energy Research and Development Authority. With E. Chessin, A. Belden, C. Laurent, J. Strachan.
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Kate Mueller, Energy Storage Analyst
Education and Certifications
MS, Civil Engineering, North Carolina State University
BS, Civil Engineering, North Carolina State University
Engineer Intern (EI), NCEES

Professional Experience and Qualifications
Kate Mueller, an energy storage analyst at Cadmus, currently supports efforts for both municipal and
commercial clients related to energy storage procurement, solar development technical assistance, and
energy efficiency. As part of the Strategy and Policy practice, she is involved with projects at the
interface of climate, energy, and environmental planning. Ms. Mueller has experience in energy systems
analysis at the national and state level, with knowledge of least-cost optimization modeling for energy
resource planning and an emphasis on distributed solar resources. She is also knowledgeable in the field
of environmental life cycle assessment and has performed LCAs on emerging renewable energy
technologies and commercial buildings to evaluate impacts of manufacture, assembly, and operation.
Prior to joining Cadmus, Ms. Mueller participated in literature review and stakeholder engagement
regarding energy storage implementation in the state of North Carolina. She has also conducted an
evaluation of environmental impacts associated with commercial building replacement and developed
methods for the calculation of environmental payback period.

Relevant Experience
Energy Storage Study for North Carolina. Ms. Mueller supported collaborative efforts to provide policy
guidance to the NC General Assembly and NC Utilities Commission regarding implementation of energy
storage within the state. Relevant tasks included literature review and stakeholder engagement to
collect feedback on priorities and perceived feasibility of energy storage implementation.
US Renewable Energy Transition Analysis. Ms. Mueller obtained experience evaluating existing analyses
of large-scale transition to a 100% renewable energy system using TEMOA, a least-cost energy resource
optimization model. This role involved assessment of existing energy policy and the addition of model
functionalities for distributed solar and biofuels resources to determine effects on future electricity
resource composition within the US.
Commercial Solar Consulting Services. Cadmus is leading Massachusetts Clean Energy Center's
Commercial Solar and Storage Hub to support the development of onsite commercial solar and solar +
storage projects for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Cadmus performs market research, develops
public facing resources and provides technical assistance and consumer guidance through the
Commercial Solar and Storage Hub website. Ms. Mueller supports the project as part of the “Ask and
Advisor” service allows customers interested in installing solar PV or solar + storage with ongoing
technical assistance on topics including project development, procurement support, and financial
analysis.
SolSmart (SPARC). SolSmart is a program commissioned by the US Department of Energy to help
communities reduce the soft-costs of solar installation. The program both evaluates communities for
SolSmart designation and provides technical assistance to communities looking to pursue the
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designation. Ms. Mueller currently supports the program through the development of resources for
local governments on solar + storage benefits and procurement.
City of Cambridge Comprehensive Retrofit Program. This project seeks to develop a voluntary,
comprehensive building retrofit program to enable buildings to meet proposed energy efficiency
performance requirements in the City of Cambridge, MA. The proposed requirements were created in
support of the City’s Net Zero Action Plan goals. Ms. Mueller supports this project with research on
existing and proposed energy efficiency programs offered by utilities in Massachusetts and stakeholder
engagement to determine local needs and barriers to energy efficiency implementation.

Technical Skills
Ms. Mueller has knowledge of Python and linear/mathematical programming, as well as experience with
OpenLCA, an open-source life cycle assessment software.

Professional Memberships and Associations
US Green Building Council, Member; Past Emerging Professionals Co-Chair
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Chad Laurent, Principal
Education and Certifications

Juris Doctor, Suffolk University Law School, Boston
Rappaport Honors Fellow in Law and Public Policy in collaboration with the Rappaport Institute at
Harvard University
BS, Natural Resource Ecology and Management, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
BS, Environmental Policy and Behavior, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Lyle E. Craine award for undergraduate achievement in environmental policy

Professional Experience and Qualifications

Chad Laurent, a Cadmus principal, specializes in renewable energy law and policy, sustainable business
strategies, and renewable energy project development. Mr. Laurent is a nationally recognized expert in
renewable energy market development with 15 years of experience researching and designing voluntary
and mandatory green power markets. He has consulted to the U.S. Department of Energy, World Bank,
U.N. Agencies, corporate clients, and dozens of municipalities, among other clients. At Meister
Consultants Group (MCG), which recently joined Cadmus, Mr. Laurent was the vice president and general
counsel and oversaw the firm’s legal and financial operations.
Previously, Mr. Laurent was a legal fellow at the Office of the Attorney General for the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, a law and policy fellow for the Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs, and
the manager of renewable energy programs at the Massachusetts Energy Consumers Alliance.

Relevant Experience

Analysis Of Renewable Energy Procurement Options In Massachusetts For Inc/Boston Green Ribbon
Commission
Cadmus developed a briefing document outlining the opportunities, barriers, and economics of large scale
renewable energy procurement in Massachusetts. The briefing outlined four major pathways
organizations can take to procure renewable energy, involving various forms of project development,
ownership, and contractual or financial agreements. The report was developed to support ongoing
discussions regarding potential collaboration on large scale green power procurement among major
public, private, and institutional organizations in the Boston area that participate in the Boston Green
Ribbon Commission (GRC). Cadmus presented the findings at a GRC event in April 2015 attended by more
than 50 representatives of GRC members, City of Boston officials, renewable energy procurement
specialists, and private sector representatives in the Greater Boston area.
Coordination of Renewable Energy Procurement Prize for the Boston Green Ribbon Commission
Cadmus worked with the Boston Green Ribbon Commission to coordinate and develop a renewable
energy leadership prize. The Green Ribbon Commission Renewable Energy Leadership Prize will award
$100,000 to the team that develops the most compelling strategy for large-scale renewable energy
generation procurement from either on-site or off-site sources. The prize is designed to inspire local large
commercial, institutional, and public sector (CI&P) energy consumers to implement renewable energy
procurement strategies at scale. Cadmus developed the framework of the prize, the request for proposals,
formed and coordinated the expert judging panel and provided technical assistance and feedback
throughout the prize process. The award was to be announced in February 2016.
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Market Analysis for Corporate Renewable Energy Purchasing For Advanced Energy Economy’s Access
To Renewables Campaign
Cadmus conducted a corporate renewable energy purchasing analysis for Advanced Energy Economy
(AEE)’s Access to Renewables Campaign. Cadmus created a policy baseline for large scale renewable
energy purchasing options, characterized commercial renewable energy purchasing markets, and
estimated the scale of potential impacts of these markets. The results were published in a series of state
policy briefings, an internal policy briefing, and presented via a webinar with over 100 attendees.
SolSmart Designation Program U.S. Department of Energy 2015-Present
Cadmus is working with a national team to develop and implement an prominent national recognition
program called SolSmart that energizes local solar markets and advances soft cost reductions by
recognizing community efforts to make communities solar PV friendly. Cadmus has been centrally
involved in both halves of SolSmart, the delivery of solar technical assistance to municipalities and the
evaluation of communities for SolSmart designation and recognition. Cadmus is the technical assistance
provider for all the Massachusetts communities that have engaged with the program and is helping these
communities with a wide range of solar policy questions, including permitting and inspection processes
and solar market development in communities with large amounts of multifamily and rental properties.
Greenhouse Gas Inventory and Carbon Disclosure Reporting for Unicom Engineering, Inc.
Cadmus provides greenhouse gas (GHG) management and reporting consulting to UNICOM Engineering,
Inc. (UEI), a leading provider of server appliance products and services for storage, security and
communications software vendors. Cadmus has worked with UEI every year from 2009-2014, providing
both technical consulting services as well as strategic consulting on emissions measurement, management
and disclosure topics. Cadmus calculates UEI’s GHG emissions and prepared responses to questionnaires
administered by the Carbon Disclosure Project and the Electronics Industry Citizenship Coalition on behalf
of EMC Corporation. In addition, Cadmus supported UEI’s calculation and disclosure of water and waste
impacts. Cadmus continues to support UEI during the annual disclosure cycle, as well as advise on
corporate sustainability, CSR reporting, GHG reduction, and climate change strategies

Professional Memberships and Associations
Bar Admission, Massachusetts Bar

Member, American Bar Association
Law and Policy Expert, Clean Energy Solutions Center
Professionally Trained Mediator, Community Dispute Settlement Center
Advisory Board Member, 100% Renewable and Equitable Cities

Selected Publications

Lead Author. Pathways to 100: An Energy Supply Transformation Primer for U.S. Cities. Meister
Consultants Group, Energy Foundation, and The Kresge Foundation. March 2017. http://www.mcgroup.com/pathways-to-100/
Institutional Renewable Energy Procurement: Guidance for Purchasing and Making Associated
Environmental Impact Claims. Prepared for the Boston Green Ribbon Commission. October 2016. Utility
Ownership of Rooftop Solar PV: An Emerging Business Model for Municipal Utilities.
NC Clean Energy Technology Center (formerly the NC Solar Center) & Meister Consultants
Group/SunShot Solar Outreach Partnership (SolarOPs), U.S. Department of Energy. November 2015.
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Julie Curti, Associate
Education and Certifications

Master in City Planning, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2015, Cambridge, MA
B.A., Geography and Political Science, University of Wisconsin – Madison, 2007, Madison, WI
Harry S. Truman Scholar, 2006, and Morris K. Udall Scholar, 2005 and 2006
MIT Certificate in Environmental Planning and Policy
Certified Mediator in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts

Professional Experience and Qualifications

Julie Curti is an Associate who leads Cadmus’ work on climate and energy equity and stakeholder
engagement. She works with clients to develop next generation climate and energy strategy, policy,
planning, and program design in the public, non-profit, and philanthropic sectors. An experienced project
manager Ms. Curti regularly manages large projects and collaborative teams for clients. She most recently
led a project with the Urban Sustainability Directors Network (USDN) to develop actionable program
design resources for cities and their partners to ensure equitable access to clean energy technologies, and
recently released a “Guidebook on Equitable Clean Energy Program Design” as part of this work. Ms. Curti
is a co-author of a “Framework for an Equitable Energy Supply Transformation” for local governments and
she advised the Equity and Environmental Justice Taskforce for the Renewables on the Ground
Roundtable for New York. She has planned and facilitated stakeholder working groups around increasing
access to affordable and efficient energy for low-income households, generating community renewable
energy goals, and developing disruptive strategies for reducing plastic pollution in cities. Previous to
Cadmus, Ms. Curti was the Associate Director of the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s (USDA) Partnerships
Center. She initiated partnerships between USDA and community organizations to increase access to
healthy, affordable food for communities via USDA programs and resources. Ms. Curti has received
professional training in facilitation at MIT, the Interaction Institute for Social Change, and the U.S. Institute
for Environmental Conflict Resolution and she is a certified mediator.

Areas of Expertise
•
•
•
•
•

Climate and Sustainability Planning
Clean Energy Policy
Building Electrification
Equitable Planning and Policy Design
Food Policy and Programs

Relevant Experience

•
•
•
•

Facilitation
Stakeholder and Community
Engagement
Strategic Planning
Project Management

Equitable Building Electrification, Innovation Network for Communities
Ms. Curti worked for the Building Electrification Initiative (BEI) together with Kapwa Consulting and the
Urban Sustainability Directors Network (USDN) to plan and facilitate a two-day workshop for cities and
their community partners to develop a framework for centering social equity in building electrification
efforts, including policy initiatives to increase adoption of technologies such as air source heat pumps and
heat pump hot water heaters. Workshop pre-work included research and development of an initial draft
framework and briefing documents that were used to guide the workshop. The goal of the workshop was
to facilitate a discussion with cities and partners on equity and building electrification to support the
development or deepening of city-partner collaboration opportunities, as well as a future, solutions-
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oriented framework for centering equity in strategic building electrification market transformation
efforts.
Renewable Energy Transition Planning, King County in Washington State
Conducted policy analysis and stakeholder engagement to model potential scenarios for King County to
meet its 90% renewable electricity goal by 2030. Ms. Curti led the facilitation of two in-person workshops
with county and city staff and a broader group of stakeholders and held one-on-one interviews to define
priorities and strategies for meeting the county’s goals. Based on this input, Cadmus conducted a detailed
review and analysis of policy and programmatic options for the county to pursue within their direct
control, by partnering with utilities, and by pursuing legislative changes at the state level. Top policy
results have been modeled under several scenarios to prioritize county actions and investments moving
forward.
Local Carbon Fund Development, City of Cambridge, MA
The City of Cambridge’s Net Zero Action plan calls for using carbon offsets to reduce all City buildings’
carbon footprint, which account for 80% of the City’s emissions. Cadmus investigated feasibility and
program design options for a local carbon offset fund that emphasizes carbon footprint reduction projects
in Cambridge, especially for buildings. In Phase I, Cadmus outlined standards for the local carbon fund’s
definition, geographic scope, ownership of offsets, lifespan, and project verification mechanisms, and will
use quantitative analyses to identify likely local project categories and market size. In Phase II, Cadmus
conducted an economic potential study to establish offset pricing and demand, and develop a feasible
program and administrative structure for the fund. Ms. Curti led the facilitation of stakeholder
consultations throughout, adapting the feasibility study based on input received.
Affordable Access to Clean and Efficient Energy Working Group, MA Department of Energy Resources
Co-facilitator for a 25-member stakeholder working group to support the governor’s initiative to increase
access to clean and efficient energy for low- to moderate-income residents in the state. The working group
met five times over the course of six months to discuss key barriers to accessing the state’s clean energy
and energy efficiency programs and incentives, and to brainstorm and prioritize a list of actionable
solutions for DOER to implement. Ms. Curti co-facilitated the working group meetings, providing content
expertise, and supporting analysis of meeting results and preparation for upcoming working group
sessions. Final results were analyzed and included in a written report that informs DOER next steps and
policy decisions.
Ensuring Equity in Energy Transformation and Innovation, Urban Sustainability Directors Network
(USDN) and the City of Burlington, VT
Ms. Curti led a project with USDN and eight cities in the U.S. and Canada to build knowledge, tools, and
partnerships that will increase equitable access to clean energy for low- and moderate-income
households, communities of color, and indigenous communities through innovations in local-level
program design. Project outputs include a program design guidebook and checklist for local governments
and partners, an inventory of worldwide best practices complemented by four in-depth case studies, and
convening cities and partners for a workshop to collaboratively develop equity-oriented program
solutions. Throughout the project, an equity advisory committee was convened to advise on project work
products and ensure that voices and experiences of low- and moderate-income households are
represented in the process. As a parallel effort, Ms. Curti is also leading the facilitation of a newly formed
Vermont Renewable Energy Access Coalition created to apply and advance project work products into
equitable clean energy programs in Vermont.

CADMUS
Anne West, Principal
Education and Certifications
Graduate Studies, Psychology Dept.: Statistics & Data Analysis Course, University of Oregon
B.S., Energy and Environmental Systems, The Evergreen State College
Undergraduate Research Participant, Argonne National Laboratory, U.S. DOE

Professional Experience and Qualifications
Anne West, a principal in Cadmus’ Energy Services Sector, leads the Market Research and Customer
Insights team within Program and Market Analysis Group. With more than 30 years of experience working
in the energy services industry, Ms. West has developed a broad range of energy efficiency research and
project management skills to handle complex projects. Ms. West’s expertise encompasses market
characterization and market effects analysis, and process and impact evaluations of energy-efficiency,
demand response, and behavioral programs, assessing emerging and new technologies across all sectors.
She develops and executes rigorous research plans designed to provide thoughtful insight and develop
actionable strategies. As principal, Ms. West is responsible for the quality and accuracy of research and
deliverables. She has significant experience working in an interdisciplinary environment with diverse
teams of social scientists, planners, economists, engineers, and life science professionals.
Before joining Cadmus, Ms. West owned West and Company Research, LLC, providing consulting services
to the energy industry. She was an energy assistant for the University of Oregon Facilities Services, a field
specialist for the Hood River Conservation Project for Pacific Power and Light and Bonneville Power
Administration, and an energy coordinator in Washington State’s Energy Office.

Relevant and Selected Experience
For Pennsylvania Power and Light Electric Utilities, since 2009 Ms. West has managed a large staff of
analysts and engineers to conduct annual evaluation, measurement and verification (EM&V) of PPL’s
portfolio of demand-side management and demand response programs to meet regulatory requirements
under PA Act 129 of 2008. She develops EM&V plans for process, impact, net savings analyses,
benefit/cost, as well as market effects research, and leads technical assistance and special studies. (2009–
ongoing)
For Southern California Gas and the CA IOUs, Ms. West is principal investigator for a multifamily boiler
market characterization project. The study includes field visits to assess existing conditions of multifamily
buildings with 50+ units, built after 2001, and determine potential to increase the energy efficiency of gas
boilers within this market segment. (Ongoing)
For the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA), Ms. West led three market characterization
studies—Commercial Real Estate Strategic Energy Management Initiative, Green Motors Initiative,
Commissioning/Retro-commissioning Initiative. Studies updated assumptions used in the Alliance Cost
Effectiveness (ACE) model and baseline assumptions. Studies included interviews and surveys, and
collected market intelligence to determine baselines and market share. (2013–2014)
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For PG&E and the California Public Utility Commission Energy Division (CPUC ED), ESA Multifamily
Segment Study, Ms. West led a market characterization study of the low income multifamily segment in
California, which developed a comprehensive and detailed profile of the market segment. Primary and
secondary data and input from public workshops informed recommendations. Research investigated
strategies to help California develop long-term plans to meet the 2020 target to serve 100% of willing and
eligible low income residents. (2013)
For Michigan Saves, a nonprofit organization, Ms. West conducted a market characterization study to
help Michigan Saves design a statewide commercial loan program to finance energy efficiency
improvements in a hard-to-reach market with a high potential for energy savings. (2011–2012)
For USAID, Ms. West led the assessment of the New Applied Technology and Energy Lighting Initiative
(NATELI) program in the country of Georgia. As team lead, Ms. West designed and executed the evaluation
assessing the project’s progress toward achieving objectives of the USAID Performance Plans and
Frameworks. She developed the work plan and interview guides, working with interpreters to conduct
more than 60 interviews and site visits, facilitate meetings, and gather data from key project stakeholders.
The evaluation examined capacity building and sustainable (long-term) program impacts, and assessed
the impacts on gender. She was primary author of the final report approved by USAID. (September 2012)
For the California Public Utility Commission (CPUC), Specialized Commercial, Ms. West managed a staff
of engineers, field technicians, and analysts in a three-year evaluation funded by the CPUC, including
multiple measures in 15 commercial and residential programs. She developed the evaluation plans and
metering and sampling strategies for the programs and measures evaluated, which largely focused on
residential and commercial HVAC equipment. (2009–2011)

Selected Publications
“Empowering Low Income Customers to Save with OPower Behavioral Efficiency: PPL Case Study” June
2018, National Energy & Utility Affordability Coalition, with Anna Lising Oracle.
“Home Energy Reports of Low-Income vs. Standard Households: A Parable of the Tortoise and the
Hare?” International Program Evaluation Conference, Baltimore Maryland, 2017, with Jim
Stewart, Masumi Izawa.
“One Two Million LEDs and Counting – Experiences of the First Utility to Offer an LED-Only Upstream
Program.” American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy Summer Study on Energy
Efficiency in Buildings, August 2016; with P. Cleff.
“Applying the Notion of Community in the Commercial Sector,” 2012 ACEEE Summer Study on Energy
Efficiency in Buildings. August 2012; with L. Dethman.
“Pilot Programs to Mainstreaming: How Evaluation Can Help,” International Energy Program Evaluation
Conference, June 2012; with L. Dethman, S. Samiullah.
“Keeping Score – Measuring the Results of Your Energy Efficiency Programs,” invited panel presenter at
the Western Energy Institute Spring Energy Symposium, March 2012.

CADMUS
Karen Seligman Sklenar, Senior Scientist
Education and Certifications

Ph.D., 1995, Environmental Engineering Science, University of California at Berkeley
(Applied Ecology emphasis with minors in Water Chemistry and Environmental Microbiology)
B.A., 1984, Yale University

Professional Experience and Qualifications

Dr. Sklenar has over 27 years of experience in the area of water quality. She has approached water quality issues
from the perspectives of academic researcher, water utility employee, state regulator, and consultant. She has a
strong understanding of water chemistry, aquatic microbiology, and water treatment. Her experiences with The
Cadmus Group and, before that, helping implement New York State’s drinking water program, have given her a
comprehensive understanding of drinking water issues and regulations.

Areas of Expertise

Drinking water treatment and regulations, sanitary surveys of public water systems, water chemistry, source
water protection, algal blooms and their management, aquatic microbiology

Examples of Relevant Experience
Source Water Protection. Served as PI or co-PI for 3 Water Research Foundation projects addressing source

water protection: one considered how to improve water utility involvement in the TMDL process; the second
developed a roadmap for source water protection for U.S. water utilities; the third developed a preliminary
framework for evaluating source water protection programs intended to protect drinking water quality.
Facilitator for meetings with state personnel in the Midwest to develop water quality standards for water bodies
categorized as potable water supplies. Lead technical author for New York State’s Source Water Assessment
Guidance Manual. Member of several reservoir management committees in New York State. Helped develop
nutrient management plans for Lake George and Saratoga Lake watersheds. Oversaw research evaluating
effectiveness of agricultural BMPs for water quality control. Represented drinking water interests on New York
State’s TMDL committee.

Sanitary Surveys and Comprehensive Performance Evaluations (CPEs). Provides EPA-approved sanitary
survey training to state, federal and local personnel responsible for inspecting public water systems. Have
provided sanitary survey training for 12 years in New York State, also for the State of Louisiana, the Navajo
Nation, U.S. EPA Regions 7 and 8. Conducted many sanitary surveys of public water systems in New York,
Washington, DC, on the islands of American Samoa, and on tribal reservations and settlements in the midwestern and western U.S. Participated in CPEs at several New York State surface water systems, and co-taught
CPE training for engineers in Connecticut’s PWSS program.
Drinking Water Regulations. Trained regulators and public water system operators on drinking water

regulations, including the Stage 1 DBPR, LT2ESWTR, Stage 2 DBPR, Ground Water Rule, and Phase II/V
contaminants. Served as lead technical trainer for U.S. EPA’s Ground Water Rule trainings across the U.S.
Provided Total Coliform Rule and D/DBP Rule refresher trainings to EPA Region 3 direct implementation water
systems. Served as Cadmus’ technical lead during preparation of EPA’s training and guidance materials for the
Revised Total Coliform Rule (RTCR). Technical manager of a project for EPA Region 8 developing detailed,
comprehensive SOPs for each of 11 drinking water regulations. Prepared primacy packages for the IESWTR,
LT1ESWTR, and FBRR for New York State. Assisted several states with completion of primacy crosswalks.
Oversaw implementation of all SDWA regulations for approximately 1,000 PWSs in the Glens Falls District Office
of the New York State Department of Health. Working knowledge of SDWIS State.
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EPA Guidance Manuals. Served as the lead technical author on two EPA guidance manuals for the Ground
Water Rule: the Sanitary Survey Guidance Manual for Ground Water Systems and the Ground Water Rule
Implementation Guidance Manual. Also served as lead technical author of the M/DBP Simultaneous Compliance
Guidance Manual. Prepared and reviewed many EPA fact sheets and quick reference guides.
Energy and Water Efficiency. Drafted guidance on energy and water efficiency considerations during sanitary

surveys for U.S. EPA. Served as co-Principal Investigator for Water Research Foundation Project 4223 Energy
Efficiency in the North American Water Supply Industry: A Compendium of Best Practices and Case Studies. Led
water and energy efficiency audits of the Meskwaki Nation’s public water system as part of Cadmus’ auditing
work assignment for USEPA Region 7. Scheduled to conduct comparable audits in the spring of 2015 for EPA
Region 8.

Harmful Algal Blooms. Principal Investigator for project jointly funded by the American Water Works

Association (AWWA) and the Water Research Foundation to prepare guidance on harmful algal blooms
(i.e.,cyanotoxins) and their management. Participating member of ASDWA’s Drinking Water Harmful Algal
Blooms and Toxins Discussion Group. Technical lead for work related to cyanotoxins being carried out for the
UCMR under Cadmus’ SRMD contract.

Positions Held
•

The Cadmus Group, Inc., Senior Scientist, 2002 – present. Oversees development of technical
documents and guidance manuals for issues related to drinking water and water quality. Has prepared
several white papers related to drinking water quality. Lead author on EPA Safe Drinking Water Act
Guidance Manuals. Prepares and presents training materials for new regulations. Serves as senior
reviewer for several Cadmus projects. Projects have addressed a range of topics including disinfection
byproducts, microbial pathogens, arsenic, radionuclides, and Phase 2/Phase 5 organics.

•

New York State Department of Health, Glens Falls District Office, Drinking Water Program Manager,
2001 – 2002. Temporary assignment to re-organize drinking water program for the NY State Department
of Health’s largest field office. Oversaw regulatory enforcement, plan reviews, and the implementation
of New York State’s drinking water program for approximately 1,000 public water systems. Supervised
five engineers and three seasonal public health inspectors.

•

New York State Department of Health, Bureau of Public Water Supply Protection, Research Scientist,
1994 – 2001. Provided technical assistance to water system operators on issues concerning reservoir
water quality, water chemistry, algal growth, pathogens, and taste and odor problems. Worked closely
with New York State Energy and Resource Development Authority (NYSERDA) to host three annual
reservoir management conferences. Represented NY State on federal workgroups during the
development of new water regulations. Managed the implementation of new federal drinking water
regulations at the state level.

•

F.X. Browne, Inc., Water Quality Group Manager, 1992 – 1994. Managed four project managers and
numerous projects for a consulting firm specializing in lake, reservoir and watershed studies. Projects
focused primarily on the development of watershed nutrient budgets and prioritizing potential nutrient
reduction efforts.

•

Alex Horne and Associates, Consultant, 1990-1991. Evaluated water quality changes throughout the
South Bay and California aqueducts.

•

East Bay Municipal Utility District, Engineering Aide, 1988 – 1990. Developed a reservoir monitoring
program for the water district’s three largest water supplies. Evaluated monthly treatment costs and
chemical use. Prepared annual water quality reports for five reservoirs.

CADMUS
Teaching Experience
•

School of Public Health, State University at Albany Department of Environmental Health and
Toxicology, Assistant Professor , 1995 – 2001. Faculty advisor to graduate students in the MPH and
Ph.D. programs. Served as director of a three-credit graduate course created with fellow professors
entitled “Water Quality and Public Health”. Served on several academic committees.

•

University of California at Berkeley, Graduate Teaching Assistant, 1988-1991. Teaching assistant for
Environmental Engineering graduate course in Applied Limnology; teaching assistant for undergraduate
introductory biology course in Ecology.

Example Publications
National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine. 2018. Review of the New York City Department of
Environmental Protection Operation Support Tool for Water Supply. Washington, DC. (Committee member
and co-author)
Sklenar, Karen, Judy Westrick, and David Szlag. 2016. Managing Cyanotoxins in Drinking Water: A Technical
Guidance Manual for Drinking Water Practitioners. American Water Works Association and the Water
Research Foundation. Denver, CO.
Catherine Dunlap, Laura Blake, Karen S. Sklenar. May 2015. A Costly Endeavor: Addressing Algae Problems in a
Water Supply. Journal of the American Water Works Association. Denver, CO.
Sklenar, Karen and Judy Westrick. 2015. A Water Utility Manager’s Guide to Cyanotoxins. American Water
Works Association and the Water Research Foundation. Denver, CO.
Sham, Chi Ho and Karen S. Sklenar. 2015. Preliminary Framework for Evaluating Source Water Protection
Programs. Water Research Foundation. Denver, CO.
Karen Sklenar, Chi Ho Sham, and Richard W. Gullick. 2012. Developing a Vision and Roadmap for Source Water
Protection for U.S. Drinking Water Utilities. Report #4176a. Water Research Foundation. Denver, CO.
Sklenar, Karen S. and Laura J. Blake. 2010. Drinking Water Source Protection through Effective Use of TMDL
Processes. Report #4007. Water Research Foundation. Denver, CO.
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 2007. Simultaneous Compliance Guidance Manual for the Long Term 2
and Stage 2 DBP Rules. Office of Water (4601). EPA 815-R-07-017.March 2007, Washington, D.C.
Gregory V. Korshin, Deborah J. Dryer, Jeong Eem Ahn, Laura Dufresne, Karen Sklenar. 2006. Monitoring of
Properties of Natural Organic Matter in the Potomac River: Fractionation, Halogenation and Spectroscopic
Approaches. Poster at the 13th Meeting of the International Humic Substances Society: Humic Substances –
Linking Structure to Functions. Karlsruhe, Germany.
Jacqueline Lendrum, Ellen Braun-Howland, Karen S. Sklenar. 2004. Validity Assessment of Methods to
Distinguish Between Ruminant and Human Sources of Fecal Contamination in Watersheds. New York State
Water Resources Institute Annual Technical Report.
A. Bruchet, G. Burlingame, K. S. Sklenar, I. H. Suffet, F. B. Whitfield, eds. 1999. Off-flavours in the Aquatic
Environment 1997: Selected Proceedings of the 5th International Symposium on Off-flavours in the Aquatic
Environment, Held in Paris, France, 13-16 October 1997. Water Science & Technology 40(6).
Sklenar, K.S. and A.J. Horne. 1999. Effect of the cyanobacterial metabolite geosmin on growth of a green alga.
Water Science & Technology 40(6): 225-228.
Sklenar, K.S. and A.J. Horne. 1999. Horizontal distribution of geosmin in a reservoir before and after copper
treatment. Water Science & Technology 40(6): 229-237.
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Sklenar, Karen Seligman. 1995. The Production of the Earthy-smelling Compound Geosmin by Anabaena and a
Comparison of Two Reservoir Management Techniques Used for the Control of Geosmin-related Taste and
Odor Problems in California Reservoirs. University of California, Berkeley press.
Seligman, K., Enos, A.K., and Lai, H.H. 1992. A comparison of 1988-1990 flavor profile analysis results with water
conditions in two northern California reservoirs. Water Science & Technology, 25(2): 19-25.

Professional Memberships and Associations
America Water Works Association
Pennsylvania Water Works Association

Current Committees
2016 - 2018. Member, National Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine Water Science and Technology
Board Committee to Review the New York City Department of Environmental Protection’s Operations Support
Tool for Water Supply
2016 - present. Member, Project Advisory Committee for Water Research Foundation Project 4683, Sources and
Fate of Taste-and-Odor Causing Compounds in the Missouri River
2017 - present. Member, Project Advisory Committee for Water Research Foundation Project 4920, Decision
Support Framework for Drinking Water Treatment Plants Experiencing Lake Recovery
2017 – present. Member, West Bradford Township, PA Land Preservation and Sustainability Committee

CADMUS

Proposal to Provide Renewable Energy Planning Services to West Chester Area Council of
Governments
February 19, 2019

Revised Cost Proposal
The Project Team proposes to deliver the scope of work above for a budget (including labor and expenses)
of $75,000. Cadmus proposes offering each task at a fixed price amount. A budget by task is provided in
Table 1 below. The Team proposes for two Cadmus staffers to attend the in-person meetings with
WCACOG.
Table 1 Proposed Budget
Task
Task 1: Kickoff Meeting
Task 2: Stakeholder and Community Engagement
Task 3: Policy Options and Barriers Analysis
Task 4: Policy Impact Modeling
Task 5 Renewable Energy Plan Development (including in-person final presentation)
Travel Expenses (two trips)
Workshop Refreshments and Materials (two trips)
Total

Budget
$600
$22,500
$16,200
$12,000
$21,600
$1,800
$300
$75,000

The set of activities and tasks proposed by the project team do not easily scale with the number of
communities that would participate in a community energy planning effort. Therefore, the Project Team
proposes the same basic cost structure regardless of the number of participating communities.

What is Ready for 100?

ReadyFor100 is a movement of your neighbors working to create a vision of a healthier community powered
by 100% clean energy. Together we are calling on our local elected officials to commit to a long-term,
ambitious 100% clean energy goal, and then back it up with measurable plans and near-term actions.

http://www.sierraclub.org/ready-for-100

Sierra Club Ready for 100

PA cities and towns are hubs for innovation and have been leading the way on climate, through the Mayor’s
Climate Compact and local sustainability plans. We know that 100% clean energy is the new standard for
local climate protection.
We are asking township supervisors, mayors, CEOs, pastors, principals, civic and community leaders, parents
and students to commit to solutions that help us achieve 100% clean, renewable energy across Pennsylvania
by the year 2050.

Why do we need local renewable energy
now?

Because we want everyone to have access to
affordable, clean energy. Across the nation, people in
both red states and blue states are realizing that
modernizing our cities with 100% clean renewable
energy will help create jobs and boost local
economies. Cities like Aspen, CO, Georgetown, TX, and
Burlington, VT, have already achieved 100% clean
energy.
A recent economic study estimated that a transition to
clean energy will add 1 million jobs in the U.S. by 2030
and increase household disposable income by $350$400 in 2030 and by as much as $650 in 2050.
It’s time for our local communities to step up to the
plate. We too deserve clean air, good jobs, and strong
leadership.
AND because we now have a safer alternative cleaner, cheaper, healthier energy is here! The
renewable energy sector is booming. Wind power
generation has more than doubled in the past four
years. Solar power generation has increased by a
factor of five, making solar one of the fastest-growing
industries in America, and the fastest-growing industry
in the world! And the prices have rapidly declined for
both wind and solar over the past six years. Which
means that supporting clean energy is not just about
leadership, it’s also about supporting our local
economies, jobs, and the health of our communities.

What has been achieved in the country?
5 Cities have achieved 100% Renewable Energy
Committed to 100% Renewable Energy
1 State (Hawaii)
6 Counties
51 Cities including:

Downingtown - electricity by 2035, 2050
Phoenixville - electricity by 2035, 2050
West Chester - electricity by 2035, 2050

188 Mayors have signed on including:

Mayor Ed Pawlowski, Allentown,
Mayor Brian Wenzka, Atglen, PA
Mayor Robert J. Donchez, Bethlehem, PA
Mayor Timothy A. Scott, Carlisle, PA
Mayor Greg Ross, Cooper City, PA
Mayor Matthew Fetick, Kennett Square, PA
Mayor Jim Kenney, Philadelphia, PA
Mayor Michael J. Speck, Phoenixville, PA
Mayor Bill Peduto, Pittsburgh, PA
Mayor Tim Kearney, Swarthmore, PA
Mayor Jordan Norley, West Chester, PA
Mayor Josh Maxwell, Downingtown, PA

A 100% goal is achieved when the amount of

energy generated from renewable energy sources
in the city (or brought into it) equals (or exceeds)

100% of the annual energy consumed within that

city. Many cities start by shifting their electricity to
100% renewable.

What we do in Pennsylvania matters! Our state emits 1% of the world’s greenhouse gases 1, yet we
represent only .0008 of world's land mass, which is more than 105 developing nations combined.

2

A “Ready for 100” community is a township, borough or city that has made a public commitment to
reach 100% clean energy by 2050 (or sooner), thus doing our fair share to help achieve a stable climate.
1

http://www.post-gazette.com/local/region/2014/05/06/National-climate-report-forecasts-floods-

extreme-heat-for-region/stories/201405060181
2

Environment News Service. July 3, 2008.

WHAT CAN I DO TO HELP?
This moment in history—our moment—is a critical turning point.
We must accelerate the transition from dirty fuels like coal and gas
to clean energy sources like solar and wind to ensure climate
recovery and fully realize the benefits of economic transition. Just
as we switched from horses to cars, telegrams to telephones,
typewriters to computers, and postal mail to email, we must now
commit to switch from dirty fuels to clean energy.
It will require your voice and the voices of people all across our
state to declare that we are #ReadyFor100.

Are you ready for 100% clean energy for ALL? Contact the

Sierra Club to learn how to start a campaign in your community
and galvanize support for local control of our clean energy
Readyfor100.org
future.

Visit our local project web site:
www.sierraclub.org/pennsylvania/southeastern/ready-for-100
Readyfor100.org/montcopa

Major brands are also realizing that clean energy is not
just the right thing to do, it’s good business. Apple,
Ikea, Starbucks, and others have already made strides
to move their companies toward 100% clean energy
plans.
These Philadelphia-area companies have made a clean
energy pledge:

Readyfor100.org/chescopa



Amerisource Bergen

Readyfor100.org/philly



Comcast



Aramark



Lincoln National



Crown Holdings



Universal Health Services



UGI

Read our blog to see what’s new with RF100:
http://www.sierraclub.org/compass/

The benefits of clean energy are clear:
Clean energy saves money: Stanford scientists say the transition to
100% clean energy will save the average family over $200 dollars
per year in energy costs and another $1,500 per year in health
care costs.
Clean energy creates good-paying jobs: The solar industry already
employs over 200,000 people, nearly twice as many people as the
coal mining industry. And according to the recent Solar Jobs
Census, solar jobs grew 12 times faster than the overall economy in
2015.

Nnmcxxzm,ncz,m

Source:
http://www.phillymag.com/business/2015/06/05/phillycompanies-fortune-500/#

Renewable Energy Jobs
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Graph courtesy of
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/ugc/articles/2014/11/fromsurvival-to-political-stability-to-clean-air-renewable-energy-helpsin-so-many-ways.html

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
DATE:

Board of Supervisors
Mimi Gleason
Amy Heinrich

West Whiteland
jif,ffijija

Bond issuance/refunding
2/22/2019

Recommende Motion: None necessary at this time; for discussion and feedback.
The Township has been evaluating whether to issue bonds to fund capital projects, in particular
a new Public Works garage. Because it is expensive to issue bonds, we want to make sure that
we have evaluated funding needs for all near-term projects. Other projects to be considered
include development of Exton Park (if private fundraising does not prove feasible) and
implementation of any projects from the soon-to-be-finalized Bike and Pedestrian Plan. A fund
balance spreadsheet is attached to support this discussion.
In addition, the Township has a variable rate loan that could be refinanced through a bond
issuance at the same time.
Chris Bamber from PFM will be at the meeting to walk the Board through the process of issuing
bonds and analyzing when and how much to borrow. His information also is attached.

WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
Plan for Fund Balances

Gen Fund
Liq Fuels

Public
Service

Transp
Improve

Fund Balance as of 12/31/2017

14,022,147

2,849,699

2,764,668

I

Open
Space

WWFC
Equip

Twp Equip
& IT

GF
SUBTOTAL

1,450,556

23,391,701

17,353,949

1,654

40,747,304

3,000,000

3,000,000

1,200,000

1,654

4,201,654

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

0

0

0

1,159,555

1,145,076

SEWER

SOLID
WASTE

TOTAL

IOPERATING (committed but not restricted)
Operating Reserve (GF: 25% rev; Sew 35% rev)
Retirement Obligations
Unfunded OPEB Retiree Medical Obligation
Unfunded Pension Obligations
Unfunded Police Compensated Absences

I

Subtotal Operating Reserves

0
4,000,000

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

4,000,000

1,200,000

1,145,076

1,083,362

2,228,438

400,000

367,194

367,194

1,654

5,201,654

ICAPITAL / EQUIPMENT
Equipment and Software (committed)
Vehicle/Equipment Replacement
Technology

2,628,438
367,194

Capital Projects
Clover Mill Road sink hole (Liq Fuels)

380,000

Public Works garage (assigned)
Stormwater improvements-PRP (assigned)

380,000

380,000

2,000,000

2,000,000

2,000,000

300,000

300,000

300,000

1,078,355

1,078,355

1,078,355

81,200

81,200

81,200

Open Space - Exton Park (designated)
Tree Bank - Exton Park (designated)
Transportation - general (restricted)
Access to Exton train station (designated)

520,000

520,000

520,000

Rt 100 Congestion Mitigation

150,000

150,000

150,000

70,000

70,000

70,000

Rt 100 & 30 Corridor ped/signals
Sidewalk Bank (restricted)
Transportation - impact fee (restricted)

84,100

84,100

84,100

600,000

600,000

600,000

Sewer (restricted-proprietary)
Twp-wide repairs to pipes and PS (designated)
Clover Mill Force Main/PS (designated)

1,400,000

1,400,000

750,000

750,000

West Goshen Treatment Plant (designated)

2,700,000

2,700,000

DARA Treatment Plant (designated)

5,000,000

5,000,000

Emergency repairs (designated)

5,000,000

5,000,000

ISubtotal Capital Reserves
Balance

380,000

2,300,000

1,424,100

1,159,555

1,145,076

1,450,556

7,859,287

15,250,000

0

23,109,287

9,642,147

549,699

1,340,568

0

0

0

11,532,414

903,949

0

12,436,363

RESTRICTED: stipulated by law, funders; COMMITTED: unrestricted $ set aside by BOS; ASSIGNED: unrestricted $ set aside by Mgr; DESIGNATED: restricted $ set aside by BOS or Mgr

5/4/2018

I

I

WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
Plan for Fund Balances

Gen Fund
Liq Fuels

Public
Service

Transp
Improve

Open
Space

Fund Balance as of 12/31/2017

14,022,147

2,849,699

2,764,668

WWFC
Equip

SOLID
WASTE

Twp Equip
& IT

GF
SUBTOTAL

SEWER

1,450,556

23,391,701

17,353,949

1,654

40,747,304

3,000,000

3,000,000

1,200,000

1,654

4,201,654

1,159,555

1,145,076

TOTAL

IOPERATING (committed but not restricted)
Operating Reserve (GF: 25% rev; Sew 35% rev)
Retirement Obligations
Unfunded OPEB Retiree Medical Obligation

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

Unfunded Pension Obligations

0

0

0

Unfunded Police Compensated Absences

0

0

0

ISubtotal Operating Reserves

4,000,000

0

0

0

0

0

4,000,000

1,200,000

1,654

5,201,654

1,145,076

1,083,362

2,228,438

400,000

367,194

367,194

367,194

401,159

401,159

2,000,000

2,000,000

ICAPITAL / EQUIPMENT
Equipment and Software (committed)
Vehicle/Equipment Replacement
Technology

2,628,438

Capital Projects
Road paving/maintenance (restricted-LiqF)

401,159

Public Works garage (assigned)

2,000,000

Stormwater improvements-PRP (assigned)

500,000

Open Space - Exton Park (designated)
Tree Bank - Exton Park (designated)

500,000

500,000

1,078,355

1,078,355

1,078,355

81,200

81,200

81,200

Transportation - general (restricted)
Access to Exton train station (designated)
Rt 30/Loop Rd traffic signal (LiqF+Transp)

75,000

75,000

75,000

205,000

205,000

84,100

84,100

84,100

171,520

171,520

171,520

205,000

Sidewalk Bank (restricted)
Transportation - impact fee (restricted)
Sewer (restricted-proprietary)
Twp-wide repairs to pipes and PS (designated)

1,000,000

1,000,000

Clover Mill Force Main/PS (designated)

2,000,000

2,000,000

Emergency repairs (designated)

5,000,000

5,000,000

ISubtotal Capital Reserves
Balance

606,159

2,500,000

330,620

1,159,555

1,145,076

1,450,556

7,191,966

8,400,000

0

15,591,966

9,415,988

349,699

2,434,048

0

0

0

12,199,735

7,753,949

0

19,953,684

RESTRICTED: stipulated by law, funders; COMMITTED: unrestricted $ set aside by BOS; ASSIGNED: unrestricted $ set aside by Mgr; DESIGNATED: restricted $ set aside by BOS or Mgr

5/4/2018

l

I

WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
Plan for Fund Balances

Gen Fund
Liq Fuels

Public
Service

Transp
Improve

Open
Space

Fund Balance as of 12/31/2016

12,988,066

2,020,065

2,695,927

WWFC
Equip

SOLID
WASTE

Twp Equip
& IT

GF
SUBTOTAL

SEWER

1,088,229

20,664,470

16,951,547

212,654

37,828,671

2,900,000

2,900,000

1,100,000

212,654

4,212,654

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

0

0

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,101,201

770,982

TOTAL

IOPERATING (committed but not restricted)
Operating Reserve (GF: 25% rev; Sew 35% rev)
Retirement Obligations
Unfunded OPEB Retiree Medical Obligation
Unfunded Police Pension Obligations
Unfunded Police Compensated Absences

ISubtotal Operating Reserves

1,000,000
4,900,000

0

0

0

0

0

4,900,000

1,100,000

212,654

6,212,654

770,982

828,652

1,999,634

400,000

259,577

259,577

259,577

391,777

391,777

2,020,065

2,020,065

ICAPITAL / EQUIPMENT
Equipment and Software (committed)
Vehicle/Equipment Replacement

400,000

Technology

2,399,634

Capital Projects
Road paving/maintenance (restricted-LiqF)

391,777

Public Works garage (assigned)

2,020,065

Stormwater improvements (assigned)
Open Space - Exton Park (designated)
Tree Bank - Exton Park (designated)

0

0

1,046,901

1,046,901

1,046,901

54,300

54,300

54,300

Transportation - general (restricted)
Access to Exton train station (designated)

75,000

75,000

75,000

Rt 30/Loop Rd traffic signal (designated)

200,000

200,000

200,000

84,100

84,100

84,100

137,000

137,000

137,000

Sidewalk Bank (restricted)
Transportation - impact fee (restricted)
Sewer (restricted-proprietary)
Twp-wide repairs to pipes and PS (designated)

1,000,000

1,000,000

Clover Mill Force Main/PS (designated)

2,000,000

2,000,000

Emergency repairs (designated)

5,000,000

5,000,000

ISubtotal Capital Reserves
Balance

791,777

2,020,065

496,100

1,101,201

770,982

1,088,229

6,268,354

8,400,000

0

14,668,354

7,296,289

0

2,199,827

0

0

0

9,496,116

7,451,547

0

16,947,663

RESTRICTED: stipulated by law, funders; COMMITTED: unrestricted $ set aside by BOS; ASSIGNED: unrestricted $ set aside by Mgr; DESIGNATED: restricted $ set aside by BOS or Mgr

2017 Planning

l

I

WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
Plan for Fund Balances

Gen Fund
Liq Fuels

Public
Service

Transp
Improve

Open
Space

Fund Balance as of 11/30/2016

11,638,995

2,017,954

2,695,295

WWFC
Equip

SOLID
WASTE

Twp Equip
& IT

GF
SUBTOTAL

SEWER

1,120,389

19,344,969

9,720,716

241,745

29,307,429

2,800,000

2,800,000

1,100,000

241,745

4,141,745

Unfunded OPEB Retiree Medical Obligation

1,500,000

1,500,000

1,500,000

Unfunded Police Pension Obligations

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

Unfunded Police Compensated Absences

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,101,799

770,537

TOTAL

IOPERATING (committed but not restricted)
Operating Reserve (GF: 25% rev; Sew 35% rev)

I
I

Retirement Obligations

ISubtotal Operating Reserves

6,300,000

0

0

0

0

0

6,300,000

1,100,000

241,745

7,641,745

ICAPITAL / EQUIPMENT

I

I

Equipment and Software (committed)
Vehicle/Equipment Replacement

400,000

770,537

Technology

781,333

1,951,870

400,000

2,351,870

193,553

193,553

193,553

389,664

389,664

3,517,954

3,517,954

Capital Projects
Road paving/maintenance (restricted-LiqF)

389,664

Public Works garage (assigned)

1,500,000

Stormwater improvements (assigned)

1,000,000

2,017,954

Open Space - Exton Park (designated)
Tree Bank - Exton Park (designated)

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,047,499

1,047,499

1,047,499

54,300

54,300

54,300

Transportation - general (restricted)
Access to Exton train station (designated)

75,000

75,000

75,000

Rt 30/Loop Rd traffic signal (designated)

200,000

200,000

200,000

84,100

84,100

84,100

2,199,195

2,199,195

2,199,195

137,000

137,000

137,000

Sidewalk Bank (restricted)
Future projects (designated)
Transportation - impact fee (restricted)
Sewer (restricted-proprietary)
Twp-wide repairs to pipes and PS (designated)

1,000,000

1,000,000

WWT - Clover Mill Force Main (designated)

2,000,000

2,000,000

Emergency repairs (designated)

5,220,716

5,220,716

Subtotal Capital Reserves

I

3,289,664

2,017,954

2,695,295

1,101,799

770,537

974,886

10,850,135

8,620,716

0

19,470,850

Unassigned Balance

2,049,331

0

0

0

0

145,503

2,194,834

0

0

2,194,834

RESTRICTED: stipulated by law, funders; COMMITTED: unrestricted $ set aside by BOS; ASSIGNED: unrestricted $ set aside by Mgr; DESIGNATED: restricted $ set aside by BOS or Mgr

2017 FINAL Budget - December 6, 2016

I

WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
TREASURER'S REPORT
November 30, 2016

GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS
GENERAL FUND

TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT

OPEN SPACE FUND

DEBT SERVICE FUND

TOWNSHIP FUND

HISTORICAL RESOURCE
PRESERVATION FUND

LIQUID FUELS FUND

TWP. EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT

FIRE CO. EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT

TECHNOLOGY FUND

PUBLIC SERVICE FUND

SEWER FUND

SEWER CONSTRUCTION FUND

BEGINNING BALANCE
+RECEIPTS
-EXPENSES

$10,930,192.37
368,122.73
(332,165.05)

$10,966,150.05

BEGINNING BALANCE
+RECEIPTS
-EXPENSES

$2,694,569.16
725.7
0.00

$2,695,294.89

BEGINNING BALANCE
+RECEIPTS
-EXPENSES

$1,134,718.33
80.65
(33,000.00)

$1,101,798.98

BEGINNING BALANCE
+RECEIPTS
-EXPENSES

$35,887.59
0.00
0.00

$35,887.59

BEGINNING BALANCE
+RECEIPTS
-EXPENSES

$21,916.39
0.00
0.00

$21,916.39

BEGINNING BALANCE
+RECEIPTS
-EXPENSES

$35,999.00
31.97
0.00

$36,030.97

BEGINNING BALANCE
+RECEIPTS
-EXPENSES

$451,743.05
0.00
0.00

$451,743.05

BEGINNING BALANCE
+RECEIPTS
-EXPENSES

$820,971.72
163,262.38
(155,890.00)

$828,344.10

BEGINNING BALANCE
+RECEIPTS
-EXPENSES

$695,325.21
75,211.84
0.00

$770,537.05

BEGINNING BALANCE
+RECEIPTS
-EXPENSES

$150,816.31
146,997.05
(5,768.89)

$292,044.47

BEGINNING BALANCE
+RECEIPTS
-EXPENSES

$2,017,954.04
0.00
0.00

$2,017,954.04

BEGINNING BALANCE
+RECEIPTS
-EXPENSES

$3,200,856.37
13,472.03
(88,499.59)

$3,125,828.81

BEGINNING BALANCE
+RECEIPTS
-EXPENSES

$6,027,651.25
4,838.40
0.00

$6,032,489.65

SEWER CAPITAL PROJECT FUND

SOLID WASTE FUND

FLEET MAINTENANCE FUND

POST RETIREMENT MEDICAL FUND

CRIME PREVENTION FUND

TOTAL AVAILABLE FUNDS

BEGINNING BALANCE
+RECEIPTS
-EXPENSES

$544,319.56
18,077.50
0.00

BEGINNING BALANCE
+RECEIPTS
-EXPENSES

$209,871.89
37,494.98
(5,622.19)

$241,744.68

BEGINNING BALANCE
+RECEIPTS
-EXPENSES

$8,284.27
0.00
0.00

$8,284.27

BEGINNING BALANCE
+RECEIPTS
-EXPENSES

$104,868.10
0.00
0.00

$104,868.10

BEGINNING BALANCE
+RECEIPTS
-EXPENSES

$13,614.60
500.00
0.00

$14,114.60
$29,307,428.75

- NOVEMBER

ENDING BALANCE - PREVIOUS MONTH

$562,397.06

$50,880,904.84

WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
TREASURER'S REPORT
November 30, 2016

FIDUCIARY FUNDS
PENSION TRUST
WILMINGTON TRUST INVESTMENT

WILMINGTON TRUST INVESTMENT

NON-UNIF. PENSION
BEGINNING BALANCE
+NOVEMBER RECEIPTS
+NOVEMBER EMPLOYEES CONTRIBUTIONS
+STATE AID - TWP-PAYMENT
ADJUST TO MARKET NOVEMBER
-EXPENSES
-PENSION PAY-OUT
-PENSION PAYMENTS (9)

$6,716,910.48
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

POLICE PENSION
BEGINNING BALANCE
+NOVEMBER RECEIPTS
+NOVEMBER EMPLOYEES CONTRIBUTIONS
+STATE AID - TWP-PAYMENT
ADJUST TO MARKET NOVEMBER
-EXPENSES
-PENSION PAY-OUT/DROP PAYMENT

$14,058,869.58
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

$6,716,910.48

-PENSION PAYMENTS (14)

0.00

$14,058,869.58

OPEB TRUST ACCOUNT

US BANK

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
-ADJUST TO MARKET
-EXPENSES

$1,005,548.04
0.00
0.00
0.00

$1,005,548.04

$21,781,328.10

TOTAL INVESTMENTS

WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
TREASURER'S REPORT
November 30, 2016
GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS
CHECKING & MONEY MARKET ACCOUNT FUNDS
FULTON, PLGIT & CDARS & CRIM INVESTMENTS

GENERAL FUND FULTON BANK

GENERAL FUND-COMBINED

GENERAL FUND PLGIT CLASS

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+EIT DEPOSITS
+LST DEPOSITS
+REAL ESTATE NOVEMBER
+R/E TRANSFER TAX
+CABLE FRANCHISE FEES
+ RECEIPTS - NOVEMBER
+ SEMI ANNUAL TRANSFERS
-SEMI ANNUAL TRANSFERS
-BANK ANALYSIS FEE & MISC.BANK CHGS
-TRANS OUT

$4,495,463.01
1,651.54
0.00
0.00
14,665.94
155,161.01
116,081.41
0.00
80,500.00
(331,763.00)
(402.05)
0.00

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+ MERGED FORMERLY RECYCLING FUND

$146,753.41
62.83
0.00

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+ MATURED INVESTMENTS

$81,959.72
0.00
0.00

$4,531,357.86

$146,816.24

-WIRE FEES
-TRANSFER TO PGLIT CD-PURCHASE
GENERAL FUND PLGIT PLUS

GENERAL FUND PLGIT CD'S

GENERAL FUND CRIM INVESTMENT

GENERAL FUND CDARS INVESTMENT

PAYROLL ACCOUNT
FULTON BANK

GENERAL FUND - FEMA/PEMA #2

GENERAL FUND - FEMA/PEMA #3

HRA ACCOUNT FULTON BANK

HSA ACCOUNT FULTON BANK

BEGINNING BALANCE
+QUARTERLY INTEREST
-TRANSF TO PURCHASED CD'S

0.00
0.00

$81,959.72

$799.24
0.00
0.00

$799.24

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
-TRANSFER TO PLGIT CLASS
+TRANSFER IN FROM PLGIT CLASS

$901,017.98
0.00
0.00
0.00

$901,017.98

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST/DIVIDEND NOVEMBER
+UNREALIZED GAIN NOVEMBER
+REALIZED GAIN/LOSS NOVEMBER
- UNREALIZED LOSS NOVEMBER
-INVESTMENT FEES NOVEMBER

$4,847,178.31
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

$4,847,178.31

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+ DEPOSIT/TRANSFER

$245,827.68
0.00
0.00

$245,827.68

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+ DEPOSITS
-TRANS OUT

$4,647.36
0.00
0.00
0.00

$4,647.36

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
-SETTLEMENT PAYMENT

$7,602.53
0.00
0.00

$7,602.53

$149,659.96
0.00
0.00

$149,659.96

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
-TRANS TO G/F FEMA EXPS
BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+FUND REPLENISH G/F-SEWER-FLEET-POST
RETIREMENT
-EMPLOYEE REIMBURSEMENTS
BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+TRANSFERRED IN
-HSA EXPENSES

$71,510.42
0.00
0.00
0.00

$71,510.42

$0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

$0.00

WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
TREASURER'S REPORT
November 30, 2016
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT
FULTON BANK - COMBINED ACCOUNT

TRANSPORTATION IMPACT FEE
FULTON BANK

TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT FUND
CDARS INVESTMENT FUND - COMBINED

TRANSPORT IMPROVEMENT FUND
PLGIT I CLASS -COMBINED ACCOUNT

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+ RECEIPTS/TRANSFER IN
-TRANSFER TO CRIM INVESTMENT
-TRANS OUT

$293,787.55
125.73
600.00
0.00
0.00

$294,513.28

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+ CONTRIBUTION/ROBERTS AUTO MALL

$137,361.35
0.00
0.00

$137,361.35

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+TRANS IN FROM PLGIT
BEGINNING BALANCE
+QUARTERLY INTEREST

$736,534.39
0.00
0.00
$249,793.04
0.00

$736,534.39

$249,793.04

TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT FUND
COMBINED CRIM INVESTMENT ACCOUNT

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST/DIVIDEND NOVEMBER
+UNREALIZED GAIN NOVEMBER
+REALIZED GAIN/LOSS NOVEMBER
- UNREALIZED LOSS NOVEMBER
-INVESTMENT FEES NOVEMBER

$1,277,092.83

-TRANS OUT

$188,456.82
80.65
0.00
(33,000.00)
0.00

$155,537.47

OPEN SPACE FUND PGLIT I CLASS
COMBINED ACCOUNT

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER

$256,631.35
0.00

$256,631.35

OPEN SPACE FUND
CRIM INVESTMENT -COMBINED

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST/DIVIDEND NOVEMBER
+UNREALIZED GAIN NOVEMBER
+REALIZED GAIN/LOSS NOVEMBER
- UNREALIZED LOSS NOVEMBER
-INVESTMENT FEES NOVEMBER

$689,630.16
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

$689,630.16

$1,018.40
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

$1,018.40

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+ TRANS IN - COVER '07 BOND PYMTS
- 2007 BOND-PFM

$34,869.19
0.00
0.00
0.00

$34,869.19

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+TRANS. IN
+MISC ISSUES
-TRANS OUT

$11,307.76
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

$11,307.76

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+TRANS IN
-TRANS OUT

$10,608.63
0.00
0.00
0.00

$10,608.63

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+CLOSING OF HISTORICAL DONATION FUND
-TRANS OUT

$35,999.00
15.44
16.53
0.00

$36,030.97

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+TRANSFER ANNUAL DISTRIBUTION
+ TRANS IN RECLASS
- TRANS OUT

$451,743.05
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

$451,743.05

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+SEMI ANNUAL TRANSFER

$325,645.68
139.38
163,123.00

OPEN SPACE FUND FULTON BANK
COMBINED ACCOUNT

SINKING FUND FULTON BANK

SINKING FUND
PLGIT ACCOUNT

TWP FUND FULTON BANK

TOWNSHIP FUND - PLGIT
PROCUREMENT CARD

HISTORICAL RESOURCE
PRESERVATION FUND/FULTON BANK
COMBINED ACCOUNT

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+DEVELOPER CONTRIBUTION
- BI ANNUAL TRANSFER G/F

$1,277,092.83
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+TRANS FROM G/F COVER DEBT
-WIRE FEES
-TRANS OUT BOND PAYMENT

WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
TREASURER'S REPORT
November 30, 2016
LIQUID FUELS FULTON BANK

TWP .EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
FULTON BANK - COMBINED ACCOUNT

TWP. EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
CDARS INVESTMENT - COMBINED

TWP. EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
CRIM INVESTMENT -COMBINED

FIRE CO. EQUIPMENT FUND
FULTON BANK - COMBINED ACCOUNT

FIRE CO. EQUIPMENT FUND
CDARS INVESTMENT-COMBINED

FIRE CO. EQUIPMENT FUND
CRIM INVESTMENT -COMBINED

PUBLIC SERVICE FUND FULTON BANK

PUBLIC SERVICE FUND
PLGIT I-CLASS

PUBLIC SERVICE FUND
PLGIT PRIME

TECHNOLOGY FUND FULTON BANK
COMBINED ACCOUNT

TECHNOLOGY FUND
CRIM INVESTMENT -COMBINED

+SALE OF VEHICLES/EQUIPMENT/RECLASS
-TRANS OUT

0.00
(155,890.00)

$333,018.06

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+TRANSFER FROM PLGIT I CLASS

$265,449.32
0.00
0.00

$265,449.32

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST/DIVIDEND NOVEMBER
+UNREALIZED GAIN NOVEMBER
+REALIZED GAIN/LOSS NOVEMBER
- UNREALIZED LOSS NOVEMBER
-INVESTMENT FEES NOVEMBER

$229,876.72
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

$229,876.72

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+BI ANNUAL TRANSFER G/F
- TRANSFERS

$495,274.04
211.84
75,000.00
0.00

$570,485.88

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+TRANSFER

$138,750.75
0.00
0.00

$138,750.75

$61,300.42
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

$61,300.42

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST/DIVIDEND NOVEMBER
+UNREALIZED GAIN NOVEMBER
+REALIZED GAIN/LOSS NOVEMBER
- UNREALIZED LOSS NOVEMBER
-INVESTMENT FEES NOVEMBER

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+FINAL YEAR END TRANSFER FROM G.F.
- BANK FEES - BI ANNUAL
-TRANS OUT

BEGINNING BALANCE
+QUARTERLY INTEREST
-TRANSFER TO PLGIT PRIME ACCOUNT

$633,548.31
0.00
0.00 DO
0.00
0.00

$937.59
0.00
0.00

$633,548.31

$937.59

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+TRANSFER IN FROM PLGIT I-CLASS

$1,383,468.14
0.00
0.00

$1,383,468.14

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+SEMI ANNUAL TRANSFER
- TRANSFER TO CRIM INVESTMENT
-TRANS OUT

$109,949.21
47.05
146,950.00
0.00
(5,768.89)

$251,177.37

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST/DIVIDEND NOVEMBER
+UNREALIZED GAIN NOVEMBER
+REALIZED GAIN/LOSS NOVEMBER
- UNREALIZED LOSS NOVEMBER
-INVESTMENT FEES NOVEMBER

$40,867.10
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

$40,867.10

WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
TREASURER'S REPORT
November 30, 2016

PROPRIETARY FUNDS
SEWER FUND FULTON BANK

SEWER FUND
PLGIT PLUS ACCOUNT

SEWER FUND -CRIM INVESTMENT

SEWER CONSTRUCTION FUND
FULTON BANK

SEWER CONSTRUCTION
CDARS INVESTMENTS

SEWER CONSTRUCTION FUND
PLGIT CLASS

SEWER CONSTRUCTION FUND
PLGIT I-CLASS

SEWER CONSTRUCTION FUND
PLGIT CD

SEWER CONSTRUCTION
CRIM INVESTMENT

SOLID WASTE FUND FULTON BANK

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+RECEIPTS NOVEMBER
+TRANSFER IN FROM CRIM INVESTMENT
-MONTHLY BANK FEES - LOCKBOX FEE
-EOM TRANSFER TO SOLID WASTE
-FINAL SEMI ANNUAL TRANSFERS
-TRANS OUT
BEGINNING BALANCE
+QUARTERLY INTEREST
-TRANSFER TO FULTON BANK

$2,306,090.51
0.00
13,472.03
0.00
(208.41)
(1,113.68)
(87,177.50)
0.00

$2,231,062.95

$84.22
0.00
0.00

$84.22

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST/DIVIDEND NOVEMBER
+UNREALIZED GAIN NOVEMBER
+REALIZED GAIN/LOSS NOVEMBER
- UNREALIZED LOSS NOVEMBER
-INVESTMENT FEES NOVEMBER

$886,654.06
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

$886,654.06

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+INSURANCE REFD-GRUBBS MILL PUMP STATI
+SEWER CONNECTION NOVEMBER
- TRANSFERRED TO CDARS INVESTMENTS
-TRANS OUT

$494,358.41
0.00
0.00
4,838.40
0.00
0.00

$499,196.81

$3,386,362.11
0.00
0.00

$3,386,362.11

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+TRANSF IN FROM PLGIT-VIA FULTON BANK
BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
-TRANSFER TO PLGIT I CLASS
BEGINNING BALANCE
+QUARTERLY INTEREST
+TRANS IN FROM PLGIT ACCOUNT
BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+PURCHASED NEW CD
- MATURED CD TRANSF TO PLGIT/INCL INT& FE

$0.00
0.00
0.00
$1,086,448.36
0.00
0.00
$248,860.42
0.00
0.00
0.00

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST/DIVIDEND NOVEMBER
+UNREALIZED GAIN NOVEMBER
+REALIZED GAIN/LOSS NOVEMBER
- UNREALIZED LOSS NOVEMBER
-INVESTMENT FEES NOVEMBER

$811,621.95
0.00
0.00
0.00

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+RECYCLING FEE
+MONTHLY RECEIPTS
+RECYCLING HARZARDOUS WASTE GRANT/CO
-SEMI ANNUAL TRANSFER
- BANK FEES (INCL.LOCK BOX FEES)
-TRANS OUT

$209,871.89
0.00
1,113.68
36,381.30
0.00
(5,500.00)
(122.19)
0.00

0.00

$0.00

$1,086,448.36

$248,860.42

$811,621.95

$241,744.68

WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
TREASURER'S REPORT
November 30, 2016
SEWER CAPITAL PROJECT FUND
FULTON BANK - COMBINED ACCOUNT

SEWER CAPITAL PROJECT FUND
CDARS INVESTMENT

SEWER CAPITAL PROJECT FUND
PLGIT I-CLASS - COMBINED ACCOUNT

FLEET MAINTENANCE FUND
FULTON BANK - COMBINED ACCOUNT

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+FINAL SEMI ANNUAL TRANSFER-SEWER
-TRANS OUT

$333,894.25
0.00
18,077.50
0.00

$351,971.75

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+TRANS IN SEWER PLGIT

$151,343.23
0.00
0.00

$151,343.23

BEGINNING BALANCE
+QUARTERLY INTEREST
+TRANSFERRED FROM PLGIT PLUS

$59,082.08
0.00
0.00

$59,082.08

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+REFD G/F - SEWER
+ TRANSFER TO COVER EXPENSES
-TRANS OUT

$6,997.82
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

$6,997.82

$91,954.88
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

$91,954.88

FIDUCIARY FUNDS
PRIVATE PURPOSE TRUST
POST RETIREMENT MEDICAL FUND
FULTON BANK - COMBINED ACCOUNT

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+REFUND GENERAL FUND
-BANK FEES
-TRANS OUT

AGENCY FUNDS
HISTORIAL COMMISSION
FULTON BANK

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+SEMI ANNUAL TRANSFER
-CLOSE ACCT-TRANS TO HISTORICAL RESOUR

WHITELAND VILLAGE ESCROW FUND
FULTON BANK

BEGINNING BALANCE
-TRANS OUT

CRIME PREVENTION FUND
FULTON BANK

BEGINNING BALANCE
+INTEREST NOVEMBER
+CONTRIBUTIONS NOVEMBER
-TRANS OUT

TOTAL AVAILABLE FUNDS, BANKS, INVESTMENTS AND TRUSTS:

$16.53
0.00
0.00
(16.53)

$0.00

$1.00
0.00

$1.00

$13,614.60
0.00
500.00
0.00

$14,114.60
$51,088,757.85

WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
Components of Fund Balance

Balance per Dec 31, 2014 Annual Financial Report

01 - General
Fund

35 - Highway
Aid/Liquid
Fuels

08 Debt
Service

10,936,284

416,895

29,902

GASB 54 - Components of Fund Balance:
Nonspendable (Inventory)
* Restricted
* Committed (requires formal action by BOS)
* Assigned
Unassigned

10,855,000
12,586
2,040,242

* Category representing spending constraint

12,927,284

65 - Public 04 - Transportation 07 - Open
Service Fund Improvement Fund Space Fund

1,691,015

2,507,351

1,069,248

2,507,351

1,069,248

70 50 - Township Technology
Equipment
Fund

55 - WWFC
Equipment

821,792

189,559

369,781

821,792

189,559

369,781

821,792

189,559

369,781

19,456
416,895
1,691,015
29,902

416,895

29,902

1,691,015

2,507,351

1,069,248

* 2015 Committed (requires formal action by BOS):
Reserve for Assessment Appeals
Equipment Replacement - Twp
Equipment Replacement - WWFC
Technology
Capital Projects
Post Retirement Funding - GASB 45
Pension Obligation
Compensated Absences (Uniformed)
Operating Reserve Fund (~10% of operating budget)
Solid Waste - cash flow

12/31/2015
5,210,000
2,015,000
1,000,000
1,330,000

821,792
369,781
189,559
1,691,015

2,507,351

1,069,248

1,100,000
200,000
10,855,000

Analysis:

OPEB **
Compensated Absences **

12/31/14
Liability
2,790,461
1,330,658

Pensions–unfunded per 1/1/2015 Police Plan Valuations

1,000,000

12/31/15
Liability
(Source:
GASB 45
1/1/2013
Actuarial
Valuation)
3,089,493

Committed @
12/31/14
2,215,000
1,324,000
1,770,000

** - per 12/31/14 F/S
If we commit funds as listed above and reduce/keep the other commitments as previously committed (plus Post Retirement fund reserve, we will be covering 100% of our estimated liabilities.

WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
Components of Fund Balance
2014 GASB 54 Resolution
Other Governmental Funds
Special Reve Capital Projects Funds

Capital Projects Funds

01 - General
Fund
Balance per December 31, 2013 Annual
Financial Report

9,834,704

04 Transportation
Improvement
65 - Public
Fund
Service Fund

5,308,849

2,485,527

08 - Debt
Service

75,908

Totals35 - Highway
50 Other Govt Aid/Liquid
Township
Funds
Fuels
Equipment

70 55 07 - Open
Technology
WWFC
Space
Fund
Equipment
Fund

2,753,388

559,625

705,746

147,646

267,893

1,072,478

1,632,103
1,121,285

559,625
-

705,746

147,646

267,893

1,072,478
-

20,458,376

GASB 54 - Components of Fund Balance:
Nonspendable (Inventory)
* Restricted
* Committed (requires formal action by BO
* Assigned
Unassigned

17,325
2,485,527
8,264,000
12,536
1,540,819

5,308,849

9,834,680

5,308,849

75,908

2,485,527

75,908

2,753,388

20,458,352

* Category representing spending constraint

* Committed (requires formal action by BOS):
Reserve for Assessment Appeals
Equipment Replacement - Twp
Equipment Replacement - WWFC
Technology
Capital Projects - Municipal Bldg & Exton
Park
Post Retirement Funding - GASB 45
Pension Obligation
Compensated Absences (Uniformed) ^^
Operating Reserve Fund (~10%)
Recycling

100,000
320,000
35,000
200,000
1,600,000
1,915,000
1,720,000
1,174,000
1,000,000
200,000
8,264,000

705,746
267,893
147,646
3,232,083

3,232,083

-

-

-

705,746

147,646

267,893

-

^^ reasonable per GFOA staff
2014 Recommendation:
* Committed (requires formal action by BOS):
12/31/2013
Reserve for Assessment Appeals
100,000
Equipment Replacement - Twp
320,000
Equipment Replacement - WWFC
35,000
Technology
200,000
Capital Projects - Municipal Bldg & Exton Pa
1,600,000
Post Retirement Funding - GASB 45
1,915,000
Pension Obligation
1,720,000
Compensated Absences (Uniformed) ^^
1,174,000
Operating Reserve Fund (~10% of
operating budget)
1,000,000
Recycling
200,000
8,264,000

change

300,000
50,000
150,000
100,000
600,000

12/31/2014
100,000
320,000
35,000
200,000
1,600,000
2,215,000
1,770,000
1,324,000
1,100,000
200,000
8,864,000
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WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
Components of Fund Balance
2014 GASB 54 Resolution
Other Governmental Funds
Special Reve Capital Projects Funds

Capital Projects Funds

01 - General
Fund

04 Transportation
Improvement
65 - Public
Fund
Service Fund

08 - Debt
Service

Totals35 - Highway
50 Other Govt Aid/Liquid
Township
Funds
Fuels
Equipment

70 55 07 - Open
Technology
WWFC
Space
Fund
Equipment
Fund

Analysis:
The 2014 projected surplus in the General Fund is $0.6 million, which is basically available to commit. (Assumes forgiveness of loan to SWF)

OPEB **
Compensated Absences **
Pension – unfunded per 1/1/2013 Valuations

12/31/13
Liability
2,550,559
1,307,778
1,759,165

Estimated
12/31/14 Liability
(Source: GASB
45 1/1/2013
Actuarial
Valuation)

2,888,730

Committed @
12/31/13
1,915,000
1,174,000
1,720,000

Variance Comments
(973,730) Commit addl. $300,000 (Approx. $1,015,000 in Post Retirement Fund Balance; no further commitment at this time)
(133,778) Commit addl. $150,000
(39,165) Commit addl. $50,000

** - per 12/31/13 F/S
If we commit these additional funds as listed above and keep the other commitments as previously committed (plus Post Retirement fund reserve, we will be covering 100% of our estimated liabilities.
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WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
Components of Fund Balance
2013 GASB 54 Resolution
Capital Projects Funds

01 - General
Fund
Balance per December 31, 2012 Annual
Financial Report

7,554,310

04 Transportation
65 - Public
Improvement
Service Fund
Fund

3,232,083

08 - Debt
Service

2,472,147

280,353

2,472,147

280,353

2,472,147

280,353

GASB 54 - Components of Fund Balance:
Nonspendable (Inventory)
* Restricted
* Committed (requires formal action by BO
* Assigned
Unassigned

22,807
6,464,000
12,536
1,054,967

3,232,083

7,554,310

3,232,083

* Category representing spending constraint

* Committed (requires formal action by BOS):
Reserve for Assessment Appeals
100,000
Equipment Replacement - Twp
320,000
Equipment Replacement - WWFC
35,000
Technology
200,000
Capital Projects - Municipal Bldg & Exton Par
1,600,000
Post Retirement Funding - GASB 45
1,915,000
Pension Obligation
520,000
Compensated Absences (Uniformed) ^^
574,000
Operating Reserve Fund (~10%)
1,000,000
Recycling
200,000
6,464,000

3,232,083

3,232,083

-

^^ reasonable per GFOA staff
2013 Recommendation:
* Committed (requires formal action by BOS):
12/31/2012
Reserve for Assessment Appeals
100,000
Equipment Replacement - Twp
320,000
Equipment Replacement - WWFC
35,000
Technology
200,000
Capital Projects - Municipal Bldg & Exton Par
1,600,000
Post Retirement Funding - GASB 45
1,915,000
Pension Obligation
520,000
Compensated Absences (Uniformed) ^^
574,000
Operating Reserve Fund (~10%)
1,000,000

change

1,200,000
600,000

12/31/2013
100,000
320,000
35,000
200,000
1,600,000
1,915,000
1,720,000
1,174,000
1,000,000

-

Recycling

200,000
6,464,000

1,800,000

200,000
8,264,000

Analysis:
The 2013 projected surplus in the General Fund is $1.8 million, which is basically available to commit.

OPEB
Compensated Absences
Pension – unfunded per 1/1/2013 Valuations

12/31/12
Liability
2,235,900
1,184,396
1,759,165

Estimated
12/31/13
Liability, if
available
2,552,269

Committed @
12/31/12
1,915,000
574,000

Variance
637,269
610,396

Com
Add
Com

520,000

1,239,165

Com

If we commit these additional funds as listed above and keep the other commitments as previously committed, we

Other Governmental Funds
Special Reve Capital Projects Funds

Totals35 - Highway
50 Other Govt Aid/Liquid
Township
Equipment
Funds
Fuels

70 55 Technology
WWFC
Fund
Equipment

07 - Open
Space
Fund

2,495,411

603,191

709,974

118,706

166,734

896,806

1,499,997
995,414

603,191
-

709,974

118,706

166,734

896,806
-

2,495,411

16,034,304

16,034,304

709,974
166,734
118,706

-

709,974

118,706

166,734

-

WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
Components of Fund Balance
2012 GASB 54 Resolution
Other Governmental Funds
Special Reve Capital Projects Funds

Capital Projects Funds

01 - General
Fund
Balance per December 31, 2012 Annual
Financial Report

7,554,310

04 65 - Public Transportation
Improvement
Service
Fund
Fund

3,232,083

2,472,147

08 - Debt
Service

280,353

Totals35 - Highway
50 Other Govt Aid/Liquid
Township
Funds
Fuels
Equipment

70 55 07 - Open
Technology
WWFC
Space
Fund
Equipment
Fund

2,495,411

603,191

709,974

118,706

166,734

896,806

1,499,997
995,414

603,191
-

709,974

118,706

166,734

896,806
-

16,034,304

GASB 54 - Components of Fund Balance:
Nonspendable (Inventory)
* Restricted
* Committed (requires formal action by BO
* Assigned
Unassigned

22,807
6,464,000
12,536
1,054,967

3,232,083

7,554,310

3,232,083

2,472,147

280,353

2,472,147

280,353

2,495,411

16,034,304

* Category representing spending constraint

* Committed (requires formal action by BOS):
Reserve for Assessment Appeals
100,000
Equipment Replacement - Twp
320,000
Equipment Replacement - WWFC
35,000
Technology
200,000
Capital Projects - Municipal Bldg & Exton Par 1,600,000
Post Retirement Funding - GASB 45
1,915,000
Pension Obligation
520,000
Compensated Absences (Uniformed) ^^
574,000
Operating Reserve Fund (~10%)
1,000,000
Recycling
200,000
6,464,000

709,974
166,734
118,706
3,232,083

3,232,083

-

-

-

709,974

118,706

166,734

-

^^ reasonable per GFOA staff
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WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
Components of Fund Balance
2011 GASB 54 Resolution
Other Governmental Funds
Special Reve Capital Projects Funds

Capital Projects Funds

01 - General
Fund
Balance per December 31, 2011 Annual
Financial Report

6,768,774

04 65 - Public Transportation
Improvement
Service
Fund
Fund

4,262,394

2,371,768

08 - Debt
Service

158,089

Totals35 - Highway
50 Other Govt Aid/Liquid
Township
Funds
Fuels
Equipment

70 55 07 - Open
Technology
WWFC
Space
Fund
Equipment
Fund

3,311,340

517,089

748,384

137,450

1,005,440

902,977

1,420,066
1,891,274

517,089
-

748,384

137,450

1,005,440

902,977
-

16,872,365

GASB 54 - Components of Fund Balance:
Nonspendable (Inventory)
* Restricted
* Committed (requires formal action by BO
* Assigned
Unassigned

24,357
5,650,000
8,931
1,085,486

4,262,394

6,768,774

4,262,394

2,371,768

158,089

2,371,768

158,089

3,311,340

16,872,365

* Category representing spending constraint

* Committed (requires formal action by BOS):
Reserve for Assessment Appeals
100,000
Equipment Replacement - Twp
320,000
Equipment Replacement - WWFC
35,000
Technology
200,000
Capital Projects - Municipal Bldg & Exton Par 1,600,000
Post Retirement Funding - GASB 45
1,415,000
Pension Obligation
520,000
Compensated Absences (Uniformed) ^^
260,000
Operating Reserve Fund (~10%)
1,000,000
Recycling
200,000
5,650,000

748,384
1,005,440
137,450
4,262,394

4,262,394

-

-

-

748,384

137,450

1,005,440

-

^^ reasonable per GFOA staff
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West Whiteland
Township
Refunding & New Money Discussion
February 27, 2019
Presented by:
Chris Bamber, CFA
Senior Managing Consultant

pfm

PFM Financial Advisors LLC
Public Financial Management, Inc.
2533 Yellow Springs Road
2nd Floor
Malvern, PA 19355
717.232.2723 (P)
717.232.8610 (F)
www.pfm.com

opfm

West Whiteland Township
Topics of Discussion
February 27, 2019

Market Overview
1) Long term interest rates have recently moved lower from their highs in 2018, but not nearly as low as the all‐
time historic lows seen in July 2016.
2) Short term rates generally continue to rise in conjunction with action by the Federal Reserve to raise short term
benchmark rates
3) Overall the yield curve is becoming very flat, where the difference between long and short term rates is
becoming smaller
Existing Debt
4) Series of 2007 Note
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Variable rate bond pool loan
$2,860,000 principal outstanding
All‐in rate 2.15% currently
Callable at any time with no penalty
October 1, 2027 final maturity

5) Series of 2016 Bonds
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Fixed rate bonds
$7,755,000 principal outstanding
Overall arbitrage yield of 1.2655%
Callable 2/15/2022
August 15, 2029 final maturity

Potential New Money
6) The Township may be considering up to $5 million for potential upcoming projects
7) Basic Federal & State law guidelines (consult Bond Counsel for more detail)
a) Must reasonably expect to spend at least 85% of proceeds within 3 years
b) Must incur a substantial binding obligation to spend at least 5% of the proceeds within 6 months
c) Annual debt service (overall or individual series) must be level or declining within 2 years of issuance (no
balloon maturities)
8) Basic structuring options include:
a) Structure – level vs. wrap debt service
b) Maturity – up to 30 years

PFM Financial Advisors LLC
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Potential Fixed Rate Refunding of 2007 Note
9) The 2007 Note is a variable rate note that resets weekly
a) Current all‐in rate – 2.630%
b) Average since inception – 1.962%
10) The Township could look at a potential fixed rate refunding of the 2007 Note
a) Estimated fixed rate available in public bond markets is approximately 1.946%
b) All‐in yield (including costs of issuance) is approximately 2.601%
c) To the extent economies of scale can be realized with certain costs of issuance, combining the refunding
with any potential new money may help estimated all‐in yield of refunding
11) PFM and the Administration will continue to discuss the fixed rate refunding opportunity and if it makes sense
for the Township to consider separately or in conjunction with any potential new money issuances

Potential Next Steps
12) Generally speaking, from start to finish, to complete a municipal bond offering in Pennsylvania can be
completed as soon as 60 to 90 days from start
a) From initial presentation to when money is available for the project(s)
13) For illustrative purposes, assuming the Township wanted to move as quickly as possible, below is a potential
rough timeline:
a) February 27th

Initial introduction to Board

b) Mid March

Update to Board & Authorization to Proceed

c) Late March

Draft offering documents, seek credit rating, etc.

d) Mid April

Board enacts Parameters Ordinance prepared by Bond Counsel

e) Late April or Early May

Pricing of Bonds (lock‐in interest rates)

f)

Receive DCED legal approval

Late May

g) Early June

Settlement of Bonds

PFM Financial Advisors LLC
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MUNICIPAL MARKET UPDATE

pfm

pfm

February 21, 2019

MMD YIELD CURVE

The MMD Yield Curve is a high grade municipal yield curve published daily by Municipal Market Data. It is one of the most
commonly used benchmarks in municipal finance. The yields within the curve reflect the current yields for each maturity year
at which bondholders would be likely to sell high quality (AAA rated) general obligation backed bonds. The yield curve is
typically influenced by new issuances in the primary market as well as post‐issuance trading in the secondary market.
Municipal bonds typically trade at a "spread to MMD", meaning the difference between the yield in a specific year of a bond
issue and the respective yield in the MMD Yield Curve. While these spreads vary over time, they can be a meaningful and
powerful tool in trying to compare relative yield levels in a volatile interest rate environment.
HISTORICAL MMD CURVE ILLUSTRATION ‐ SINCE JANUARY 1, 1998
7.00
6.00

Yield (%)

5.00
4.00
3.00
2.00
1.00

Range

Average

Current
30 Year

29 Year

28 Year

27 Year

26 Year

25 Year

24 Year

23 Year

22 Year

21 Year

20 Year

19 Year

18 Year

17 Year

16 Year

15 Year

14 Year

13 Year

12 Year

11 Year

10 Year

9 Year

8 Year

7 Year

6 Year

5 Year

4 Year

3 Year

2 Year

1 Year

0.00

Maturity Year
SPOT ANALYSIS ‐ 10 YEAR MMD ‐ SINCE JANUARY 1, 1998

Yield (%)

5.10

Since 1/1/1998

Amount

Date

4.60

Min
Max

1.290
5.370

6/27/2016
5/18/2000

4.10

Average

3.226

n/a

Current

2.100

2/21/2019

3.60
3.10
2.60
2.10
1.60
1.10
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WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
SUMMARY OF OUTSTANDING INDEBTEDNESS
Debt Service Requirements
1
2
2000A Emmaus
Fiscal
G.O. Note
Year
Series of
Ended
2007

[1]

3

4

G.O. Bonds
Series of
2016

Total
Debt
Service

12/31/2019
12/31/2020
12/31/2021
12/31/2022
12/31/2023
12/31/2024
12/31/2025
12/31/2026
12/31/2027
12/31/2028
12/31/2029
12/31/2030

384,673
388,304
386,333
388,902
385,869
387,375
388,244
383,510
388,281

806,200
801,450
805,450
802,700
804,000
800,000
805,800
801,200
801,400
806,300
805,800

1,190,873
1,189,754
1,191,783
1,191,602
1,189,869
1,187,375
1,194,044
1,184,710
1,189,681
806,300
805,800

Totals

3,481,492

8,840,300

12,321,792

2,860,000

7,755,000

10,615,000

Principal:

[2]

Call Date:

Anytime

2/15/2022

Purpose:

New Money

Adv Ref 2011

[1]

For these purposes, assumes a budgeted rate of 4.25%. Actual rates
have averaged 1.96% since issuance. PFM is the Program
Administrator to the Emmaus Bond Pool

[2]

Outstanding as of February 21, 2019

PFM Financial Advisors LLC 2/21/2019
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WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
Summary of New Money Options

Principal

1
OPTION 1
$3,000,000

2
OPTION 2
$3,000,000

3
OPTION 3
$3,000,000

4
OPTION 4
$3,000,000

Estimated Timing

June 2019

June 2019

June 2019

June 2019

12 Years

15 Years

20 Years

20 Years

Structure

Tight Wrap

Level

Level

Modified Wrap

[1]

$1,146,722

$938,867

$1,354,859

$1,824,420

$27,200

$22,600

$28,100

$34,900

Term

Total Interest

Present Value of 10 bps
[1]

[2]

$3 Million Total Projects

Estimated interest based on conservative estimate of current market conditions as of 2/21/2019
5

6
Existing
Debt
Service [2]
1,190,873
1,189,754
1,191,783
1,191,602
1,189,869
1,187,375
1,194,044
1,184,710
1,189,681
806,300
805,800

7
New
Proposed
Debt
Service
21,254
108,398
108,256
108,113
107,970
107,826
107,679
107,530
107,376
487,218
489,706
1,296,306
989,094

8
Total
Overall
Debt
Service
1,212,127
1,298,152
1,300,039
1,299,715
1,297,839
1,295,201
1,301,723
1,292,240
1,297,057
1,293,518
1,295,506
1,296,306
989,094

9
New
Proposed
Debt
Service
20,270
143,613
267,335
267,490
267,485
267,283
271,863
271,032
269,892
268,414
271,589
269,219
271,434
273,045
269,102
269,802

10
Total
Overall
Debt
Service
1,211,143
1,333,367
1,459,118
1,459,092
1,457,354
1,454,658
1,465,906
1,455,742
1,459,573
1,074,714
1,077,389
269,219
271,434
273,045
269,102
269,802

11
New
Proposed
Debt
Service
21,656
110,353
220,211
221,933
218,501
220,033
221,371
222,484
223,339
223,915
219,203
224,345
223,982
223,270
222,248
220,924
224,326
222,241
224,850
221,950
223,729

12
Total
Overall
Debt
Service
1,212,529
1,300,107
1,411,994
1,413,535
1,408,370
1,407,408
1,415,414
1,407,194
1,413,020
1,030,215
1,025,003
224,345
223,982
223,270
222,248
220,924
224,326
222,241
224,850
221,950
223,729

13
New
Proposed
Debt
Service
23,417
118,921
118,779
118,637
118,494
118,349
118,203
118,053
117,900
117,742
117,579
362,412
363,762
359,480
359,807
359,577
363,833
362,343
360,284
362,644
364,210

14
Total
Overall
Debt
Service
1,214,290
1,308,675
1,310,562
1,310,239
1,308,362
1,305,724
1,312,246
1,302,763
1,307,581
924,042
923,379
362,412
363,762
359,480
359,807
359,577
363,833
362,343
360,284
362,644
364,210

Fiscal
Year
Ending
12/31/2019
12/31/2020
12/31/2021
12/31/2022
12/31/2023
12/31/2024
12/31/2025
12/31/2026
12/31/2027
12/31/2028
12/31/2029
12/31/2030
12/31/2031
12/31/2032
12/31/2033
12/31/2034
12/31/2035
12/31/2036
12/31/2037
12/31/2038
12/31/2039
12/31/2040
12/31/2041
12/31/2042
12/31/2043
12/31/2044
12/31/2045
TOTAL

12,321,792

4,146,722

16,468,514

3,938,867

16,260,659

4,354,859

16,676,650

4,824,420

17,146,212

Existing debt outstanding as of 2/22/2019. Assumes variable rate of 4.25% for 2007 Note.

PFM Financial Advisors LLC 2/22/2019
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WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
Summary of New Money Options

Principal

1
OPTION 1
$5,000,000

2
OPTION 2
$5,000,000

3
OPTION 3
$5,000,000

4
OPTION 4
$5,000,000

Estimated Timing

June 2019

June 2019

June 2019

June 2019

14 Years

15 Years

20 Years

20 Years

Structure

Tight Wrap

Level

Level

Modified Wrap

[1]

$2,114,035

$1,561,297

$2,241,904

$3,054,722

$47,900

$37,600

$46,600

$58,400

Term

Total Interest

Present Value of 10 bps
[1]

[2]

$5 Million Total Projects

Estimated interest based on conservative estimate of current market conditions as of 2/21/2019
5

6

Fiscal
Year
Ending
12/31/2019
12/31/2020
12/31/2021
12/31/2022
12/31/2023
12/31/2024
12/31/2025
12/31/2026
12/31/2027
12/31/2028
12/31/2029
12/31/2030
12/31/2031
12/31/2032
12/31/2033
12/31/2034
12/31/2035
12/31/2036
12/31/2037
12/31/2038
12/31/2039
12/31/2040
12/31/2041
12/31/2042
12/31/2043
12/31/2044
12/31/2045
TOTAL

Existing
Debt
Service [2]
1,190,873
1,189,754
1,191,783
1,191,602
1,189,869
1,187,375
1,194,044
1,184,710
1,189,681
806,300
805,800

12,321,792

7
New
Proposed
Debt
Service
36,263
181,416
181,274
181,131
180,988
180,844
180,697
180,548
180,394
560,236
562,724
1,369,324
1,372,112
1,371,951
394,136

8
Total
Overall
Debt
Service
1,227,136
1,371,170
1,373,057
1,372,733
1,370,857
1,368,219
1,374,741
1,365,258
1,370,075
1,366,536
1,368,524
1,369,324
1,372,112
1,371,951
394,136

9
New
Proposed
Debt
Service
33,771
244,293
447,021
448,898
450,461
446,647
447,564
447,996
447,865
447,121
450,746
448,518
450,543
451,620
446,838
451,400

10
Total
Overall
Debt
Service
1,224,644
1,434,047
1,638,804
1,640,500
1,640,330
1,634,022
1,641,607
1,632,706
1,637,546
1,253,421
1,256,546
448,518
450,543
451,620
446,838
451,400

11
New
Proposed
Debt
Service
36,037
205,314
369,462
368,905
368,185
367,260
366,107
369,679
367,771
370,503
367,703
369,496
370,673
366,212
366,357
370,941
369,820
368,138
365,885
368,047
369,413

12
Total
Overall
Debt
Service
1,226,910
1,395,068
1,561,245
1,560,507
1,558,053
1,554,635
1,560,151
1,554,389
1,557,452
1,176,803
1,173,503
369,496
370,673
366,212
366,357
370,941
369,820
368,138
365,885
368,047
369,413

13
New
Proposed
Debt
Service
39,082
195,127
194,985
194,842
194,699
194,555
194,408
194,259
194,105
193,947
193,785
608,617
604,085
608,734
607,309
605,011
606,915
607,765
607,537
606,207
608,751

14
Total
Overall
Debt
Service
1,229,954
1,384,881
1,386,768
1,386,444
1,384,568
1,381,930
1,388,452
1,378,969
1,383,786
1,000,247
999,585
608,617
604,085
608,734
607,309
605,011
606,915
607,765
607,537
606,207
608,751

7,114,035

19,435,826

6,561,297

18,883,089

7,241,904

19,563,696

8,054,722

20,376,514

Existing debt outstanding as of 2/22/2019. Assumes variable rate of 4.25% for 2007 Note.

PFM Financial Advisors LLC 2/22/2019
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WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
Summary of Series of 2007 Note (Emmaus Bond Pool)

OVERVIEW
1
Name: Series of 2007 Note
Mode: Variable
HISTORICAL AVERAGES
3
Period
Beginning
7/12/2007
1/1/2008
1/1/2009
1/1/2010
1/1/2011
1/1/2012
1/1/2013

2
4.250%
$2,860,000

Budgeted Rate:
Principal Outstanding:

4
Period
Ending
12/31/2007
12/31/2008
12/31/2009
12/31/2010
12/31/2011
12/31/2012
12/31/2013

5
Average
Rate
4.148
3.589
2.364
2.043
1.943
1.392
1.197

6
Period
Beginning
1/1/2014
1/1/2015
1/1/2016
1/1/2017
1/1/2018
1/1/2019

7
Period
Ending
12/31/2014
12/31/2015
12/31/2016
12/31/2017
12/31/2018
2/21/2019
Since Inception

8
Average
Rate
1.152
1.214
1.525
1.753
2.306
2.383
1.962

10
All‐in Rate
1.940
1.930
2.240
2.390
2.400
2.100
1.900
1.830
1.860
2.180
2.340
2.460
2.470

11
Reset Date
8/30/2018
9/6/2018
9/13/2018
9/20/2018
9/27/2018
10/4/2018
10/11/2018
10/18/2018
10/25/2018
11/1/2018
11/8/2018
11/15/2018
11/22/2018

12
All‐in Rate
2.460
2.380
2.380
2.370
2.450
2.410
2.430
2.460
2.490
2.500
2.510
2.550
2.580

13
Reset Date
11/29/2018
12/6/2018
12/13/2018
12/20/2018
12/27/2018
1/3/2019
1/10/2019
1/17/2019
1/24/2019
1/31/2019
2/7/2019
2/14/2019
2/21/2019

14
All‐in Rate
2.580
2.540
2.530
2.570
2.600
2.510
2.260
2.150
2.160
2.320
2.380
2.650
2.630

RECENT RESETS
9
Reset Date
5/31/2018
6/7/2018
6/14/2018
6/21/2018
6/28/2018
7/5/2018
7/12/2018
7/19/2018
7/26/2018
8/2/2018
8/9/2018
8/16/2018
8/23/2018

HISTORICAL GRAPH (SINCE JANUARY 2010)
3.000
2.750
2.500
2.250
2.000
1.750
1.500
1.250
1.000
0.750
0.500
0.250
0.000
1/1/2010

Average Since 1/1/2010
Min
Max
Current

1/1/2011

1/1/2012

1/1/2013

1/1/2014

Rate
1.626
1.120
2.730
2.630

1/1/2015

PFM Financial Advisors LLC

Date
n/a
1/8/2015
4/19/2018
2/21/2019

1/1/2016

1/1/2017

1/1/2018

1/1/2019
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FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES ONLY

SAMPLE TEAM MEMBERS IN A MUNICIPAL BOND OFFERING
Issuer
West Whiteland






opfm

(e.g. West Whiteland Township)

Bond Counsel




Drafts all legal documents for bond issue,
including the authorizing Ordinance
Provides tax‐exempt opinion (if required)
that is relied upon by bond investors
Coordinates the legal documents and
closing requirements



Provides credit rating on Bonds for
investors use
Maintains rating on debt through
surveillance reviews through final maturity
of bonds




The “quarterback” of the entire financing plan and process
Provides financial advice to the Issuer and is legally require to act
with a fiduciary interest
Advises on terms, structure and composition of financing and
coordinates issuance process during planning stage
Negotiates interest rates, commissions and all other financial
aspects during execution stage, representing the Issuer’s financial
interests

Solicitor




Rating Agency





Typically issues bonds on a tax‐exempt basis assuming it meets legal
IRS requirements
Board action through the enactment of an Ordinance prepared by
Bond Counsel is required to issue bonds
Covenants to pay debt service going forward and provide ongoing
financial disclosure
Participates in rating calls, due diligence calls and other required
steps to complete bond financing

Financial Advisor
(e.g. PFM Financial Advisors LLC)

Provides opinion that the Issuer is legally
able to issue bonds and all actions to issue
the bonds have been duly authorized by
the Issuer
Reviews legal documents prepared by
Bond Counsel

Underwriter




Paying Agent



Transmits debt service payments to bond
holders
Coordinates with federal clearinghouse at
settlement and redemption/maturity of
bonds

Financial institution that buys bonds from
the Issuer and sells them to investors
Selected via a pre‐selected negotiated
process or competitively via auction or
RFP process
In consultation with Financial Advisor,
determines interest rates on bonds

Printer


Prints copies of Official Statements for
investors

PFM Financial Advisors LLC
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opfm
Disclosures:
PFM is the marketing name for a group of affiliated companies providing a range of services. All
services are provided through separate agreements with each company. This material is for
general information purposes only and is not intended to provide or give a specific
recommendation. Financial advisory services are provided by PFM Financial Advisors LLC and
Public Financial Management Inc. Both are registered municipal advisors with the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) and the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board (MSRB) under the
Dodd-Frank Act of 2010. Investment advisory services are provided by PFM Asset Management
LLC which is registered with the SEC under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940. Additional
applicable regulatory information is available upon request. Swap advisory services are provided
by PFM Swap Advisors LLC which is registered as a municipal advisor with both the MSRB and
SEC, a commodity trading advisor with the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, and a
member of the National Futures Association. Consulting services are provided through PFM Group
Consulting LLC. PFM financial modeling platform for strategic forecasting is provided through PFM
Solutions LLC. For more information regarding PFM’s services or entities, please visit
www.pfm.com.
The information and any analyses contained in this presentation are taken from, or based upon,
information obtained from the recipient or from publicly available sources, the completeness and
accuracy of which has not been independently verified, and cannot be assured by PFM. The
information and any analyses in these materials reflect prevailing conditions and PFM’s views as
of this date, all of which are subject to change. To the extent projections and financial analyses
are set forth herein, they may be based on estimated financial performance prepared by or in
consultation with the recipient and are intended only to suggest reasonable ranges of
results. Opinions, results, and data presented are not indicative of future performance. Actual rates
may vary based upon market conditions at the time of pricing. The printed presentation is
incomplete without reference to the oral presentation or other written materials that supplement it.
To the extent permitted by applicable law, no employee or officer of PFM’s financial advisory
business, nor any of PFM’s affiliated companies, accept any liability whatsoever for any direct or
consequential loss arising from negligence or from any use of this presentation or its contents. Any
municipal financial product or financial strategy referenced may involve significant risks, including,
but not limited to: market, interest rate, or credit risk, and may not be suitable for all clients. The
ultimate decision to proceed with any transaction rest solely with the client.
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West Whiteland
...
...
~

TOWNSHIP

~

Monthly Financial Package
Full Year 2018 Draft
(Pre-audit)

1

General Fund Revenue
West Whiteland
•,\:,_.___

- - - - + - <~M\1M:041

GENERAL FUND REVENUE*
By Type

GENERAL FUND

Full Year 2018 DRAFT**
2018
Actual
**

Real Estate Taxes
Real.......Estate.... Transfer Tax
..........
Earned
Tax
.........................Income
. . . .....................................................................
__,
Local Services Tax
Licenses & Permits
Franchise Fees
Planning & Zoning
Violations
................... . .,.,.,.•- - - ·································- - Entitlements / Grants
Parks & Recreation
...............·.···························- -·~·.························- - -----1
Interest Earnings
Miscellaneous Revenue
Transfer in from other Funds

1,194,215
799,734
5,778,969
897,722
2,373,335
432,092
70,685
143,654
1,112,523
20,915
256,520
122,326
173,506

TOTAL GENERAL FUND REVENUE

$ 13,376,195

~

,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,., ,

____

___

,,.,.,.,. ,.,

o,u,,ouu~., ... •••·•·•·•·•·•·•·"·'·'·"·"'·"·"'·"~•---•·.. •••·•·•·•·•·•·•·"·'·'·"·"'·"·"'u~••••••••••••• .. •••~--

2017
Actual

% vs. 2017
Actual

1,210,998
-1%
- 1,792,813
- --•...... -55%
.... ................... ..
5,817,094
-1%
- - - - - ··················· ..···············..··
918,738
-2%
733,002
224%
458,893
-6%
49,634
42%
174,351
-18%
1,120,593
-1%
17,963
16%
- - -- ········· ·································~
148,593
73%
221,051
-45%
237,588
-27%
,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,., ,

-

- -•••• •• .. •·••••u., ·•·•••·•·••·•·•·••-

- - - • O A A A A.

$ 12,901,312

.

- -

,.0.0.0....0.0.<,.U .•,......~A••••••••••••u

4%

2018
Budget

% vs. 2018
Budget

1,209,255
-1%
900,000
-11%
5,850,000
-1%
- -• ·······································
900,000
0%
1,316,575
80%
490,000
-12%
- - - - - - -+~·-···~·-······························
52,000
36%
172,400
-17%
- -····· ····················································
1,102,142
1%
23,000
-9%
·························- ~ +-·······································
179,550
43%
193,295
-37%
105,000
65%

Commentary
•

Revenue finished the year
favorable to budget, mainly driven
by building permit revenue.

•

Revenue from the transfer of real
estate is finished below budget by
$100K driven by low transaction
volume.

•

EIT: slightly below budget but subject
to adjustments for timing around yearend.

•

Licenses & Permits: Exceeded
expectations due to large development
projects that broke ground in the fall.

•

Franchise fees down vs. 2017 due to
individuals ‘cutting the cord’ on cable
and budget miscalculation.

•

Favorable planning fees for high
volume of development work.
Favorable Zoning fees driven by
antennae cases.

•

Violations low due to police turnover.

•

Interest earnings favorability due to
utilizing available investment options
and higher interest rates.

•

Miscellaneous underperformance due
to lack of insurance reimbursements
from fewer accidents (no expense or
revenue reimbursement)

•

Transfer in from other funds favorable
due to closing of fleet fund not
included in budget.

,...•••·•·•·•·•·•·•·"·'·'·'·'·"'·••·U.,,~,--...------1

$ 12,493,217

*Includes Funds 1, 16 Historical Fund and 35 Liquid Fuels Fund which are all General Fund Revenues
**The year is not closed yet but is materially complete. Accrual adjustments will still be made with the audit.

7%

2

General Fund Revenue
West Whiteland

•,\,:-......- -

---------<~M\1M:041

Full Year 2018 DRAFT
Licenses & Permits
2,373,335
18%

Local Services Tax
897,722
7%

Franchise Fees Planning & Zoning Violations
143,654
70,685
432,092
1%
1%
3%
Entitlements / Grants
1,112,523
8%

Parks & Recreation
20,915
0%
Interest Earnings
256,520
2%
Miscellaneous Revenue
122,326
1%
Real Estate Taxes
1,194,215
9%
Real Estate Transfer Tax
799,734
6%

Earned Income Tax
5,778,969
44%

3

General Fund Expenses by Type
Full Year 2018 DRAFT**

West Whiteland
-

-

~M'liM:O@-

-

GENERAL FUND EXPENSES*
By Type

2018
Actual
**

2017
Actual

++

5,566,426
2,148,681
1,611,684
582,674
115,000
361,484

4,503,540
2,056,323
1,428,613
550,224
109,200
380,253

Transfers to:
Transfer to Equipment Repl (WWT & WWFC)
Transfer to Solid Waste
Debt Service
Technology

450,000
200,000
1,036,180
258,337

1,831,926
980,899
227,300

$ 12,330,465

$ 12,068,278

Salaries
Benefits
Maintenance & Operations
Contracted/Professional Serv
Contribution to Fire Company
Other Expenditures

+

TOTAL GENERAL FUND EXPENSES*
Total General Fund Revenue
Total General Fund Expenses*

$
$

13,376,195
12,330,465

$
$

12,901,312
12,068,278

Net Revenue (Expense) General Fund

$

1,045,730

$

833,035

% vs. 2017
Actual

2018
Budget

4,659,861
2,307,687
2,080,612
540,000
115,000
542,395

24%
4%
13%
6%
5%
-5%
0%
0%
-75%
6%
14%

450,000
1,192,000
258,337

-

2%
4%
2%
26%

$12,145,892
$ 12,493,217
$ 12,145,892

$

347,325

% vs. 2018
Budget

19%
-7%
-23%
8%
0%
-33%
0%
-13%
0%
2%
7%
2%
201%

*Includes Funds 1, 16 Historical Fund and 35 Liquid Fuels Fund which are all General Funds
**The year is not closed yet but is materially complete. Accrual adjustments will still be made with the audit.
+ Includes maintenance and operational expenses for township buildings, parks, roads, traffic signals and public safety, including gas,
electric, supplies, small equipment & tools, ammunition, uniforms and hiring costs.

Commentary
•

Salaries are high due to costs
associated with new police
contract and elimination of sickleave liability.

•

Benefit variance vs. 2017 as
expected. Actuals vs. budget are
expected to be favorable to
budget due to medical costs.

•

Maintenance & Operations
favorable variance vs. budget is
driven by lower than expected
Liquid Fuels expenses for overlay
work & sink hole repairs. Savings
in various operating expenses
such as project timing & costs,
utilities & supplies also
contributed to the favorability.

•

Contracted/Professional Services
exceeded budget due to Solicitor
costs.

•

Other Expenditures are favorable
due to lower than budgeted
liability, insurance,
communications, and training
costs.

•

A transfer to the Solid Waste
Fund to reimburse legal expenses
was approved during the year.

•

Debt Service was favorable due
to low variable rates.

++ Other Expenditures includes expenses for insurance, bonds, training, office supplies, postage, newsletter, advertising, banking fees, dues
and telephone.
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General Fund Expenses by Type
West Whiteland
-

-------<~M'liM:O@>--+-- -

Full Year 2018 DRAFT
Other Expenditures
361,484
3%

Debt Service
1,036,180
9%

Contracted/Professional Serv
582,674
5%

Salaries
5,566,426
49%

Maintenance & Operations
1,611,684
14%

Benefits
2,148,681
19%

5

Sewer Operating Fund
Full Year 2018 DRAFT*

West Whiteland
-

-

~M'liM:O@-

-

SEWER OPERATING FUND
REVENUE
Interest Earnings
Sewer Fees
Sewer Late Fees
Industrial Waste Surcharge
Sewer Certifications
Clover Mill Payment
Miscellaneous Revenue
Transfer In from Fund 03 for Capital Exp

> - - • ~ • ~ • ~ • • V • • < " • • V • • V • • ••• ••

•

•

TOTAL SEWER REVENUE

2018

2017

% vs. 2017

YTD Actual

YTD Actual

YTD Actual

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

59,721
2,900,394
27,116
405
9,075
152,655
436
613,000

$ 3,762,802

$ 3,343,356

93%
-7%
-39%
-93%
11%
23%
38%
0%
13%

2018

2017

% vs. 2017

SEWER OPERATING FUND

YTD Actual

EXPENSES
Salaries
Benefits
Maintenance & Operations
Contracted Treatment - DARA
Contracted Treatment - W. Goshen
Contracted/Professional Serv
Other Expenditures

_ _ __ _ _ .......................................................
,

"'-'"'-'"'-'"'-''''°'''°'''°'''°'''°'''°''~••~••~,•~,•~,•~,•~,=,=;~~~~~

Transfer to Technology
Transfer To Equipment Repl
Fleet

TOTAL SEWER FUND EXPENSES
Total Sewer Fund Revenue
Total Sewer Fund Expenses

Net Revenue (Expense) Sewer Fund

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

712,407
246,326
239,344
828,112
1,008,642
69,425
71,512

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

31,015
3,129,242
44,383
6,055
8,185
124,160
317
-

YTD Actual

$ 3,391,538

$ 3,490,153

$ 3,762,802
$ 3,391,538
$
371,264

$ 3,343,356
$ 3,490,153
$ (146,797)

13%
-3%
-353%

$
$
$

55,395
41,000
24,375

$
$
$

*The year is not closed yet but is materially complete. Small adjustments could still be made.

689,608
216,690
277,163
600,836
683,844
57,969
64,122
41,000
336,000
14,994

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

40,000
3,185,000
25,000
3,800
8,000
184,000
4,300
1,343,000

$

4,793,100

% vs. 2018
YTD Budget
49%
-9%
8%
-89%
13%
-17%
-90%
-54%
-21%

2018
YTD
Budget***

YTD Actual
3%
14%
-14%
38%
47%
20%
12%
0%
35%
-88%
63%
-3%

=~~~=~•~•~•~•••••••••

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2018
YTD Budget*

% vs. 2018
YTD Budget

·····················~--~--~---··-··-··-··-·•- --

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

717,710
242,557
323,500
871,000
1,900,000
135,700
102,700

$
$
$

55,395
41,000
23,000

$

4,507,562

-1%
2%
-26%
-5%
-47%
-49%
-30%
0%
0%
0%
6%
-25%

$
$
$

4,793,100
4,507,562
285,538

-21%
-25%
30%

---

···························...............................

Commentary
•

Net surplus of $370K, favorable
to budget by $85K, due mostly
to lower expense costs of
projects pushed to 2019.

•

Clover Mill Payment was
budgeted higher for payment
from Uwchlan for planned
repairs. Some pushed to 2019,
which will drive offsetting
expense reductions in 2018.

•

Salary: 2017 had staff vacancy.

•

Maintenance & Operations
expense variances vs. 2017 and
budget are due to previous CMPS
repairs along with lower costs in
equipment repairs and general
supplies.

•

DARA high vs 2017 due to timing.

•

W. Goshen favorability vs. budget
is due to some capital payments
moved to 2019.

•

Contracted/Professional services:
Mill Valley moved to 2019.
6

Sewer Construction Fund
West Whiteland
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Full Year 2018 DRAFT*
Commentary

SEWER CONSTRUCTION FUND
REVENUE

......, •• •••••, •• ••" < . , • • · • • o , · ~ ~ - · · · · ·· ·••<>••···••>••···••o,••··· ..,···••««•• · · ..., •• •••••, ••••• .,, ••••• v , _

Interest Earnings
Tapping Fees
West Goshen Revenue
Miscellaneous Revenue
- - · · · · · · · · · ·····································
Revenue - Transfer

_

TOTAL SEWER CONSTRUCTION FUND REVENUE
SEWER CONSTRUCTION FUND
EXPENSES

.......................................... -- ............ -- ....................................... -- .......................................................................................... .................. . .......... -- ............"

Capital Improvements
Contracted/Professional Serv
Other Expenditures
Transfer to Fund 02 for Capital Exp (DARA & WG)

2018

2017

% vs. 2017

YTD Actual

YTD Actual

YTD Actual

$
$
$
$
$

125,953
4,065,408
311,456
36,000

$ 4,538,817
2018
YTD Actual

_

TOTAL SEWER CONSTRUCTION FUND EXPENSES
Total Sewer Construction Fund Revenue
Total Sewer Construction Fund Expenses

Net Revenue (Expense) Sewer Construction Fund

- - •••••• •>•• ••••w••••• .. •••••••• .. •••••••>••••«<"•• ••

$
69,345
82%
$
386,761
951%
$
0%
$
(191)
-163483%
·········································- + - -$
336,000
-89%
473%
$
791,915

2017
YTD Actual

$
$
$
$

56,870
79,366
831
673,000

$
$
$
$

202,269
28,106
676
65,000

$

810,067

$

$ 4,538,817
$
810,067
$ 3,728,750

$
$
$

% vs. 2017
YTD Actual

2018
YTD Budget*

% vs. 2018

- - · · ·· ·••o,,.••«•>••··· .. ······ ....

$
$
$
$
$

85,000
1,400,000
36,000

$

1,521,000

2018
YTD Budget*

•

Overall, the net surplus will be
reserved and used for some of
the large projects in 2019.

•

Tapping fees:

YTD Budget
·····••>••··· ..,..... .,,

48%
190%
0%
0%
0%
198%

% vs. 2018
YTD Budget

$
$
$
$

410,000
90,000
1,325
1,403,000

296,051

-72%
182%
23%
935%
174%

$

1,904,325

-86%
-12%
-37%
-52%
-57%

791,915
296,051
495,864

473%
174%
652%

$
$
$

1,521,000
1,904,325
(383,325)

198%
-57%
-1073%

•

•

Parkview at Oaklands, Keva, Glen
Loch, Waterloo, Main Street and
Hanover all paid substantial fees.

•

Several smaller projects: Stolen Sun
Craft Brewing, Montessori school, a
new business office, Exton
Commercial.

Misc Revenue:
•

$312K: Payment from Uwchlan for
capacity catch-up per new contract.

•

Capital Improvements favorable
as many projects were delayed
until 2019

•

Contracted/Prof Services came
in lower than expected due to
projects pushed to 2019

•

Transfers:
•

2018 DARA & W. Goshen Capital
expenses are paid to recipient out of
Sewer Operating Fund but funded via
transfer from Sewer Capital. Variance
vs. budget favorable given largest
payment to W Goshen expected in
early 2019.

•

2017 was booked differently
(opposite direction) as seen in
Revenue Transfer line.

7
*The year is not closed yet but is materially complete. Small adjustments could still be made.

Solid Waste Fund
West Whiteland
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Full Year 2018 DRAFT*

SOLID WASTE
REVENUE
Interest Earnings
Hauling-License
Recycled Material
Recycle Bins
Recycling Grants
Refuse Bags
Service Fees
Solid Waste Late Fees
Miscellaneous Revenue

TOTAL SOLID WASTE FUND REVENUE

2018
YTD Actual
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,921
125
1,065
96,630
536,725
194,027
2,535
6,760

2017 YTD
Actual

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,128
200
(0)
3,272
480,038
210,960
3,408
6,348

$ 840,788

$ 705,353

$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$

% vs. 2017
Actual

2018 YTD
Budget
*

159%
-38%
-100%
0%
2853%
12%
-8%
-26%
6%
19%

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,000
500
1,750
70,870
513,275
211,000
4,000
-

$

802,395

-49%
-61%
-17%
-17%
-62%
-18%
-20%

$
$
$
$
$
$

32,070
2,160
507,770
204,425
4,030
17,225

$

767,680

19%
-20%
-151%

$
$

802,395
767,680

$

34,715

% vs. 2018
Budget

192%
-75%
0%
-39%
36%
5%
-8%
-37%
0%
5%

EXPENSES
Salaries
Benefits
Contracted/Professional Serv
Maintenance & Operations
Technology
Other Expenditures

TOTAL SOLID WASTE FUND EXPENSES
Total Solid Waste Fund Revenue
Total Solid Waste Fund Expenses

Net Revenue (Expense) Solid Waste Fund

30,686
2,111
506,265
180,077
4,030
9,721

60,459
5,355
611,677
216,293
10,700
11,867

$ 732,891

$ 916,352

$
$

$
$

840,788
732,891

$ 107,897

705,353
916,352

$ (210,999)

-4%
-2%
0%
-12%
0%
-44%
-5%
5%
-5%
211%

Commentary
•

Received larger grant than
anticipated for recycling.

•

Transfer in from General Fund
to recoup legal costs is not
shown in this operating view
($200K).

•

Salary variance from 2017 due
to change in allocation.

•

Contracted/Professional
services down from 2017 due
to timing of expenses.

•

Other Expenditures savings is
mostly in investment and
banking fees.

8
*The year is not closed yet but is materially complete. Small adjustments could still be made.

Expenses by Department – All Funds
West Whiteland
- -- -~M'liM:O@,....-- -

Full Year 2018 DRAFT**
Commentary

FUND EXPENSES*
By Department
GENERAL FUND
Administration
Finance
Fire
Code Administration
Police
Planning & Zoning
Roads
Parks & Recreation
Sewer
Sewer Construction
Solid Waste
Debt Service

TOTAL FUND EXPENSES*

2018 YTD
Actual
**
_., ...•.•...........••.............•....•.•....•.•...

964,626
483,578
521,023
667,104
6,260,286
342,359
1,658,840
396,469
3,391,538
810,067
732,891
1,036,180

$ 17,264,960

2017 YTD
Actual

% vs. 2017
Actual

2018 YTD
Budget
***

,,....•....•.•......•....•••............•...... ····•·•····•·•······•···•·•····•·•·····
690,745
393,456
519,012
678,058
5,158,080
322,569
1,469,285
1,856,173
3,490,153
296,051
916,352
980,899

$ 16,770,833

40%
23%
0%
-2%
21%
6%
13%
-79%
-3%
174%
-20%
6%
3%

818,549
495,109
540,108
699,113
5,441,515
341,744
2,137,713
480,041
4,507,562
1,904,325
767,680
1,192,000

$19,325,459

% vs. 2018
Budget

18%
-2%
-4%
-5%
15%
0%
-22%
-17%
-25%
-57%
-5%
-13%
-11%

•

Administration: Favorable costs in
medical insurance and utilities offset
by high solicitation and approved
transfer to Solid Waste for legal fees.

•

Finance: Increase vs. 2017 amplified
due to staffing changes.

•

Fire: Favorable variance vs. budget
due to lower Fire Relief grant as well
as timing of the equipment
replacement transfer.

•

Codes: Salary and benefits were
favorable due to turnover and 3rd
party inspections vs both budget and
2017 are high due to development
activity.

•

Police: Salary costs associated with
new contract are partially offset by
lower costs in health insurance &
training and timing of solicitation &
fleet maintenance.

•

Roads: Variance vs budget due to a
combination of favorable salary costs
due to turnover and lower than
expected traffic signal repair and
overlay projects costs, somewhat
offset by 2017 snow expenses hitting
2018.

•

Parks & Rec: Actuals low due to park
improvements either delayed or
pushed to 2019 as well as savings
from cancelled events.

•

Sewer Construction: Actuals low
because of several capital projects
pushed to 2019 as well as timing of
capital transfers.

•

Debt Service: Low due to favorable
variable rates vs. budget

*Includes Fund 01 General Fund, Liquid Fuels grant, Sewer Operating and Construction Funds, and Solid Waste
**The year is not closed yet but is materially complete. Small adjustments could still be made.
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Expenses by Department
West Whiteland
-
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Full Year 2018 DRAFT
Solid Waste
732,891
4%
Sewer Construction
810,067
5%

Debt Service
1,036,180
6%

Administration Finance
964,626 483,578
Fire
5%
3% 521,023
3%
Code Administration
667,104
4%

Sewer
3,391,538
20%

Police
6,260,286
36%

Parks & Recreation
396,469
2%
Roads
1,658,840
10%

Planning & Zoning
342,359
2%

10

West Whiteland
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West Whiteland Township Fund Balances

-

f

2014

(In '000s)

OPERATING FUNDS:

f

2015

GENERAL
LIQUID FUELS
SEWER**
SOLID WASTE

$
$
$
$

10,984
417
2,288
173

$
$
$
$

Total Operating Fund Balance

$

13,862 $

11,654
390
2,785
180

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

6,760
1,571
2,507
1,069
822
370
190

Total Capital Fund Balance

$

6,529 $

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

6,789
2,010
2,530
1,134
781
687
194

12,627
392
2,973
213

$
$
$
$

16,204 $

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

6,347
2,020
2,696
1,101
829
771
260

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

7,676 $

6,458 $
13,478 $
1,017 $

6,397 $
13,378 $
1,071 $

6,910 $
14,418 $
1,604 $

Total Fiduciary Fund Balance

$

20,952 $

20,846 $

$

15 $

14 $

$

$
$
$
$

14,335
487
3,618
310

17,072 $

18,750

41,357

6,644
2,850
2,765
1,160
1,083
1,145
367

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

10,473
2,666
3,599
1,699
987
1,302
295

9,370 $

10,548

I

$
$
$

TOTAL FUND BALANCE

13,217
606
3,248
2

I

NON-UNIFORM PENSION
POLICE PENSION
OPEB

CRIME PREVENTION

$

43,204

2018*

I

7,335 $

I

AGENCY FUNDS:

f

2017

I

SEWER CONSTRUCTION
PUBLIC SERVICE
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT
OPEN SPACE
EQUIPMENT REPLACE
FIRE CO. EQUIPMENT REPLACE
TECHNOLOGY

FIDUCIARY FUNDS:

$
$
$
$

15,008 $

I

CAPITAL - GOVERNMENTAL FUND:

2016

$

7,890 $
16,675 $
2,000 $

7,427
15,868
2,059

22,933 $

26,565 $

25,354

15 $

16 $

I

46,828

$

t

53,022

$

17

54,669

*December 2018. The year is not closed yet but is materially complete. Small adjustments could still be made.
** Unrestricted; does not include net investment in capital assets:
$

7,728

I$

7,931

$

7,631

$

7,462

$

7,462
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MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
DATE:

Board of Supervisors

West Whiteland

Amy Heinrich, Finance Director

4f.fTiifii>

Fraud Overview
2/22/2019

As we approach Audit season, I wanted to take the opportunity to give an overview and have a discussion on
Fraud Risks and Controls.
Types of Fraud:
The Associate of Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE) has defined three main types of Fraud.
 Assest Misappropriation: employees steal or misuse the organization’s assets
o E.g. Skimming cash, falsifying expense reports, refunds, vendors or invoices, tampering with checks,
inappropriate use of procurement cards, theft of inventory, payroll fraud
 Corruption: misuse of entrusted power for private gain
o E.g. Conflicts of interest, illegal gratuities, bribery, embezzlement, aiding & abetting
 Fraudulent Statements: intentional manipulation of financial statements
o E.g. Improper classification of expenditures, concealing expenditures, liabilities, revenues or
misappropriation of assets, reporting higher receiveables in lieu of cash received
How Do We Prevent and Detect Fraud:
The Township has extensive internal policies, proceedures and controls in place to prevent and detect fraud.
We have had nothing but favorable results in our annual audit. Our key controls are noted below. More
details are available upon request.
 Board of Supervisors Role
o Review and approve the annual budget that sets the appropriation of funds; review monthly financial
reports
o Review and approve the Warrant Report which includes all expenditures
o Be available to auditors if requested; review final audit and financial statements
o Serve as an authorized signer when necessary
o Reinforcing an anti‐fraud culture


Staff Role:
o Separation of Duties
o Authorization and approval
o Policies and procedures
o Security of Assets
o Hiring practices

o
o
o
o
o

Documentation
Reconciliation and review
Access to systems
Physical control
Anti‐Fraud Culture

Everyone in the organization is responsible for fighting fraud
We have discussed fraud and controls at the Township Manager’s Staff meeting and encouraged leaders to
discuss it at their staff meetings. We are considering more formalized training along with formalizing options
for employees to report potential fraud, including anonymous means.

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
DATE:

Board of Supervisors
Mimi Gleason

West Whiteland
jif,ffijija

Verizon franchise agreement renewal
2/22/2019

Recommended motion: To authorize the Township Manager to execute the agreement with
Cohen Law Group for the cable franchise renewal with Verizon.
The Township has “franchise agreements” with Comcast and Verizon to offer cable TV to West
Whiteland residents. The Township renewed the franchise agreement with Comcast in 2015,
which lasts until 2030. The franchise agreement with Verizon expires in December 2021.
Because Verizon introduced cable TV in most communities in southeastern PA at roughly the
same time, many municipalities in Chester County have franchise agreements expiring around
the same time as ours. West Goshen and Upper Uwchlan Townships are going to hire the
Cohen Law Group in Pittsburgh, which specializes in telecommunications law, to assist with the
upcoming renewal of their franchise agreements and have invited other municipalities to join
in. The more municipalities that join in, the lower the cost will be for each. Over 20
municipalities have indicated an interest in joining in. If West Whiteland and at least 19 other
municipalities work together on this venture, the renewal would cost West Whiteland about
$6,000. If fewer municipalities signed on, then the cost could go up to $7,650 (or somewhere in
between, depending the final number of participants).
Besides saving a little bit of money on the attorney fees for the franchise renewal, the
advantage of joining with other municipalities is the increased leverage it would give us in
negotiating with a large corporation like Verizon. Staff recommends that West Whiteland
participate in this multi-municipal effort.

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

February 15, 2019

TO:

Board of Supervisors
Mimi Gleason, Township Manager

FROM:

Theodore D. Otteni, P.E.
Director of Public Works

West Whiteland

-

-
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SUBJECT: Multimodal Trail to Exton Train Station
Maintenance Agreement for Path

Recommended Motion:
To authorize the Township Manager to execute the Highway Occupancy Permit Condition
Statement for committing to future maintenance of the multimodal trail along Rt. 100 from Exton
Train Station overflow parking lot (on Walkertown Road) to the southern property line of Main
Street at Exton.
Background:
The Multimodal Trail, also referred to as the “Chester Valley Trail to Exton Train Station Multi-use
Path” will be constructed along the west side of Route 100. The northern portion of the trail,
where it is on/adjacent to the Main Street at Exton property, will be maintained by Main Street at
Exton. The southern portion, although adjacent to Rt 100, falls on PennDOT right-of-way for the
30 Bypass.
PennDOT is requiring, as a condition of their Highway Occupancy Permit, that the Township be
responsible for future maintenance of the multi-use trail where it is within PennDOT right-of-way.
Maintenance will include snow and ice removal as well as general upkeep and repair of the multiuse path, associated pavement markings, and signage.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or need additional information.

Enclosure: Highway Occupancy Permit Condition Statement

CHESTER COUNTY, WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
SR 0100 FROM SEGMENT 0211/OFFSET 1835 TO SEGMENT 0221/OFFSET 0000
SR 8028 SEGMENT 0250 FROM OFFSET 0000 TO OFFSET 0250
SR 8028 SEGMENT 0750 FROM OFFSET 0000 TO OFFSET 0350
HIGHWAY OCCUPANCY PERMIT NO.

HIGHWAY OCCUPANCY PERMIT CONDITION STATEMENT
Whereas, the undersigned (hereinafter, whether singular or plural, referred to as the Permittee) has
Applied to the Department of Transportation, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania (hereinafter referred to as
the Commonwealth), for a permit (hereinafter the Permit) to occupy the Commonwealth’s legal right-ofway at the location and for the purposes more fully described in Permit Application Number 144706.
Now, intending to be legally bound, the Permittee by its designee agrees and understands that the
following terms and conditions are assumed by the Permittee as additional obligations under the Permit.
Permittee understands and agrees that this Highway Occupancy Permit is issued conditioned upon
West Whiteland Township being responsible for the maintenance of the multimodal trail to be constructed
within and/or adjacent to the SR 0030 Limited Access Right-of-Way as part of this permit. West Whiteland
Township will maintain the proposed multimodal trail, including the bituminous pavement, curb, curb ramps,
buffer space material, joint sealant material adjacent to the SR 0030 bridge abutment, delineators, and any
associated pavement markings and signs as indicated on the approved Highway Occupancy Plans.
It is further understood that this Highway Occupancy Permit is issued upon this Condition Statement.
If this statement is not complied with the Permit will become invalid.
The obligations of the Permittee hereunder are in no way meant to lessen the obligation of the
Permittee outlined under PA Code, Title 67, Chapter 441. The terms and conditions herein shall commence
upon the date of execution hereof and shall continue in full force until the subject for which the Permit has
been issued has been removed, closed, or otherwise extinguished in accordance with the then existing
regulations of the commonwealth.
In witness whereof, the undersigned have set their hands this
, 2019.

day of

For the Permittee (type or print Permittee’s name on top line; indicate title where applicable).

West Whiteland Township
By:
Title: Township Manager

Attest:

